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Evacuation and Resettlement Study,
June 3, 1943. DST.
SCHEDULE FOR INDIVIDUAL RESETTLERS
Date of interview

Aug. 24, 1943

Interviewer

Charles Kikuchi

2. S e x, M(£> 3 Married stat.M S D
Name Yoshie Hibino
Aug. 20, 1943
55555
Everett
Present address
Date
Later addresses
tj
7. Birthdate Mar. 17, 19 22
6. Birthplace
El Paso, Texas
Nisei, Kibei or Is sei nisei
8. Alien or citizen
citizen
10. Addresses between Dec.l, 1941 and evacuation
Date From 6/194Q
(a) Los Angieles. California
it
(b)
u
(c) Z Z
it
(a)
il
11. Assembly Center
April 4, 1942
Z U Z Z D ate
Manganar

(e) zzzzzzzzzzn

12. Relocation Center

Date
„

13. Addresses between time of leaving Relocation Center and present
(a) y.'innetka, Illinois
Date Jar.. 29, 1943
(b) 444 Dearborn St.f Chicago. 111.
Aug. 10, 1943
(c)
14. Persons living in household on Dec.l 1941. Relationship to Reset tie r__em£lo^er
(a ) Mrs. Rena Borzage (wife of director)
(b)
3 ir,frs-mUy(wprkefl as domestic)
(e)

(d)
(e)
(f)
<e>
(h)
(i)
(J)

(k)

Z U

(1)
(m)

15. Persons living in household on evac. day
(If same as 14, enter symbol,e.g.14(a).)
(a) Carl Tamekichi Hibino
(b) Kunie Hibino
(c)
Self
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

(k)
(1)
(m)

Relationship to Resettler
Father
Mother
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15. continued
Age
(a) 64
(b) 44

Grade compi
Birthplace Amer.school
Japan

OccupaEduc.in tion Dec .Relig.
Japan 1. 1941 Affil.
hotel mçr RUflftlÙÊ
. Ivth
hosewife

domestic

norie

(g)_
(h)
(i)
<J>Z
(k)_
(1)

(m)_
16. If immediate family (parents, siblings, children or spouse)
were not included in household group in 15, because of different residence or because deceased, give details regarding them)
Relationship
Mar.
to resettler
Name
Stat
(a) Kimiko
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
16. continued Occupation
Educ.
Grade compi
Religion
Dec.1,1941
in Japan
Birthplace
Amer.school
(for dec.last
occupation)
none
elevator girl
12th

What members of household and immediate family evacuated to
gether to Assembly Center or Free Zone (give symbols used
in 15 and 16).

18. Composition of household in Assembly Center or Free Zone (Give
symbols from 15 and 16; if others, give sex, age, relationship)
Upon arrival:
—
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18. continued Just before departure to Assembly Center or Free Zone
-A5

~

19. Composition of household in Relocation Project (Give symbols;
if others, give sex, age, relationship).
Upon arrival:
7TTJust before leaving Project:
#15

20. Composition of household in Chicago at date of interview:
(Give symbols; if others, give details)
Name
(a) Barzlon, wife
(b) 2 children
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
20. continued -

Birthplace

Relationship
to resettler

Residence
Age
(if deceased (if dec.
Mar.
write "dec." age at death Sex Stat.

employer

Grade completed
American school

Occupation
Dec.1. 1941
Educ.
(for dec.last
Religion
in Japan occupât ion)

(a)"
(b)'
(c)'
(d)'
(e)'
(fÌ
21.
by symbol and dates. Give details for new households or entries
RelationResidence t Age
Mar.
ship to
(if deceased' (if dec.
resettler write "dec." age at death) Sex Stat.
Date
Name
(QT

(b)'
(c)"
(d)"
(e)"
(f)"
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21. continued RelationResidence
Date

Name

Birthplace

Grade compi
Amer.school

Educ.
In Japan

Dec. 1,1941
(for dec.last
occupation)

22. Educational history of resettler
Elementary schools (name and location)

Religion

Dates

Grade completed

Dates

Grade completed

Dates
193ñ-1939

Grade completed

T,pretto Anarieicyr "RI Paso, Terns

Grammar schools (name and location)

High schools (name and location)
Austin Fjghf El Paso, Taxas
Belmont High, I,os Angelas, Calif,

p,ofit.-ETV?rìnatfi

Colleges, universities and vocational
schools (name and location)
.
U. of So. Calif.f I.qb Angeles

Attendance at Japanese language
school, location
El Paso

J

Grade
Dates
c omple t e d1 De grec
1940-194?,

Dates

|irregular - 2 years
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22. Occupational history (begin with first job). Note periods of
unemployment by entering dates continuously and writing
"unemp" in Job column to cover such periods. Include employment in Assembly Center and Relocation Project and continue
with employment since resettling.
Reas on
kfor
terDates
Location
wages
mination
Type
of
industryNature of job
From
KYflr.Ufltion
domestic
maid
Y/irwetka
domestic
unemployed
child's nurse

domestic

flhififlgo

23. Religious connections (begin with first, include assembly
center and Relocation project and status after resettlement)
Where attended What Sunday sch.
¿attended what church
Dates
Catholic
K1 Paso
Catholic
none in Manzanar
noi:e in Chicago

24. Political activities
Voted in what elections
pe/gr vgtsti.

Lçs AnggX.es.

For what party

CH 9.

Yoshiko Patricia Hibino

WRA Form 26

100,705

2.

Manzanar
4/2/42
4/2/42
3. Manzanar
4. 727 Central Ave., Los Angeles, Calif,
. .
5. Hibino, Tamekichi Japan
Kunikane, Kinino
Japan
7 . Grammar school, Loretto Ac., Texas
9/28 to 6/35
High school, Autis High, Texas 9/35 to 6/39
College, U.S.C., Los Angeles 9/40 to 5/41
7a. Major: Music
Memsber of Honor Society
8. None
12. 63 142 lbs.
13. No major defects
18. Single
19. Daughter
20. 3/17/22
23. No
24. College 2
25. Speaks Japanese
27. Mus ical
27a
1
Secy. Personalmale typist $16 wk,
28. *1940 to' 1942 Mrs. Prank Borzage
bci
146 N. Rosemore, L.A.
Film Director
29. S k i l l — P i a n o playing
O^P^Muslo-playlng^piano, concert. (Would like to carry ambition of
concert pianists)
30. N o n e
Yoshiko»s father, Tamekichi Carl Hibino
2.
3.
4,
5,

same
same
same
Hibino, Zenzaimon
Japan
Morikawa, Klzo Japan
5a. Abroad farmer
,
7 . Grammar school, Iko-koto Jinjo Shogako Japan
4/86 to 3/94
Hlcrh school, Mitake Chugako, Japan, 4/94 to 3/96
College, Gifu, Gifu Japan 4/96 to 3/00

7a. Ma^o?: Art-received diploma and rating to teach art.

8. Kan1-gun, Gifu-ken, Japan 6/19 to 4/20; same 8/80 to 11/03
12.
13.
18.
19.

62 108 lbs•
No major defects
Married
Head

20. 8/6/80
23. No
24. College 4
25. Speaks English
27. Prop. Cleaning Estab.
27a. Art teacher

Yoahlko's father, Tameklchi Carl Hibino, continued
Manager-general operation $75 mo
28. 1939 to 1942 State Hotel
102 1/2 N. Los Angeles
Oshino - employer
1915 to 1959 Own dry cleaning business Owner, prop, operator
variable
El Paso, Texas
29. Skill: Art
Hobby: Art
O.P. Artist-teaching or painting
30. Buddhist
Yoshiko* s mother, Kunino Hibino
2.
3.
4.
5.

same
same
same
Kunik::ne Kaiji
Japan
Nakayama, Junko Japan
5a. Abroad Leasor
7. Grammar school, SanJo-ginyo-koto shogako 4/02 to 3/10
High school, Tokyo Jyogakko, Japan
4/10 to 3/13
College, Stotsu-bashi Jogakko 4/13 to 3/17
7a. Major: Sewing
8. Niegata-ken, Japan 2/96 to 2/20
12. 62 100 lbs.
13. No major defects
18. Married
19. Wife
20. 2/1/96
23. No
24. College 4
27.
—
27a. Seamstress
28. 1920 to 1942
Housewife
29. Skill: None
Hobby: None
O.P. Sewing
30. Buddhist

C M
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Charles Kikuchi
„
Evacuation and Resettlement Study
University of v lifornia .
august 31, 1945
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Yasuko Eayashi (Pseud) is a goung
; i year old single iiisei girl, -he
was"a student-domestic worker
Drier to the evacuation, ^t
present she is employed c,s a
sBXXSiiB^xiiXgoverness in a home,
her second oosition since coming
to Chicago from ^anzanar on Jan.
31, 1943.
Yasuko f s chief problems are in the ^
nature of personal l djustments, which
is typical of many of the ::isei
¿iris who have resettled without
their families. This case is not
one of serious maladjustments as
Yasuko* appears to be making serious
attempts to cope with her present
problems.
It U: exacted that further additions
w r d P b e made to the account as
follow ups are made, time a:.lowing.

1

T

h±s is a case of a young Nisei girl who is having a father

difficult time in making adjustments to resettlement.
for it has its background in thepre-evacuation period.

x

he causes

It is more

of a personal problem rather than a racial one,
Yasuko Kayashi, 21, is an extremely Americanized girl. She
was born in fcasx&xgsi El Paso, Texas and she did not have any
contact with the Japanese until after high school graduation when
her parents moved to Los Angeles.

Yasuko attended TJSC, majoring

in music, andworked as a domestic for Mrs. A . B orzage, the wife of
a prominent HoJ$ywood movie director,during the period before
evacuation.

She is faifcly talented in piano playing, but her

ambitions for a professional career has been disrupted bythe
war and other causes so that *asuko has not finished her tnaining
yet. At the present time, she is in her second domestic job since
coming to Chicago on January 29, 1943 from the ^anzanar Relocation
center. Personal maladjustment, pflius her associations with more
liberal Nisei during the period of the riot, prompted her
resettlement.
Yasuko is big for a Nisei girl. She is about 5'4" and weighs
"over 150" pounds.

H

er excess avoirdupois has been at the seat

of much of her personal problems, although her more Americanized
background has a great deal to do with her presnnt maladjustments.
*asuko is not a personality problem.

S h e is aware of her diff-

iculties and willing to do something about it. ^he has again
taken the initiative to carry on with her goals after a period
of depression.
Yasuko has a very friendly personality and is extremely good
natured, to the point that she is teased a great deal about her
"fat.11

She has managed to cover up and laugh it off although it

2

has hurt her kenly.

Seldom does she reaeal her real feelings. % e

interview was successful from the point of view that "Lasuko opened
up a great deal and revealed her problems.

In this process, the

interviewer sexke was able to offer her some suggestions so that
she could solve her own problems objectively.

li

apport was est-

ablished through informal contacts over a period of several months
before the actual interviews took place.
were intensive in nature.

x

he interviews themseleves

i.

Before any preliminary opinions or

observations are advaneed, ^asuko's own story and her conception s
of herself and her problems will be recorded.

No final analysis

will be attempted at this point.
Yasuko is the oldest of two daughters.
brothers,

She does not have any

^ke only actual work experience has been in domestic

work, aside from her WRA center experience as a music teacher.
She was educated partly in a Catholic convent, but she has more
or less dropped the religion,
whom she is terribly loyal.

^asuko has a wayward sister to
er sister's activities have had

some harmful effects upon Yasuko 1 s personality.

In spite of that

Y a suko is quite individualisit. ""-Ithough she is bewildered and gropes
for an understanding of her situation, she is not submissive nor
does she outwardly show an inferiority complex. She is very much
at ease among her friends, and much more at ease among Caucasians
for some unknown readon.

x

he fact that they are not aware of the

gossip about her wayward sister may have a great deal to do with
this as ^asuko is then less on the defensive.
immediate problem is her lonliness.

Yasuko's most

°he does not care for the

^isei society, yet she seeks out her former Nisei friends and clings
to them almost to the point of annoyance.

She has sought the

socially popular group, to which she is accepted because of her

musical ability. At the same time she is accepted among a limited
intellectual Nisei group, largely because 4he is willing to learn
and is a good listener.
on the fringes.

In both instances, she has merely been

In her owrn worBs, she has few intimia&e

friends.

There is a slight tendency for her to live in the past and talk
about her American friends which she had in 'Texas. At the present
time,

asuko is not satisfied with either her job or her friends.

In order to achève some measure of security and a feeling of
belonging, Yasuko maintains a spparate aparfcment with another
^isei girl because "it makes me feel like Ï have a home."

She

does not care for her position as a nursemaid to a child of a
wealthy Jewish family.

%ie has reconciled herself to domestic

work by thinking of it in terms

a sacrifice for a musical

education, a project which she will start in the fall according
to her present aims.
Before recording her story in her words, it may be well to
include an entry from ck diary(Aug.16, 1945) which gives an
impression of Yasuko before the interviews started and before her
background was known to the writer.
"Since xasuko has stoppedtherefor a weeks visit, the
phone bill has gone up and the man in the front room don't
like it because it keeps interupting his rendevous with his
woman.

1

asuko goes up there just to peek at them, * think,

^he then gossips over the phone for an hour and wonders
why she gets such a dirty look.

Yasuko thinks that the

woman upstairs is cheap and vulgar, and she comments,fUosh,
she looks like a slut. She's got beady eyes. I could
scratch her yyes out. I wonder what they are really doing/1
"Yasuko is really a personality comples. I think I
should overcome my fears fchat she has designs on me (man's

• 4

- -

—

-

---

conceit 1) and do a case study of her.

— — -

^ariko says that I

have her respect and confidence because I do not tease her
as much as the other fellows.

I refrain for the sake of

science!
"*asuko is fat in the first p^ace and she takes a
terrific ribbing about that.

G.T. call her 'fat, big, and

vulgar' but she does not let on that such things hurther
deeply.

£hen on top of that, she tries to act coy which

is not in keeping with her size.

+.hen she is always

hanging around because she is lonesome.

In order to

compensate she has bought a lot of expensive clothes,
i talked to her a while this evening in order to try and
help her find herself a s she is all mixed up. ^ e is

only

21. H er background is apparently veryg ood as her father
is a well known artist. She grew up in ElPaso and she
iM.
picked up Spanish from the _ex^cans so that she has some
sort of a dream to go to M±a Mexico to live.

It is her

Utopia, She wants to get through college, but she has no
idea why. I asked her what she thought she would be doing
five years from now, but she has absolutely no plan in mind
expect some vague dreams. °he has some talent in music
so that s he is planning to finish up ob that starting from
this fall, ^hen she would like to learn typing and
shorthand if 'it kills me' but she has not confidence
that she could do an office job.

She has been doing domestic

work and she resents it terribly as it puts'me in an
inferior status.' ~he is terribly loyal to her sister whom
nobody ever speaks of because she had a deputation' in
Los Angeles, San Francisco and '¿exas.
'Texas Molly.'

She is known as

"*asuko came to Chicago six months ago with the idea
of doing domestic work so that she couldsave up enough
money to go to college this fall. °he has been getting
approximately $82.00 a month clear, a s she gets her room
and board with her job. S 0 after six months, she saves
exactly 115.00 when she chuld have saved at least §360.00
and still met her personal needs.

*asuko does not know how

this money went. She loaned #50.00 to a friend, a very
secret friend it seems, andlost #20.00. ^he rest of her
money has been spent because of her lonlinless and
frustrations, *he worked up in Winetka and she would come
dashing down to MK's twice a week because of wanting
something exciting to do.

flhe

reads good books, but she

gets bored with that. Most of her money goes for cloth es.
,,x

asuko gives a lot of her clothes away to girls in

order to solidify friendships, ^he bought four hats in
the past months costing febout $8.00 each.

Her friends

joke about the expensive hats and yet they took two of
them which were offered.

She buys expensive clothes and

feels that it is a good investment, which it is, but she
probably does not need that much.

~he has little

knowledge of the value of money because it was all given
to her before by her parents. Now she has decided that she
is going to have a career.
"^asuko does not think that she will have a chance with
music although she had hopes before the war.

^he has vocally

given up marriage as f I want to have some fun first.'
Secretly, a gread deal of her frustrations

and un-

happiness now is due to the fact that she cannot get a
boy friend which she feels if very important in the group

6

she goes aroundwith.

Yasuko has quit her domestic job

and she wants to get one in twon so that she will not have
to commute so far to 'see her friends.'
"I told her that if she really wants to go into
business work, even if only clerical, she should do it
and not listento advise from her other girl friends.
I told her that her psychological adjustment was more
important than the few extra dollars she could save in
domestic work, a nd the innter tensions caused by doing
this work. MK locked at it from a dollar and cents point
of view, but it was the same argument that many Nisei
girls gave before the war.

Yet many of them are out of

it now and they save more now than they ever did as domestic workers, and they feel better because they have some
'status1 in their own opinion of themselves,
Yasuko's trouble now. ^he plans to rest

^ i s is

couple of weeks

at MK's and then take a domestic job and then go to school.
She will probably get the money to go toschool from her
father although she does not say so."
With thisnpreliminaryiranalysis, the writer began his
interviews ten days later.

Yasuko»s own story shows that she

understands her situation fairly well,

"¿'he formal interviews

were completed over four different periods of time, each
being febout three or fourhouss in length.

Her story follows:

"I only have a t!ague picture of my father's background. I
V«

never did ask him much about it.
Ken and he is now"over 60."

1

H e was born in the Gifu

don't know his exact age,

except that he is about 20 years older than mother who is 44.
father has always beena Buddhist, but mother 3s a Christian.

7

Father came from a large family who were farmers for generations
back.

He was the second son and not able to inherit any of the

property so

that he did not see any opportunity by staying in

his homevillage.

He went to x okyo when he wq.s fairly young and

he managed to get through a teacher's college, but he has never
taught,

also took a lot of art work there.

"Around 1903, he decided to come to America when he was
about 20 years old.

He wanted to study art here as all the stu1

dents from Japan were coming to -^erica about that time.
think that Dad did not want to go to fight in the BussoJapan war either so he left before he was conscripted.

He

was in "merica 17 years before he was married and in that
time he traveled all around the country.
school in the midwest for a short time.
the Southwest.

He was in some art
x

hen he drifted to

He went to Arizona and he worked as a cowhand for
T

a caucasian couple there.

hey could not pronounce him long

first name, 'romikichi, so they named him Carl and he has used
that name ever since.

Dad did all sorts of work in his younger

days and he roamed all over the west,
lumberjack, railrodd worker, and housbboy.
"apanese to open a curio shop in Arizona.

was a cowboy, miner,
n

e was the first

He did very well there

for quite a while, 'hen he heard that there were a few °apanese
L.
in Texas so he went there.
a large cleaning place.

x

He and another Japanese open&iig up
t was the best one in the city of

El Paso which was a growing town and father made lots of money.
He was getting to be over 40 so he decided that he had better
settle down and get married.

S 0 he went back to J apan to find

a wife.
"Father went to see his old school principal and it was here

8

that he met mother.

Mother had finished high school and was in

a finishing school then.

My parents fell in love so that a

baishakunin arranged the marriage.

Mother came from a very

good family from Nigata Province and she was in Tokyo in school
when she fell in love.

&er family were large landowners. She

had one uncle in ^okyo who was in the publishing business and
he specialized in the Japanese classics, ~de objected to the
marriage.

Mother had always led a shelter life of a rich girl

but her mind was made up.

ll

er family never forgave Dad, but

they could not do anything.

$ad brougktmother back to Texas

with him.
"There were very few Japanese around Si ^aso so that mother
had a hard time for a while.

The first year they stayed above

the cleaning plant, but father wanted to give mother the things
she was used to so he built a large home.

* was born there in

1920. A year later my sister came along and there were no more
after that.

p

ather continued doing very well with the cleaning

business and in 1925 his partner decided to go back to u apan
so Dad bought hisshare out.

He did very well and expanded all

the time until 1932 when the depression hit him andruined his
life work.
"During all these years in this country, Dad had never
given up his interest in art.
and he just lived for his art.
man.

H e had an artistic temperment
He was not a very good business-

He was very gullible and he often made wild speculations

in oil wells, mines, bean aprout farm, and so forth.

In spite of

the money lost this way, he was well off until 1932.

Prom
H*

that year on, he had quite a few business reverses. A inally in
1938 he gave the whole thing up and he went to California. After

six months, he leased a hotel arid brought the family out there.
"Dad has had a fair amount of success in his
specialized in southwest landscapes.

art.

He

In 1957 he had an exhibit

at Marshall Fields in °hicago, and he has shown his paintings in
New ""ork, Boston, Miami, and the whole shuthwest.

Occasionally

he sold a picture but he could not bring up a family on that in
spite of the fact that he was known to be one of the

best painters

of South West landscapes.
"My father is a small person.

He has white hair now.

In

his younger days, he had a terrible temper when he was aroused.
He never beat any of us though.

Most of the time he was gay and

jolly, ^ad had a knack for losing money,

^e was overgenerous

with his friends and he did not think nothing of loaning £arge
sums to them with any security.

He always managed to keep a

good sense of humor and he did not worry too much about security.
He was happy as long as he was painting.
"After
izen.

1

was born, D ad wanted to become an American cit-

He went to the ^upreme G ourt in Austin to make the appeal,

but it was refused. $his was one of his few real disappointments.
He felt badly about that for a long time.

I think that he wanted

to be just like his American friends. Dad was well liked in
~1 Paso.

He used to know one of the mayors and a lot of the

politicians.

I did not know of this until later when

some letters of recommendations

x

found

from them among his papers. He

had to have these letters so that he could go to

Mexico to do

some art wcrk.
"In our family, father made all of the important decisions.
This was when he was well of f.

After 1952 mother made lot of the

desisions because she was more practical.

Father did not mind. He

10

always said that mother was his best critic for his art work so that
she had good judgement.
"Mother was hot tempered too.

She was tiny and very pretty.

She never did speak much ^nglish; it was broken ^nglish.
wrote fair ^nglish as she had learned a little in Japan.

he
However,

he way of thinking was always Japanese first because shw was
born to a well off family and she did not come to America to seek
new opportunities. x his feeling gradually passed away with the
years. Affer we lost a great deal of our money, she became more
a part of this country because uhe would never think of going
back to Japan because ofher pride.
best of things.
from her.

It was second nature with her.

Her weak point was that

easily hurt.
she held aloof.

I got this trait

she was very sensitive and

She was always more of a social introvert and
I suppose she did think that she was better than

the other immigrants.
catty.

Mother always wanted the very

One thin& about mother, she was never

°he was always charming and friendly when she met people

and acted well bred.
"Prom earliest childhood on, I never needed anything.
Mother always got me the best of everything.
first child, she spoiled me.
after sister came along.

5

inee

x

was the

I was always her favorite, even

My father used to reprimand

mother

for ignoring sister sometimes.
We lived in a large stone one story house.
a lot of money into it.

Father had put

There were nine rooms all together, with

three baths, sunporch, and a double garage.
some half moon things on the window.

1

Mother designed

t was pretty and Oriental

in effect and the newspapers wrote that up.

We also had help in

our homes. We had a laundress and a woman who came in to cook and

11

clean.

We were very proud of our home because it was built around

fathers paintings which were on the walls.

In the front room

there was apiano which I soon learned to play.
n

I had a trained nurse look after me for the first three years

of ray life.

F

ather wanted to make sure that my sister and I got

the full benefit of American knowledge on how to bring up a child.
It was a gay and happy childhood.

Our house was located a bout

halfway between the Mexican and Caucasian town so that we were
a little isolated.

But we got to town a lot because father had

three cars. One of them v/as used for a laundry truck.
"I got alongwell with my parents from the beginning.
sister and

1

were simply spoiled to death.

My

One of the greatest

influences on my life was Mrs. Marshall. She lived across the
street and she was mother's closedt friend.
my childhood training.

b

Mrs. marshall guided

he gave me my first lessons in English.

Every day without fail I would go over there and she would te-ch
me for one hour.

Mrs. Marshall was a well educated woman who

had made a poor marriage so she was a little out of place in our
neighborhood.

It was Mrs. Marshall who taght mother Americanization.

She told her kbout American customs

and about clinics. Mother

v/as so impressed that every year she would buy me a new outfit
of clothes and take me down to the clinic for a chxekup.
"^oth of our help v/ere Mexican.

Our maid had a lot of children

and she would bring all of them over to our house on

Saturday.

We played with them so much that we soon began to speak Spanish.
Father also had a number of Mexican employees in his shop.

l

%en

mother used to take me down there fcr a visit they would talk to
me in spanish and I learned a lot from them.
"Our home and family life never did have much Japanese influence.

My parents had a lot of Japanese books but they were all
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kept in a built in bookcase in their bedroom.

In our livingroom,

father kept his art books, encyclopedia, classics, and classical
records.

"A'he only thing Japanesy about our hous was that it was

spacious and clean.
the mantel.

We had a few expensive

#apanese

vases on

We ate half Americana nd half Japanese food.

Mother

and D ad always ate with chopsticks except on festive occasions. On
Thanksgiving and Christmas, they used forks.

1 never learned how

to use chopsticks until after 1 went to Los Angeles.
always did the cooking of the Japanese food.

Mother

Our nurse taught

her how to cook American food because of our diet, but she did
hot care much for it. 0°r mexican cook had worked in a Caucasian
home previously and she was skilled in American and Mexican
di she s.
English
"We used mostJLy ^niiske/at home. MJather spole to us in
—
V
Japanese, but we answered her in & nglish andsometimes Spanish.
—

We did not learn the fundamental phrases in uapanese until we
were aboutlS.

Father used a mixture of speech.

speak to us more in English.

He tried to

We were never conscious of the fact

that we were Japanese until we went to ^alifornia.
""hen

x

was 6 mother started me in on piano lessons, ^he had

started to take lessons herself after she came from Japan so
that it w; s natural that I should learn also.
for the next 12 years.
should go to.

I took lessons

My music determinded what school I

I had started in the kindergarten in the public

school when mother decided to send me to the convent,
^arshall advised her too.
she

^rs.

^he was mother's best friend and

acted as her interpreter.

Mother wanted me to have a good

music teacher and Mrs. Marshall told er that the best one was
at the Loretta School. The very next day I started school there.
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"At first I was scared to death of the nuns. They wore the£r
black robes and

1

did not think that they were quite human, but

some sort of creatures sent by God to earth.

But I soon met

Sister Dolores and she was so mice to me that she became my idol
and

1

fell in love with her.

^he was my piano teacher and f give
x

her credit for bringing out any feeling that
playing.
M

do have in my

There was something almost spiritual about her.

I also got on well with the other children in school. They

were mostly catholics.
families.

Half of them were from the richer Mexican

There were some who were from Spain.

One-eighth

of the students were daughters of Array officials stationed at
nearby Fort Bliss.
ican families.

The rest of them wefe from well to do "mer-

There were a few gi?Isfrom poor families and I

always regret my snobbishness.
very mean to.

x

here was one girl that

x

was

H e r mother cleaned one of the downtown buildings

after work hours and she got §25.00 a month for doing this.

The

girl wouald go to work with her mother and she always looked
frightened.

s

he got picked on a lot.

"When I went to the convent, the rest of the children made
me conscious of money and being better than the average child.
I think

1

x

was mean to the poor girl because

It was a snob school and ~ became a snob.
better than other people.
all treated me well and

1

1

felt sorry for her.
thought 1 was so much

The rest of the children in the school
was made much of.

I suppose their

parents approved as father was locally well known for his art
work and so in a fairly prominent position.

x

hen the fact that

I got a v/rist watch when I was seven years old made me the
envy of the whole school.
rest of the children.

I often got new things before the

Mother had a knack of

getting me just the
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right things at the right time.

I did well in my studies and made

many friends that I still write to.

After the Loretta School, I

was sent to a private girls school because mother wanted me to
get the finishing touches in becoming a refined young lady,
'^his was bad for me because it was even more snobbish than the
Convent•
"Dad never told mom that his business was going to pot so
that mother kept on demanding things for me.

When the business

started to go on the rocks, I had to be withdrawn from the
Girls finishing school and sent to a public school.

I think

that it was a blessing in disguise that I went to the public
Austin High School because it was democratic in a tmosphere and
1

got to ]*now real Americans of all sorts.
"Mother was bitterly disappointed when she found out that

Dad had lost a great deal of money, ^he thought that our position
was lowered.

For a while she pitied herself. She nagged father

and blamed him for beingstupid in his business ventures.

Once

she even tried to strike him during an emotional upheaval,
father laughed at this and he calmed her down.

He told her that

things would not be that te d and she did not have to worry about
money so much.
get cut.

But Dad was in the hole so deep that he could not

When Mom realized that our days of moderate wealth were

passed, she duddenly changed and accepted the fact,

ince then

she has shared all the hardships with Dad, which meant a reduced
level of living.

It was still not too bad.

a lot during those hard times.

Dad leaned on mother

We just lost everything,

crushing blow was when we lost our "dream" house.

^he

It was not so

much Dad's failure in the cleaning business, but his unwise
speculations that caused most of the hardships and loss.

Dad just

-
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was not practical in business.
"In the meantime,

1

was unaware of all of these things.

just went on to school and had a normal school life.

I

1 had a very

good ti; e in High School and I went around with half of the elite
drowd there.

I was vaguely conscious of being Japanese, but it

never gave me much deep thought or worry.

It would come and go.

I think that the incident which first brought it to my mind was
when some of my friends tried to get me into the DAR.

'^hey came

to me and said that I could not get into the organization because
of my race.

It was some kind of a junior DAR and 1 wanted to be

in with my friends.

I was hurt at the time, but this feeling

passed quickly because I got into other activities.
that important to me.

It v/as not

I got into one of the social sororities

in high school and I got to know everyone worth knowing in the
school.
ni

hey accepted me as one of them because I was a novelty at

first and then later because of myself.
and I liked to have fun.

I was 100% American in my wajs and I

enjoyed a certain degree of popularity.
looked down

I was gay and spontaneous

I was slim then.

I

on the poorer Mexican pupils like my caucasian

friends did, but I was good friends with the richer Mexican
pupils.
were

We used to visit each otherfs homes and the rich girls

always impressed with my home which was so unusual.

could not help but feeling a little superior,
much more important in Texas I think.
much when

I

^lass lines are

I did not notice it so

came to California.
J.

"Although

W

had the Convent training,

T

1

have drifted away

from the religion. I thought that some of the nuns were too
strict.

Once I was in the habit of telling tall stories.

On

one occasion, I did not want to wear the drab uniform that we were
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required to wear,

I wanted to wear the new velvet dress my mother

has just bought for me.

I wore it. w hen

1

got to school the nuns

asked me why I was not wearing my uniform.

I said tla t I was

celebrating the birth of a new baby brother.

Two days later

mother went to the PTA meeting and everyone started to congratulate her.

They could not understand how she was able to get

around so soon, '^he truth was soon discovered and my mother
"Lhis was not half as bad as the

washed my mouth out with soap.
punish&ent the nuns had for me.
to ask atonement.

I think that it was this event that made me

doubt the church a little.
such a sin.

I had to pray fcr a long time

1

could not see that

1

had committed

I have never been to any other kind of a church

so I don't know if they are that severe.
Catholic church out of habit.

I just went to the

At one time I was going to be

baptised but my father said that I should wait and choose for
myself when I was older.

1

lost interest completely after I

went to Los Angeles and now 1 do not have any religion.
"Like most of the girls in high school, I had my share of boy
friends. x hey were caucasian or Mexican.
and dances.

We went to the movies

Sometimes we went to night clubs across the border.

I was only 14 when

1

had my first serious crush.

H

e was £ fine

looking Mexican college student who was going to a nearby college.
x

t was through him that I first learned about sex.

about intercourse, babies, etc.

He told me all

He was working part time in a

doctor's office so that he was not bashful to talk a bout such
things.

I was a fool because he was 11 years older and I almost

lost my virginity when he got romantic once.
% h i s Mexican fellow was keeping a mistress who lived in an
old apartment house next to my father's cleaning establishm ent.
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One morning I went to see father before going to school.

I was in

a candy stand just after leaving the shop as I wanted to buy a
movie magazine.

l

t was then that I saw B ob for the first time.

We got acquainted because he was older and so handsome and I had
such a crush on him immediately because I thought he was more
handsome than a movie actor.

Mother and Dad never knew about this.

One night he took me on a drive.

He stopped at the Doctors office

on the way to pick up something.

I went upstairs with him.

when

we got to the door, we heard a couple in there and they were having
intercourse.

I did not know what it was and I asked ^ob why the

doctor was getting so close to his patient.

He told me to tiptoe

out and after we got back into the car he told me all about sex.
After he drove out of the city for a while, he stopped and he started
to kiss me.
fresh.

I did not mind that so much but then he started to get

I suddenly got very frightened.

He got very close to me and

I knew that he wanted to do intercourse with me, so I began to
cry. B ob stopped then and he said that he did not mean anything,
but that he loved me.

He took me home after that.

I still had the

crush on him and I went out with him often but he never did more
then kiss me and feel my breasts and legs.
"^aturally I got very curious about sex.
and he got embarrassed and sent me to mother,

I asked Dad about it
he did not know how

to tell me so that she got D ad to buy me a book and I learned all
about sex.

1

was on my guard with Bob aEter that.

'-^hen his slut

girl friend got pregnant and he had to marry her and ruin his
career.

I was heartbroken, but I had his kisses to remember. Father

did not know what was wrong with me and he thought I was ill , but
1 did not tell.

In a short time,

school life with students my age.

1

was over it and back into the
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"I tod a girl friend from conv ,nt days

who was one or my

best friends and we went everyplace together,

-er father was

respectable, but he played around with oth er women.

One time

my girl friend and I wen® across the border, this was when I was
still 14, .and I saw her father making love to another woman in
t , night club we went to.

This made a chaggeon ^-artha's life

as she went wild after that. S: a got married a c.ouple of years
later hut it was annuled.
as she was

I think it was all her father's fault

nice girl before she caught him with the other

1

woman.
.not her Spanish' girl friend that I had was much more .refined
and she was one of the better friends I had.

Her grandfather

was once the President of Mexico ana her father was a government
official there.
met her.

She was going: to school in Loretta when I first

During the summers I would go to her home in I exico

and we vent all around together. She took me to see my first
bullfights in i.:exico City.

I was very impressed with her chaf eur

and maid.
"Those were the pleasant days.

I enjoyed my schooling fully.

Although I had a social life and mixed with all types of people,
J- also tended to my studies arid I graduated as an honor student
in 1939.

I did not have any Japanese friends in -1 Paso al-

though I knew some of them.

Father hud mixed friends, while

mother had only Mrs. Marshall as a close friend.
very good adjustments.
circle o
managers.

Father had made

Through his art work he got' in with a

artists, doctors, miners, laFyer, politician, and produce
The l^st. were Japanese.

there were making money.
occasionally

Most of the Japanese farmers

There was no Japanese association, but

so ie Japanese celebrate would come through and all

the Japanese would get together -and give a huge dinner,
the celeoreties

would stay over at our home.

usually
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"My last semester in high school was not happy because
Dad had finally gone broke.
over the situation,

He went to California to look

he had gone with the intention of going

into art work-and give exhibitions,

he thought that he could

m.ke enough money at this to support the family.
later (June 1939) he called the family west.

Six months

He could not

make any progress with his art so that he had leas d a hotel
in Los Angeles.

It was on the West side and the patrons

were caucasian bachelors of low income.

It was not in a poor

district, but a fairly average one.
,;

I was out of high school and planning to go to college

but I found that I did not have enough credits so I went to
Belmont High school to make up with a Post graduate gourse.
I wanted to go to a well known music school, but there was
no money in our family for that.

So I decided to go to

USC and major in music.
"I did not like California at first although I ha d
heard a lot about it.
app eci-ite it more.

As

1

got to see more of-it, I began to

Then I went to the Japanese Town for

the first time.

It amazed rue to see so many Japanese faces

all at one time.

There were thousands of them, it seemed,

-hen I first saw the Nisei I thought that it was ¿;oing to
be fun. They looked very Americanized to me.

Father did

not want us to sta; at the hotel until he fixed it up or
else he found another apartment for us.

We stayed with a

Jap, nese friend of mothers for three Months.

She had a

Nisei daughter ana she introduced me into the Nisei society.
"I was very much su prised that I could not
with them.

Usually I felt at

ease among

e

et along

people, but among

the Nisei I did not know what to say. They did not seem to
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act too friendly.
my fault.

I was puzzled and hurt as I thought it was

In a way it was because I soon found out that I

was more American than they and in some ways I was a shook to
them.

I was Frank in anything I said and I suppose they wanted

girls to be . ore quiet and not express an opinion.
a feeling that they were too conservatiave

I had

and that they did

not know how to speak English correctly. They had a funny
twang in their voices.

On the other hand, I soon got on

guard myself so that a barrier was built up.

I never did

feel at ease among the Kisei although I got to know a
number of them in the two years before evacuation.
"I don't know whether it w s the climate or from being
ne. v us

about what my fcister did, but anyway I started to

gain a lot of weight about in 1940.

I just felt like eating

all the time and I ate qui&e a bit.

I

weight.

ut on more and more

I was not too conscious of it at first, but my

mother final ..y brought it to my notice.

I was never shy,

but I did get a little self concious at first.

In time I

managed to cover up and people could not hurt me with c omnents
bout my ws&ght.

I did not see too ¡.any Nisei so that it did

not matter.
I started to work for ^rs R. Borzage in her home and I
also enrolled at U.S.C.
own way to school.
know film director.

I felt that I could thus pay my

Mrs. Borzage was the wife of a well
She is now separated from her ausband

because he had an affair with Lupe Velez.

Lrs. Borzage was

a success in her own right. She owned a cosmetic business
at one time (the Rena ^oi.pany) and she nade good money.
She sold out later, but she still gets an income from it
because many of the formulas v.ere her own.
"I liked her from the first

and found that she was

1

a fine person.

There was a lot of publicity at her divorse

and in the Nisei circles, some vicious rumors spread about
her conduct.

When I first saw her I was very eonsciaus of

her go d breeding. She was always gery good to ; e. She told
me later that the reason she h .d hired me was that I had
such a good voice over the phone.

It made toe angrj- to have

Nisei girls co e to me and ask me if the rumors about her
v^ere true. They had heard that she slept with other men
in her own house and had breakfast in bed with them.
not true. This was the first time that
how vicious rumors could be.

x

This

was conscious

The Nisei girls just spread

the rumors like wildfire.
"When I started college, father said that I would h w e
to pay haifi of my - ay because of his financial reverses. I
decided to go into domestic work £>s I could do this and
also go to school. I did not know how to cool or anything
when I vent there.

I had a good personal relationship with

my employer and I did not feel like a servant. H
like a lome to me.

was just

I just accepted co: estic work and I

die not think that I was lowering myself.
never made me feel interior.

Mr.. Borgaze

I did not 1 el resentful at

all although there were tines when I wished that father
did not fail at business.

It was a little hard not to be

well off like before and get the things that J- wanted without having to work.
"I think that my fathers art work had a lot to do with
my accenting things.

I used to take some of his paintings

to show Mrs. Borgaze ánd she liked them a gr©-t deal .. nd
she would always show them to her friends. I took one to
hang in my room so that I would feel more at home. Mrs.
..orgage insisted on hanging' it in the dining room and I felt
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better.

It was through these painting that she met l>ad and

mother and she treated them as equal.

I worked with her

right up to the time of evacuation and I also managed to
finish two years at USC as a special music student.
"In time I developed a circle of friends. They were
mostly Nisei, but occasionaly I would run across one of
my old friends from

Pasio.

I never was close friends with

any Nisei as I was stood s little apart.

I had a boy friend

for a while "but he was net very interesting.
a student at Redlands University

This i:isei was

nd he dated me a few times.

But I just could not feel at hoi.e with any iiisei until I
met Ruth Viatanabe. Ruth is one of the smartest Nisei who
ever went to college. She graduated at the top o. her class
at USC and she won many other honors. She never had

grade

lower than an A. She went to do her master's work, altogether
she had

¡.bcut four degrees. Now she is working on her Pha

at Rochester.

There was an article in the Saturday Evening

Post once.
"I heard that she was a good music teacher so I looked
her up.

I found that I could feel natural around her so

that I started to take some lessons from her. V/e had a lot
in common anc she sa io t , t she did not feel comfortable
around the Nisei either.

We had music as the most common

interest so that we got on well.

Two other girls I liked

were Licky and iviariko. They were of the art group, ^oth
were very pretty so that they were quite popular.
chiefly a social group that hung around the
intellectual group.

It was

dge of the

I was not interested in the intellectual

group then.
"I was conscious o ' the fact t.at I was different from
the Nisei in California.

I felt more like tie Caucasians as

£3

I knew that I could hold my own among them.

1 did not

think too much about it, but I knew that fchere was a difference.
I could not understand that.
'by impression of the Nisei did not get any better.
They were narrow in their

opinions ana small in mind. I

aid not know what the word »Ken1 meant until they asked
me what ken I was from.

They acted as if we were from

Japan. The Nisei v?ere very conscious of class. I was disgusted when they said that they were "bet er than the

T

etaf

which was considered the lowest class in Japan. I had been
snobish in SI Paso, but it could not even begin to compare
with these attitudes.

I could not see why t: e Japan classes

should make any difference in this country.

The Issei left

Japan to get away from these narrow ideas and then they
revived them when the; got

-here.

a caste system in this country.

There is no place for

The Nisei did not have much

else so t at -th y thought class was important.
disgusted by these narrow attitudes

I became so

¡hat I tried to s ;ay

completely away from them and I die riot go to the Japanese .
community very of en.
"There was another reason for this.

I always felt

uneasy about being among the Nisei after what my sister
did. I got a taste of how the Japanese could gossip.

I

got the full blow of their marrow mindedness when l-ivoko,
my sister, left home.
sis; r.

It is hard to explain about my

She had the same background, the same education

that I did and y t she turned out so different.

I don't

know why she did it.
"Just after we came to California, hiyoko ran away from
home and there was no holding her down after that. She went

£4

from bad to v orse.

Liyoko left home when she was only 16.

lifter we got to Los x-jageles ¿he ran away because she "was.
aisatisfied with everything.

In Texas, she had always

played with the beys. She would b. ing them home on Saturdays.
So::ie of them were bc.d Mexican boys, but 1 iyoko never did
have intercourse with them although she used to let them
fefil her.

I think that she did a lot of it for spite. Ivother

sort of ignored her during her childhood and F.iyoko liked
to have people make a fuss over her.

She was always re-

bellious and unconventional, but my parents thought that it
was

i stage that she was go in

through. She was

torn boy

and she had a whole string of Mexican and caucasian boy
friends all through high school.

Kiyoko was very pre$$y so

that she was more popular with the bo, s than I was.
"After we got to Los Angel s she went to felgh school
for a while, but she did not like it.

She h-d a mania for

being dishonest ana she was always trying to outwit other
people by giving them the dirty end of the

deal.

It was

not that she needed things as Dad and Mom always gave her
a lot of things.
get it herself.

But Kiyoko liked it better when she could
Maybe she got this from the Mexican boys.

"When we were together, we were always fighting.
I imiko had the knack of lying to her advantage so that she
often made it sound as if it were my fault.

She got much

orse in Los ^ngeles and she would deceive my parents a
lot. She began to go out with boys a lot and Dad felt that
she was a little too young to be going oi t with th

older

boys. She would oppose him ana then sne k out of the house.
Dad didn't know what to do
unhappy.

ith her and she made him very
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"Finally when she could not get the things that she wanted
from Dad, she ran away from home.

She took a schoolgirl

job ana instead of going to school she would go to Japanese
town and hang around the cafes flirting with men. There weie
a lot of single men so thqt they
her.

all made a big play for

She decided th,' t she did not like the schoolgirl $ob

so that she quit it and then went to stay in a Japanese hotel.
She ran up a bill of <¿£5.00 and then v.rote a bad check and Dad had to pay for that.

It was only a matter of time before

she was having affairs with men.

She did not do it for money,

but they used to give her a lot of presents.
she was sex road.

In a little while talk began to go around

Japanese town smearing her name.
Nisei boy then.

I think that

She was living with a

She moved on to live with a Chinese gambler

and she left town with him.
"¡'other soon got wind of all this gossip,
terribly hurt anc shocked.

She could not understand how a

daughter of hers could go wrong.
shamed and hurt.

^he was

Father was angry, disgusted,

He ma de many attempts to bring 2iyoko

home but it was i failure.

She just would not stay in the

house any more. She had no shame about what she was doing.
She said that she was not doing anything but having fun.
we found out that the woman we stayed wi th then we fisst
came to Los ^ngeles was spreading some of the dirty gos,: i; .
She sádd tJ at Kiyo&o had had an affair in her house and that
she had found out that she had b en having all sorts of
affairs with 1. ex i cans in nil Paso. This was a airty lie.
Ivother was hurt at this but she was too much of a lady to
go tell her off.

It die not help auch iaáth Eiyoko

getting worse and worese. There w s no stopping her.
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(Throughout the interview Yasuko attempted to justify her
sister. She is terribly loyal to her. She felt that the reasons
for her sister going wqyward was beyond her control. At the
same time she h d an ambivalence of feeling.

She would, hat e

her sister for what she had done and in the next breath she
would justify it and ask what she could do to help her. She
felt that she had to do it

for the sake of her family and

then she thought that she should not be concerned as her
sister was"just like another unrelated individual."

~*asuko

was quite emotional during the telling .of this part of her
story, yet she made strong effoi ts to be calm about it. There
is apparently a deep resentment against her sister and a
tendency to project some of her own problems to her sisters
feet.

Yasuko never has told anyone the real story of Iter

sister. She has been holding it back for a long time.

She

had some vague ideas t; at the interviewer could help her
solve this problem.

The accumulation of tikis nervous

mental feeling has made *asuko morbid at times, but she has
mgnagad to cover up her true feelings to her friends. The®
is not doubt that her description of her sister's activities
is true since Kiyoko's reputation is well known among
the Japanese, and it has created a lot of gossip since a
loose woman among the Nisei is not too common.

Yasuko has

made it a part of her personal problems with the result that
it causes her much unhap. iness.

There is no doubt that the

gossip has reflected upon Yasuko's character. Yasuko is
overconscious of .the fact that other people gossip about
it.

Sh

o-lso inwardly feels that similar vicious gossip

is being passed about her character, her weight, and her
personality,

£o date, she 1bs"covered up" remarkably welly
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Ya suko c ontinued:
"1 used to see Iiyoko once in
town and she did no

while down in the Ja^i nese

feel sorrry - bout anythi ig.

actually bragg about all the men she "..as getting.

She wou d
She knew

that she was pretty, tall and slim and she tried to make.me
conscious of the fact that I was getting fat.
not understand her.

I just could

I was ashamed of her cheapness, but I

could not stand other people to say anything about her.
finally, 1 iyoko went to . ork in a Japanese cafe and she went
to beA regularly with the patrons there.

I was shopping one

night down in Japanese town and I met her on the streets, it
embarrassed me when she stopped to talk to a.l\ ti e men. It
seemed thi t all t; e cheap men knew her.
"Soon a ter that she took .a trip to hlpaso.

She spread

the story there that mother was mean to her ana that was the
reason she was run .ing away,

¿hen she wrote two bad checks

there with sore of iJad's forme, customers,

¿¿he used the

money to run arownd with a i.exacan boy she had known before
and they had an affair.
and she wondered
go bad.

Mrs. Marshall wrote to me about it

hat had co e over I i;-oko £ex to make her

I will never forgive her for lowering our family

name in -CI Paso.

I will never go b ch there now.

I could

not f .ce my friends.
"It hurt my mother the most.
it, but she suffered terribly.
was her fau.lt.

She tho gilt that, in a way it

Kiyoko went on to l ew York, Chicago and nany

other cities with various men.
migrant workers.

°he did not say much -bait

I m i n k most of them were

Father engaged a dective to look for her.

ih t ias where all of mj? college money went.

Dad spent over

,,3,000 to pay the detectives. The next thing we heard she
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was "back in San ITrancisoo.

^ad finally decided to let her

go her own m y as he did not think that she would ever reform.

j iyoko then came back to i-os Angeles.
^ ear the end of 1940 si ; became enga, ed to a caucasisn

person.

Jimmy was a nice sweet boy, not tobright.

He was

sincere about 1 iyoko and much in love with her. She was
working in a cafe again when he met her.
too.

I-iyoko loved him

Jimmy tried to reform her, but she would not chan,. e

in spite of the promises that she made.
another Chinese

gambler on the side,

She went around with
^y this time she was

completely haywire. She drank, gambled, ana had a lot of
.
affairs.

Jimmy did not know what to do anc; he used to come

to me and cry on my shoulders,
he did riot know what to do.

ne was engaged to her and

They were saving money together

and ^-iyoko stole it to gamble.
"I was very sympathetic to

J

immy and naturally he came

to see me more ana more and the first thing we knew, we
were in love.

Le started to take me around.

I think that

I took advantage of him because 1 used him a lot without
realizing it.

Kiyofeo found out about us in time and she

was furious. She met-me on the streets one day and she called
me all sorts of vile names.
me right to my place of work.

I just walked away so she followed
She just would not let up.

Finally she grabbed my new wrist watch that Jimmy had given
me and smashed it on the floor, and left.
''it was my-turn to be furious.
O^gmroic

otel to make her pay for it.

was packing her bags.

I went down to the
./hen I got there she

She would not say anything. She h-d

a new radio-victrola in her room and 1 was so mad the t I
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was shaking so I grab ed the radio and broke it.
not say a vorft. I left the room in a storm.

She did

I ias walking

down the hall when somebody came and kicked me very hard
in the rear and called me a dirty bitch.
he almost had a fight.

It was my sister.

After that she started rumors about

me stealing her boy friend and having an affair with. him.
"Kiyoko* s reputation was so bad that she went to San
Francisco.

When she was away I felt sorry for her. She

wrote tack and said that she was broke so Dad sent her money.
Mother did not want to have anything to do with her.

She

was so bitter and hurt about it all. She did not even go
out as she was ashamed to face the people.

She stayed in

her aparxtment all the time.
"In San francisco, M y o k o worked in a Chinese night club
as a waitress and hostess.

I do not know much about her

except that she continued her life.i;
(In San Francisco, liyoko. ran around with some Italian
and Nisei boys and she also picked up men in the Chinese
night clubs. For a whil- sh* -or1- * —
had

venera 1 disease.

a domestic when she

Through her, many Nisei contacted

feonorhea. She was not a professional.

Writer had the

impression that Kiyoko was * lonely girl who wanted a real
friend.

The Nisei boys were ashamed« to walk around the

Jap nese community with her, but they would take her favors
elsewhere. Kiyoko often wandered around

the Japanese com .un-

ity alone. )
"Ki&oko began to write me letters.

She said that the

only reason why she had gotten so angry was that she did not
think that texxsx Jimmy was good enough for me. She said timt
he had tried to rape her once when she was h a v i n g her period.
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She told me to break up with him for my ewn good. I was
not
getting tired of him anyway, but/for that reason.

I knew

that you oould not hold men back too long, but I never
slipped.
"The next time I heard from Kiyoko'she was in Chicago
living with some Japanese man. Then she went back to San
Franc is o and she was there when the evacuation came.

I

wrote and asked her to come home as it would not be so good
for her to be all alonjf, but she refused. She *ent to Tanforan and then To )az.

She had a very hard time in camp. She

wrote and said that .he people vera very mean to her and she
wanted us to send her this .and that.

I sent her some money.

Then one day she sent s special delivery letter and she
said that si e was marrying a Kibei out of lonliness. I
thought

hat it might v ork because she could then develop

some responsibility with marriage."

\

(In Tanforan Kiyoko was an outcast. She v.as always
sitting by herself in the grandstands and nobody talked to
h r.

Her reputation was well known.

She was oalled "Texas

I.'ollie." In the evenings, various Nisei and kibei visited
her apartment secretly. )
'The next time I heard from her, she was in Salt Lake.
She said that she had left her husband because he was a kibei
and they did not get along.

She found out that she was

pregnant and she ¿id not have any money.

I did not know

what to do for her. Right after'that she wrote another
letter saying that she v..^. married to another kibei.

-

found out then that she had never been married to the first
kibei but was only living with him. her real husband was
willing to marry her in spite of the fact that the child was
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not his.

I finally thought that things woulc work out.

The

baby was b o m two months premature. Kiyoko loves the child
in spite of the fact that she still has her selfish streak.
The other day (August £4) she v.rote and said that she was
getting a divoree.

She said that she was now in love wath

a caucasian who looked like Jimmy. I don't know
do.

The fellow is 25, bu

out.

hat to

I don't think that it will work

I'll never be sure of Kiyoko any more and somebody will

have to send her money,

my mother does not know all this

and she is relievd that Kiyoko is marri d. I hope no one
spreads the gossip to her,
coes Kiyoko do such a thing?

I won't ever tell mother. >*hy
She had a decent education,

talent in art, and the same background as T did. She went
wrong when she went to Los Angeles.
good hearted

She can be mean and

t the same time. She is just weak.

"All of these things have affected me a great deal.
I don't know whether to send

for her and look after the

baby for her or not. The baby „'ill not h ve a chance t s
I iyoko is never going to reform. She will work in some
cheap cafe ana continue her life. Her marriage with the
caucasian boy will not last.

I don't know what to do about

it.
T,

It h s been this thing that makes me close up.

Few

people know the real me as I tr. to cover up and be gay.
I don't talk about my sis. er to anyone.

It makes me feel

like I h ve to make up for her weakness by being strong
myself.

In a way it has been good for me because I got to

know only real friends who will not gossip behind my back.
Vvhen my sister first started to run around I just happened to

belong to a Nisei girl's club.
my back.

'They talked a bout me behind

I quit the club as 1 did not like their smallness.

Y/hen I used to come in, they would all get quiet.

All of

these things m. kes me more critical of people ana I either
like them or I don't.
"In spite of this attitude, 1 had many acquaintan. es. I
hats only a few friends. I never tell them much a out myself...
Oh, 1 don't know what to do about
her out here?

1 iyoko.

Should I bring

What will she to if she does not marry the

caucusian fellow.

It will be too hard on the baby to go

through life like that.
know people v ill talk.

I may bring her out although I
I don't know whether to be selfish

or not."
(Writer advised her not to bring her sister out here and
that she had no responsibility for the child and th t it
was time she stopped being a martyr for her sister.

She was

told that she should think it out and make her own decision,
but it should be in terms of her own personal future. )
"a11 of these problems wore just starting before the
war.

For a short time before Pearl garbor I temporarily

got these things off of my mind for a while and I was
fairly happy for the fi st time in months.
had a boy friend who was serious over me.

It was because' I
A

'ar#y was 27

and a caucasian, of Slavic descent. I met him through a
bullfighter friend of mine.

I had met Pepe in Mexico City

when I first went thxere to see the bullfights with my
girl friend,

he had later ccme up to Los angeles.

Father had leased another hotiel in Los Angeles and Pepe
was operating

restaurant near it.

"One day I went down to see my father. Then 1 wanted to
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phone hut the hotel phone was out of order. I went over to
use Pepe f s phone at the restaurant.

I was going to phone

a caucasian girl friend of m*ne at USC, but the line was
busy so I had to wait.

It was then that 1 first saw Marty.

Pepe introduced us and I liked him.
than the Nisei fellows I knew,
little quiet.

He seemed so much better

lie was good looking, but a

He seemed to be attracted by my friendliness

so he asked me for a date.

I accepted and that night he

called for me in his car and took me to a night club.

<;e went

to one where they said'no Nisei gould go, but nobody said
anything to me.

'^hen he 'brought me home and left abruptly.

"We had a date to meet the next day for lunch. I had
classes at the Univerbity, but 1 cut.
more important.

I thought this was

I had to wait over an hour for him.

Just

when I thought that he waa not going to come, Marty walked
through the door.

we spent the whole afternoon together.

Then we went to a bar and he had seven drinks.
Soda .water.
dinner.

- drank

After Llarty was feeling good, he took me to

We walked around the park after that and it was

very late when he took me home.

I was st ying at the hotel

then &0 I was making time off from ^rs. Borzage.
"It happened that my parents rooms were on the other
side of the hall from my room so that %
up and talk for a while.
as he did not s em drunk.

ty wanted to come

I thought that lib was all right
He got fresh with me right away

so 1 had to make him stop. I aid not mind him kissing-me
french style with his tongue on my lips, but I did not want
him to lose control.

He got up ana left pretty soon.

"I still liked him when he came the next day. i'rom
then on, we wen; around steady together for a couple of months.
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We loved each other very much ,.nd we got very intimate, but
J never went to bed vith him.
had other women in his life.
more, he would go to them.

Marty was good looking and he
When he could not stand it any

However, he kept on going steady

with me because I would not give in to him like the others.
Two

weeks before the war, he was drafted and he became a

second Lieutenant because he held a reserve ROTC commission.
We kept writing back and forth and J- was not sure that it
was the real thing.
"Three weeks ago (August 1, 1943) he was in Chicago.
I went out on a date with him and for the first time he asked
me to marry him. I told him that I could not make up mf mind
right a a y .

He still wanted me to give in to him that night

but I would not.

I thought about it all that night and I

could not sfiee'p.

Finally I decided that Larty was just

passi nate and sexially verile and that he really did not
love me.

He said that if he did not have me soon, he would

get impotent.

He said he had come especially to propose,

but he was vague about a wedding date.

I pondered about it

and finally concluded that I would turn him down because
he was just making promises in order to make me give in to
1 im.

I decided that I really did not love him

either.

I did not want to hurt him so 1 wrote him a kind letter and
said that it was all over and I did not want to see him
any more.
"I think that I should marry a Nisei boy so that there
will not be & chance that 1 will hurt my parents any more.
I have had few boy friends in my life, but they all tried to
get intimate right away. Dad knew about I«arty and at one
time he had asked him to leave me alone, but I still went
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around with him.

But I never aid have sexual intercouse with

him.
"After Marty left for the - m y in November 194^, I
felt lost so I plunged back into my studies.

I never went

around with a Nisei boy seriously. There were some interesting
ones, but not interesting enough. They usually became repulsive after a while when they tried to make advances.
I thought they were crude, but I had a prejudice against tbe
Nisei.
"There was one Nisei boy who proposed to me the first
night I met him but he was too short.

He had come down from

San Francisco that day and he had a big car. He was an older
person and I guess he wanted to get married very badly. I
think that he was only making promises to make me do what he
wanted: as he knew about my sister ana he thought I was the
same way,

I tlr«nk that he had an affair with my sister while

she was in San Francisco because he said that he knew her
well. That put me on my guard.
"Ther

was one other older Nisei person who wanted to

marry me, but he was not my type.

I've never been really

interested in a Nisei boy or felt that I wanted them around
me at that time.
"'I was not consci us that the war was coming on. Dad
usually kept his opinions to himself,

irarty was convinced

that war was coming, but not with Japan.

V/ar did not mean

anything to me 'as -1- was more interested in domestic problems. I wcs waiting for I\.arty to propose, but he went off
to the Army without doing it.
"I had no plans for tlx

future exeept to get out of
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school.

I was majoring in music and I had vague ideas of

going on with it in order to make my-mother more proud of
me and lessen her heartbreaks.

I wanted to get out of Los

Angeles as the environment was not entirely happy.

I felt

that I was at my very test among strangers as I am more sure
of myself and hh&x I felt self confident.

It was because

I could start from a clean slate and I knew that people
would only judge me for what I was.
"I did not have any particular although 1 w-l interested
in interior decorating and reading.

1 read a lot

then, all kinds of fiction and biography. I've always liked
to sit on a park bench and watch the people as they walked
by. I would look at their hands to see if they were hard
x

workers.
looks.

tried to analyze their personality from th ir

I wondered if they could hide behind a mask like the

apanese.
"I aid not belong to any clubs although ^-craved people,
¿ut not the Nisei particularly.

I've always felt on the

outside looking in among the Nisei groups.
introvert either.

I v;as not an

I could get to know the Nisei fairly

easily because of n.y musical talent but I never felt close.
I've al.ays been attracted more to the socially popular or
pretty girls.

Maybe I was used for my piano playing or to

be the butt cf jokes about 'fat1 but I think they took me
for what I was.
the war.

I put on a lot of weight in the year before

I seem to impress the Nisei with my piano

Playing in spite of that.

In a way I got to know other

Nisei through these girls I kn w.
my true side.
unhappy.

I never let them see

It WAS fairly enjoyable and I Wc.s not that

I spendt most of my leisure time casually and went
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around wi ;h other Tisei girls when I did not have i-arty.

I

never did have a feeling of happiness complete . •'•'here was
always so ething in the "back of my alnd, especially .y
sister. Sometimes, t: e hisei thought I was dumb. I'ost
of them

thought that I was a nice ggod natured girl,

spoiled, and talented, often the feutt of jokes. I
did not have an inferiority comples at any time.
I got is immune to things.

I thikk

The Nisei never did know the

real me.
That sunday of the war, I was working at Mrs.Bogzagefs
house.

Her secretary hurst into the living room that i w s

straightening

out and said that Pearl

bo bed and America was at war.

xi

arbor had been

I couldn't believe it.

went to the radio and turned on the news broadcasts.
realized that it was true

1

I

so I called my Dad. I e w; s in

a temporary hotel that he h :d just leased in the heart of
Japanese town. He said that the whole area was under patrol
so that he asked me to go to our a part rent and het his
locked -ox with all i is
hie.

rivate papers and bring it to

I went over there ri ht «say and took it down.
"I was frightened when I went into the Japanese

section. It was in wild excitement.

Dad said to go back

to work right away and not to call him unless it was
very important.

My mother did not agree with this. °he v,anted

me to call her often so that she would not worry about me.
Dad saw the FBI picking up a lot of Japanese and there were
a lot of rumors going around that all the businessmen were
going to be arresed. He thought that he wou .d be taken soon.
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"Dad felt that he wou d be picked up because he had helped
to organize the Japanese school in 1 exas that I had attended for
two years, and also because he had entertained certain Japanese
officials when they passed throu-h. He had never belonged to any
of the Japan organisations or contributed money to the Japanese
Army,

^ome of the Ja punese living in his hotel were picked up

on December 7 so that nobody was sure who was going to be next.
"When I went back to my work, Mrs.Borzage was very sympathetic. s he was shocked at the news, but she said that I did not
have to worry as it did not concern me since

1

was an American

citizen. J^hings were all jumbled up, but I really did not give
the war much thought.

I was shocked like the other people but

i did not think of it in terms rcf what would happen to the
Jap. nese.

I kept on working and my self assurance came back in

the days that followed.^ I did not see many Nisei during this
time as most of them stayed at home.

I saw a few of my girl

friends, but we did not talk about the war very much.

I tried

to keep busy with the Christmas preparations to keep my mind off
of it.

Mrs.Borzage also gave me extra things to do just to

keep me busy. One night she decided to clean out the bookcase
so that I would not go to my room and worry.

She wouldcome to

my room at night and talkto me^? T he only thing I had on my
mind was that father would be picked up.

Fortunately this did

not happen,

4

"The only incident that happenedt o me was when Mrs.Borzage1s
mother came to visit. D he protested against having me in the house
but ^Vs.^orzage would not listen to her. ^he said that I was
.lust as loyal as any American and that she was not going to
dismiss me just because some people were prejudiced.
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"I did not see ray folks again for two weeks. Dad felt a
little more afe ease and mother told me just to act natural as
x

had never done anything to be ashamed of.

at U SC because things were so uncertain.
working as we needed the-money.

I quit my classes

I decided to keepon

I had wanted to join my parents

but they were in the hotel in the heart of u apanese town and
they thought it would be better for me to stay out of it. A
short time later Dad decided to let this hotel lease go and
he moved back to his west side hotel, •'•'his was in February.
I had ^ad's money in my name so that his accounts were not frozen.
"This was a very uncertain period in my life.L w hen the
talk of evacuation came, I was set against it. I thought that
it was not right that American citizens co$ld be treated this
way.

ivi

rs.Borzage felt the same way.

°he went to her attorney

and told him to put up a $5000 bond for me so that
stay with her and work.

1

could

The attorney made inquiries about my

background and then presented the case but he found out that no
execeptions would be made to the evacuation.

I was bewilderedTj

"Mrs Ashton, a millionaires wife, was visiting Mrs.^orzage
then. She was from ^olorada.

She wanted me to go back there

with her where I could work until it was possible to come back
to Mrs.Borzage.

I talked to my parents about it, but they

wanted me to stay with them as they did not want to get all
separated and they did not know what was going to happen.

I

did not take Mrs. A s hton ! s offer for this reason.
"I thought of going East to go to school, but 1 had lost
interest although I was unhappy at the interruption,

^ad had

spent #3,000 in looking for Kiyoko just before the war so
that he did not have enough money to send me east to a school.
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He was a little worried about the future and he did not want to
spend any more of his money than was necessary. Mother wanted him
to save all of his money as they were not having any income then.
I have them all of my salary for them to live on in the
period just before the evacuation. Kiyoko wired from San Francisco
and shesaid that she was not working and that she was having
a hard time, ^ad sent her some money without the knowledge of
mother.

However the times were so uncertain that mother was

willing to forgive Kiyoko. ^he even asked Kiyoko to come back
but this was refused.
L n When the talk of evacuation first came up, I did not
think much of it, but I got bit ter because others did.

S00m I

saw that nothing could be done to prevent it so ? accepted it.
I knew that it was a violation of our citizenship rights but
did not think that it could be prevented.

1

I knew that some of

the Japanese were doing spy work and it was better to get
them away from places where any damage could be done.

During

these days, we expected an invasion by Japan at any time.
"As 1 thought more about evacuation, I soon started to
look forward to itx as an adventure.

The only trouble I had was

tofind a place to store father s paintings. I looked all over.
P•
inal]y Mrs. Bcrzage hung some up in her home and stored the
rest in her basement.

She also helped to get me a safety deposit

box so that we could put our papers, jewelry and other valufcable
things that we did not wante to take to camp.

%he painft&ngs were

insured for $18,000 and Mrs.^orzage was authorized to seML
some.

s he

also took all of my fathers Books and my collection

of around 500 volumes and stored them in her basement.
nF
1 only saw a very few Ni s e i. ^hey all seemed to be in hiding.
rom March on, I was so busy doing all of these things that
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I did not look for many of my friends as I had too much to do
to get the things in final order.
were almost completely cut off.

My contacts with the Nisei
1 thought that it was so silly

that the Nisei should be so frightened. I was not in Japanese
town so that it did nothit me that hard.

Once my mind was made

up to accent evacuation, I could not get bitter any more.
did not have any ties to break anyway.

I

^he chief thing on my

mind was to take care of Dad's paintings. We had enly a few
close friends and we did not think much of the other Japanese
on account of Kiyoko.
J

I was for ^merica and -1 thought that

apan was wrong although

1

did not know the reason for the war.

I worried more about Kiyoko because she wrote and said that she
did notintend to go to any camp«
"I was not to6calm during the evacuation now that Ithink
back on it. [At times I thought evacuation was unjust and at
other times I thought it had to be.

I don't remember exactly

how I felt. Everything came so sudden.
me too hard.

w

I don't think it struck

bhn I heard about Nisei sabotaging I thought It

dould have been possible. ,J-'here werea lot of kibie that the Nisei
had told me were more pro Japan.

Dad's record was clean so I
w

did not worry about internment any more.

Other dads were taken

from among the Nisei friends I had and I thought that some of
them were pro America and belonged to secret organizations
and donated money to Japan.

In other cases, I was angry because

innocent fathers were taken and their families had a ve:y hard
time.

About this time, I thought that I was identified more

as a Japanese and I did not like that.j I had never been discriminated against in Los Angeles so that I thought I was like
the other Americans.

It was a shock when restrictions wereplacedx
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against me.

±

think that 1 am adaptable so I just did not think

too much about it but $ust tried to make the most of it,
that

x

1 thought

would not be so self conscious if ^ went to an all Japan-

ese group.

I thought maybe I could finally learn how to feel

comfortable around the ^isei.

I was aware that there would be

dirty talk about my sister but I figured that the people would
have more important things to talk about.
"Like many of the Nisei I said, 'Everytdime I turn around
I will see a Japanese face in camp and I don't know how I will
stand that.1

^ut deep down I thought it was a good chance for

me to get to know the Japnese. Mother hated to go to camp, but
she did not talk

about it much. She just accepted it as something

she could not do anything about.
"I had my last fling just before evacuation. Some of the
caucasian friends I had took me out to a night club. I did not
observe the curfew.

Nobody bothered me and 1 had my last

good time. A hen I turned t o looking for ward

to evacuation.

1 heard that we were going to Manzanar and I thought that it
would be a pretty good place. A friend had gone up there to
lock around and he said it was only a camp.

We decided to take

mcr e things in order to be comfortable.
nl

'here were many false alarms about when we gere going to

leave,
and

1

'^he exact date was not announced until the last minute

made many false trips back to my home and quit my giob. I

would find out that our group was not going just then so I would
go la ck to work.

Now we were not sure where we were going, """here

were rumors that some of the Los Angeles group would go to Santa
Anita and Arizona.

Dad was so set on going to Manzanar and he

looked forward to it as it would finally give him a chance to paint
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to his heart f s content.

Mother packed sòme Japanese food at the

last minute as we heard that the food was very bad. Some of the
other Japanese families took a great deal of food

with them.

We also took heavy clothing, a swwing machine, and boots in order
«

to be prepared for a camp life.

I took some of my music with

me but I did not think that I would ever use it.

^'inally the

date set for our leaving was April 6 and it was to Manzanar.
"I don't think that I felt sad as I left Los*Angeles. It
had never meant much to me anyway.

It had bad memories for me

and I felt that I didn't have any roots there.
to leave

I was sorry

iu

rs. ^orzage. ^he was nice to to until the end and she

came down to see me off.
too long.

I did not think that

It was about a week later

1

would be gone

that I realized it was for

the duration.
"As the train left I felt momentarily sad at the loss of
my freedom.

I did not bother much with the other people in

the train, but I read »How Green Was My Valley1 on the way
down and meditated on whether Manzanar would be a good place.
When we were half way down there,
couple.

1

met a very

nice Nisei

I was to get to know them very well later.

was to

become the editor of the Free Press and be one of the liberal
lea ders down there.
was impressed.

I talked to them for quite a while and

x

I had never been interested in intellectuals

before, but this couple were quite human and wide awake to
various problems.
"When we got to Lone Fine, it was very late and we were
worn out from the long trip down,

^here was not much to look

at excpft dry country and distant mountains.

We had to wait in

the station for a long time bef<r e the bus came to take us to
Manganar.

Mother smokes, but she did not want to do it on the
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train because she knew that it would cause more gossip.

We had

to find a place in the station where she could smoke in privacy.
Dad was all excited,

^e was impressed with the scenery and he

wanted to start painting the mountain scenery right away.
"We did not get a very good reception when we finally did
get into ^anzanar. The wind was blowing Very hard and we had to
stand in a long line to get checked in.
of J apanese faces around the place.
for some of my former friends,

A

here was only a mass

ABfeer the induction I looked

-^hey came and took our baggage

to our barracks. We kad to walk a long way to get to our
apartment as it is across the camp.

It was a very disappinting

place. A n there was in the room was an oil stove and some beds.
My fiiends went to get mattresses a nd blankets for us. x hey
got blankets, but we had to go without mattresses the first
night.
"Although it was late, we had not eaten all day so that
we went to the messhall. It was the sloppiest place I have
ever seen. I almost fainted in there and the food was bad
enough to make anybody vomit.

I

felt very discouraged and

wondered if life was going to be this bad all the time there.
We were so tired that we just went back to bed and fell asleep
after that.

We slept almost the whole next day through.

"In a few days, we had a new outlook on things. Dad was
raring to go from the first.

got lumber and made some

benches for us to sit on, and also some other furniture.
just walked around to see the camp.

I was lonely so I went to

look for the Yamazaki couple I had met on the train.
two children so

1

I

began to help her with them.

AW

uth had

It was very hard

far the mothers because they did not have anything for the comfort
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of their babies.

The sanitary conditions were very bad. There

was dust all around and the toilets were little out houses. It
was worse than a farm toilfet.
"Since there were only three of us, there was not too much
to do for our apartment. [After the first week,^I beg'an to look
for a job.

I went to fill out the employment form and signed up

for some typing and 1 also put in that I could play the piano.
I got a notice about a week later saying that I could work in
the employment office doing somefiling> I w a s
then so that I gsfc took the job.

very bored by

that time, '^omamasa got the

Free Press stared so he asked me if I wanted to do some typing
and stencil cutting on the paper.

1 was not very good at it,
T

but I kept the job for two months.
for one month as a nurses aid.

hen I went to the Hospital

t ^ s job was not very satis-

factory either and I got more and mote restless. I was not making
tOOSE

many new friends and the confinement of the camp life was

pressing in on me all the time, but I ddid not know what was the
matter with me.
"finally one of my friends told me that the music school was
opetning and there was a need far teachers.

x

did not think that

1 had enough experience t o do that, but he urged me to sign
up anyway.

I went over to the music school and found that there

was only one piano teacher there and she had 60 pupils so she
urged me to take ajob teaching.
office andwas placed.

1

1

went to the employment

did this work until I left in January

1942.
f,i

his was the only job that I enjoyed while I was there,

but it had its difficulties too.

It was something that I felt

was constructive for me and that *could add to my skills and
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experience.

I had not toughed a piano for a couple of months and

I wanted to get back to practice,
we managed to work out

^here was only one piano, but

our classes so that we all had a chance

Qt it. Later we got more pianos.

Since I was the most inexperiencd

teacher, I had the young 5 to 16 year oldpupils.
themselves very well and

1

liked to teach them.

'^hey applied
At first we taught

in the Redreation n all, but the people in camp donated money
to build a music hall up on the hill.
dollars.

A

It cost several hundred

here were about 500 pupils in the music department

all together.

§y the time I left I had 60 pupils.

"My relationships with the other teacher was not so good
and I became very unpopular with them.

1

did not go out of my

way to please them, '^hey were nice to ray face, but they talked
behind my back.

1

just could not adjust myself to them. x here

were some Issei and "ibei teachers in the k usic Hall and I
never could get along with' them. I did not care for their
Japanese ways.

T

hey thought I was too blunt with them, ^he

At&iasphere got tense so I only enjoyed my pupils and neglected
theother teachers. When tt£ I left there, my pupils all brought
me gits.

I think that the other teachers did not approve of

mebecause they thought that I was nbt a real teacher, thesre
were fourteachers, but

1

think that I made just a s much progress

as they did with the pupils in spile of the fact that they always
criticized mj? teaching,

"hey thought I was too boisterous with

the pupils and did not use enough discipline.
"After I was in caif) I began to want to educate myself
more. A lot of this was due to the influence of the """amazake
couple. I started to attend the r orum meetings and enrolled in
a psyohology class.

About this time the ¥araazaki!s lived in

our apartment with us so that I had frequent talks with them. I
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was never much interested in politics or social equality before
my talks withthem. I had never considered being a n intellectual,
but I got more and more interested.

I never did go into it too

deeply but I did a lot of listening.

I had a faith that the Nisei

citizenship would always be protected so I did not worry about
that.
"I saw a great deal of bitterness in the Nisei but I never
did get that bitter except in streaks.
of the block politics although I

I did not take part inany

did goin a Young People's

Association. xomamasa tried to organise the w isei to think more
about post war problems and to educate them but the thing
failed for lack of interest,

'¿'here were too many conflicting

things like dances going on.
I just did not get along in camp.

I was very miserable there
in
most of the time. The people did not like me and the women/the
block started more rumors about my sister, they could not mind
their own business and leave us alone.

Some of the Isseithought

that Iwas shocking because I did not act quiet like a Japanese
girl.

I just could not feel at ease in camp although I did make

attempts to adgust myself better.

In self defense T acted

haughty to hide my real feelings. \
nl

and

±

he group of Nisei that I got to know where the intellectuals
found them sincere friends, "^hey had come to camp with the

same high goals, but they were disillusioned and they soon began
to think of getting out.
to current events.

I found that they were very much alive

I think that I had oxi y about seven real

friends in camp and the rest were just acquaintances.

It was

rumored that theywere a communist group, but I found them to be
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intelligent persons who were seriously
future.

nterested in the Nisei

I did not worry too much about these problems, but I

liked them

as individuals, ^hey had a better value of the things

in life and they were not superficial like the majority of the
Nisei.

Most of these persons had been connected with the Psee

Press.

I was not too intimate with them as I was only on the

edge of their group and
x

1

had nothing solid to contribute.

hey liked me as they could joke with me.
"I did not have any boy

camp.

friend during the time

1

was in

I still was not interested in the Nisei boys, but the

real me probably would have liked to have had boy friends. T
was too much on the defensive and I thought they had wrong ideas
about me.

I was terribly conscious of my weight, but I did not

do anything about it.

These things were not uppermost in

my

mind as I was disturbed by other things although I do not
know exactly what.
"One of my few friends was Myrtle, who was a former show
girl and very pretty,

"er sister had been murdered while in the

business and it had been writtengp in the papers. We had a lot
in common because I had a wayward sister also.

When we were in

camp the Los* Angeles Hearst paper had a story about Myrtle's
sister and the people in camp found out all about it. Myrtxle
was on the defensive against most people in camp as she wanted to
live the thing down.

I got to be good friends with her although

she did not know much about my sister and I did not volunteer
to tell her.
M

My opinion ofthe Nisei got worse and worse.

I thought that

they ?/ere narrow and conservative and always worried a bout what
other people said about them so that they could not use their own
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minds.

I did not think tla t they were American enough and the

camp got more and more of the Japanesy influence. The liberal
Nisei could ftx not do much against it because the bulM of the
Nisei did not care about it anyway and they were not willing
feo come out and oppose the Issei like they should have done.
Fcr this reason the Issei and the Kibei got stronger and braver
^nd they triedt o dominate everything, feany of the Ni S ei were
bitter so that they took in everything that was told to them
%nd they

lost hope.

f,ii

'he December 7, 1942 riot brought out the wesakness of

the Nisei. 'The truuble with them was that they were all divided
into narrow cliques.

The pro-Japan groups in camp used this

incident to try and dominate everything.
liberals were put on the blacklist.

1

Many ofthe Nisei

was on It too because of

my associations with the KeeexPeee Free Press group,

'^'he other

Nisei in camp were still superficial and they were notconcerned
about the real problems facing them.
"The cause of the riot was that the pro Japan group were
threatening the ^acl leaders and other liberal Nisei.

The real

start of it was when the United Citizens Federation was started.
When I went to the meetings

1

noticed that when any Nisei stood

up for America there were many boos,

^ome of the leaders were

threatened andtold to stop the talking about Ameriaa.

There

were axther reasons why certain of the leaders were disliked.
They sAID

that Togo kanaka was out for personal glory all the

time, but I think that they thought he was doing some undercover
work and they did not like some of the things he had written in
the newspaper before the tlr evacuation.

The threats against Fred
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^ ay am a was more personal.

Everyone in camp knew that he did not

have a good record before the war.

He had a chain of restaurants

and he cheated his workers and exploited them. He also accepted
money for advice given as a Jacl official and the peopfoe wanted
revenge.

"There were other like *okie Slocum who talked too much

and he deserved to be beaten although he was pro-America.

All

of these personal grudges were govered up under the issue of
pro "merica versus pro J apan.

It was a bitter feeling and

things were bound to happen anytime,

~he San Pedro group had

been passing death threats around and they were well organized
as a very bitter gang.
"The camp was ready for the riot because everybody was
disatisfied

with camp life.

I first heard of the riot when

the rumor spread around that i'red iayama had been attacked in
his house and seriously injured,

.here was a rumor that a mob

was going to the hospital to kill him.

*he mob started to go

after all of the people that weee marked like T 0 kie Slocum and
¡ogo Tanaka.

^hey tap e many of the apartments apartanfc and

slashed the furniture.

% e n it started for the Administration

building where they heard that some of the Nisei on the black
list were hiding,

the MP's were stationed there and they warned

the crowd to stay back. By this time there were a lot of
curious people a3©cund.
" x here were some in the crowd who dared the MP's to shoot
and they called them names,
when the
it.

'^he MP's were very nervous and

crowd started to advance again they shot itim into

This broke them up but innocent bystanders were shot.

Therd were seven shot and three of these died.

I was one block

away tfhen I heard the shots so I got afraid and I went right
home.

Later the rumor went around that the boys were shot in
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the back. The people got very angry at this. Martial law was
declaredand the schools were shut down and the soldiers stayed
in

the camp for about a month,

^'here was a great deal of simmer-

ing anger underneath althought on the surface things got quiet.
Secret meetings were held and there was an organized plan to get
all of the Inu. There were a coupfce of beatings at night.
"In some way the administration got ahold of a list of
the Pro America Nisei who were marked on the blacklist

and it

decided to take these people out right away for their safety.
1

was on the blacklist because of my associations with some of

the liberals.

We had about one-half San Pedro J apanese in our

block and they were very pro Japan, even the Nisei.

One day I

went to the messhall and somebody grabbed me and call; d me an
Inux and then ran.

I was shocked by this.

1

hey would whisker

it all the tie so that Dad got worrfe d about me.

My girl friends

were ilso on the blacklist and one of the mothers objected to
me because she thought it was my fault.
to my house to see me.

, hey would sneak over

One of thegirls clashed a lot with her

mother who wanted her to change to the majority stand,
Japan

^he was

inclined to be extremely pro-&mBX±KX while her daughter was
extremely proAmeriaa.
l,A

he WBA started to take the prominent leaders who had been

threatened out to the GCG camp in death valley for their protection
and then to resettle them. °ome of the xxxr±xxx Nisei volunteered
to go there because they said that they had received threats too.
I was given a chance to go there, but I did not want to leave my
mother behind and I did not think that there was any immediate
danger for me.

I decided to wait in camp as

1

felt that I would
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be leaving soon anyway.

I had applied for a leave clearance in

f
September and

1

felt that it was coming soon.

Most of my friends

were taken out to theCGC camp. There was only one girl friend
left of the g3D up so that we stuck toghfeher from then on.

I was

not frightened as I had never been conspicuous.
f,

^he pro Japan feeling overshadowed the personal grudges

once the riot got started.

A

he Issei were very bitter because

o: the "murdered boys" and they wanted revenge, "'"hey wanted

0

apa n

to win the war as they said that the Japanese would never get
justice in this country.
get their

x

he extreme ones said that they would

regenge when the °apanese Army occupied the White

House. Most of them felt that the Japanese were going to win
the w%r and there was a lot of propaganda passed around about
this time.

It was the first anniveraary of Pearl Harbftr so

that some of the

pro Japan group secretly celebrated it.

"'•¡•'he smarter "^ssei kept in the background.

My parents did

not say anythingx My father said that he was not going to take
L1

any side as he did not know what it was all about.
x

should be for America because I was a citizen.

e said that

ivl

any of the

parents tried to make the Nisei "feel that they were Japanese
and that they had no future in this country.

ivl

any of the Nisei

believed this and they became even more discouraged.
the Issei were from J apan

Most of

aiid their hearts were fcr 3t so that

they either tried to convince the N isei or they kept quiet. Some
of the strike leaders were Issei although many of them were
Most of them were from the San Pedro bunch. T here was

Kibei.

one war veteran, named Ben, who was also a strike leader and
pro

apan.
nl

'he San Pedro people had been carrying a grudge for a
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long time,

^"hey had been very bitter beaaus e at the time of

evacuation they had only one da£ to settle their affairs and
they lost most of their belongings.

Many of the innocent Issei

men had be6n interned because they were fishermen,

'^hey had

to move voluntarily and most of them went to Los Angeles where
they had a hard time before the evacuation finally did come. All
of these things mounted up and they struck when they had the
change•
"It was a great shock to me to find out all these things.
\ I was always proAmerica and

1

had taken it for granted.

I

could not understand how the Nisei could get so bitter as to turn
against the United States.

It did' not seem possible that they

could give it up so easily because in most things they acted
pretty Americanized.

x

began to wonder if they really Had taken

in all the propaganda that was taught to them in the language
school.

I knew that the Nisei tended to be conservative, but

not that conservative.
they wer e

*%en they started to think about what

doing many of them changed their minds and decided

that their future was in this country after all.

I was not in

camp during the registration, but I heard how many of the
young Nisei were influenced to take a choice for J apan.

1

could

not understand how their parents could do such a thing to
them.

I could understand how the Issei felt, but
go

that they would ever /to

1

did not thin&

to such extreme means as to riot.. The

%panese have a lways been quiet and law abiding.

Maybe they had

reasons for going beyond the boiling point. The shooting of the
boys had aroused many tempers to fever pitch.
f,i

he Kibei were never liked by the Nisei. I remember that it

was almost a s&cial sin to associate with them before the war.
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I did not knowany kibei before I went to camp.

I met a few of

the liberal Kibei like c arl ^oneda at Ivlanzanar and I was impressed
that he was more A mericani 7 ed than most of the Nisei.
very active in politics.

He was

B u t in Manzanar I began to hear how most

of the Kibei were very pro Japan.

I met one of them, Henry Mittwer.

He was an Eurasian and he seemed nice enough to know.
had been educated in ¿aran so that he was for them.

But he
~e even

changed his name to Su z uki. He must have changed his mind when
the
registration came because he is now resettled with his wife
whom he married a few months ago.

Most of the ftibei did not

change, but they stuck to their pro Japan beliefs right through*.
T

hey also had a contempt for the Nisei and they wanted to get

them.

I heard that they were the ones who were always agitating

and stirring up trouble inthe camp.
so that I did not hate them.

1

1 did not know any of them

only felt sorry for them as they

were so stupid to think that they could overthrow the United
States.

Many of them must have been fanatics.

Some of my friends

told me that the M b e i were more pro Japan than the Issei and. I
could believe that agter

the riot.

"I felt even more sorry for the nisei although I wavered
between dislike and pity.
very pro-Ameriaa and

1

A

he only Nisei I knew very well were

gust assumed that all of the Nisei were

like thai? qntil I found out differently in a sh<r t time.

I

would hear snatches of conversation among Nisei and they sounddd
like thay hated America for what had been done to them.

Mob t of

the Nisei did not even go that far; they §ust stayed in the rut.
i

he liberal pro America Nisei tried to win over all of the

^isei to take a strong stand, but they failed because the Nisei
as a whole did not care for serious problems and theyleft them
alone.

CjCf

"Often the liberal Nisei did not even have the support of
the administration*

Naturally they were angry too when some of

the innocent Nisei were shot during the siot.

They did not think

that the administration took drastic enough action against the
pro Jajaan group and they did not give enough protection to the
Nisei who were outspoken in their belief fa4 this country.

At

the same time there was a lot of crooked business in camp politics.
Even among the Nisei there were factions who fought for control
of the camp government. M any of the liberal Nisei did not like
the Jacl and there was conflict bwteween them.
"On top of all this there was a lot of crooked business in
the administration before the WRA took over so that there was
cause for a lot of the bitter feeling.

w

h e n the WCOA was in

charge of Manzaaaar, the Free Press was heavily censored and
the liberal Nisei were not even fas allcwedt o educate the other
Nisei at times.

All of the strong editorials for America seemed

to be censored, '''here were so many restrictions put on the 'Free
Press1 that most of the best Nisei quit it and went into something
else.
f,

I don't know if the paper could have changed the ^isei

much anyway, ^ost of them did not think much and like me
wanted fun.

they

The dances, dates andright clothes were more im-

portant to them than any of these vague political issues.
can't all be smart. I was a little more fortunate as

x

We

was ex-

posed to the thought of the more liberal Nisei and ma£d
conscious of things, ^he majority of the % s e i t ook things for
-ranted and they did not think too seriously.

It was too much

of a headache^ to do that and it was more pleasant to go
visit witt friends and have social relaxation.

Besides mcs t of

the w isei had not any background in these things so that they
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could not find answers to any problems. x hey had been irresponsible befcr e the war and their parents did

most of the

serious thinking, ^hat was a great mistake because the Issei
still did much of the thinking for the

is&i in camp and it

was the wrong kind of thinking for young people to have,
was a bitter and defeatist approach.

^t

I don t knowif I am making

myself clear as I am mixed up myself and

x

don't know too much

about these things although I want to learn.
"The morale of the camp dropped way down.

I heard many

rumors about girlsgoing wild and not ESEK^dbigx caring about anything anymore, ^ut it was mostly the fault of the fellows. x hey
were the ones who tried to throw aside the established-conventions
and

they convinced many of the girls to give in& to them.

I heard that some of the girls got pregnant and there wr.as
a lot of loose conduct among the ^is.ie.
they did not cabe.
hopeless anyway.

T

hey were in a rut and

If they tried to think about it, it seemed
1'hey really could not see much of a future and

they figured that they should live while they had a chance.
Other Nisei just triedt o carry on their normal lives that they
were living before the war and they did not think
made any difference at all.

that camp

^hey wanted all their former clubs

and stress upon social activities brought to camp just like
they were before.

Even the church group were the&i same way.

^hey just continued right on in a new setting, but with the
same old things.

Tomaiaasa used to say that they were unthinking
private

because they could not see that their/worlds had crashed around
their

ears at the time of Pearl ^arbor and they were not awake

to the fact that the world had changed a 1though they had restless
feeling occasionally, '^hey tried t o deny the existence of the obvious.
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L "As the days had gone by fend the novelty of the camp wore?:
off, I got more and more unhappy at the camp life although
don't know exactly why.

It was many things,

what I had hoped it would be.

I

^he camp was not like

The people could not stop their

dirty gossiping tongues and they talked more than ever about my
sister. They did not have anything else.to talk about. They also
talked about my family, ^"hey said that mother was stuck up and
that she thought she was too good for the rest of the people.
She spoke better «Japanese than the other people in the block and
they tltcught that she was trying to show off.
"Although Mother did not like camp life, she took it as
gracefully as she could and she triedt o adjust herself. Dad was
better ddjus ted than any of us because he had gone into the art
work right away.and concentrated on that. Fcr a while he headed
the art dem rtment. ,J-'he people began to recongnize how good he
was.

""hen D ad became director of the art department, he did not

think that he was capable for the job.

Ee wanted to spend most of

his time painting so that he gave it up.

He was commissioned to

do paintings for the government which he is now doing at the
$19.00 a month WRA salary. Dad is keeping the best paintings
to feive to me someday.

He is happy in camp because he is doing

what he always wanted to do.
adjus tments.

5

Nother is still trying to make her

he had not made many friends there as she keeps

more to herself, "he does not care for Japanese society, ^ e got
along without it for many years when we were living in Texas.
If the people would notgossip so much, I think that
would like it a lot better in camp.

mother

When they leave there, they

are not going into any other Japanese community.

x

hey would rather

be apart from the Japanese a s they know feow harmful rumors can be.
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-51 started to think of resettlement almost from the first.
,J

-'hings became so hard that I wantedto get away from all of it and

start over.';One old woman spree. d it around that my sister was in
a reform school for her misbehavior.

She said that we had left

Texas because my sister had had an affair with a Negro and that
•jj

my father was a failure and only pesing as an artist.
hurt me deeply.

hese things

^hE women gos&'ped a lot in the shower room and

in the laundry and they were always telling the worst a bout everybody.

I knew that if I stayed there, things would get more and

more miserable,

'-^he Japanese never come out in the open but they

talk behind your back and you can't do much about it.

You try to

ignore them but still they kec-p it up.
"In September 1942 a WRA man came to Manzanar and he started
to interview for resettlement. N I had been thinking of applying
for Student Relocation, but I did not think tte t I could go to
school for a while as I did not want torely on my father' money.
His future was moreuncert-in than mine and he would need all of
his money £s there was only a little income coming i n ^ I decided
to go out and get a permanent job so I went and make an application
with the WR a man. ) Dad was in favor of the plan as he did not think
I was getting anything out of camp and he thought I could go to
sqhool after I worked a shcr t time.

Mother did net want me to

go out all alone as she was afraid that something would happen
to me. Jcie thought that it was dangerous for a young girl to go
out all alone.

She argued that a Junior College was going to open

soon in Manzanar and

1

could go there and also keep up with my

music work at the same time,

~ut I could not get over the un-

comfortable feeling so I wanted to get out and nothing could
stop me. Mother finally gave in a nd gave her approval. \
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"It took a long time far the release clearance to come
through*.

After the riot in December, I was more than ever

convinced that I should go out since my friends had all been
taken out.

Some of them had volunteered into the language

school of the Intelligence service at Camp Savage.

It was these

Nisei who could have given me something of value in camp and when
they left Manzanar did not hold anything for me.

When I had

put in my application in September I did not know what Bind of
work I could do so tBat I decided to do domestic work as that
was the only way I could save money.

In my application I had

asked that a piano be in the home so that Icould practice.
"M rs . B o r z a g e had been keeping in tough with me all
along.

s

he wrote to me at least once a week.

for a recommendation so that
the FBI.

b

1

I asked her

could go out and she wrote to

he thought that she could help me resettle as she

had a friend in ^hicago, Mrs. Bennett, who could possible hire
me in her htae.

Mrs. B. also offered to lend me some money so

that I could go to school.

I did not feel that I could do this.

"I don1t know why I picked out Chicago to resettle there.
I knew that * did neb want to go to ¿alt Lake or Denver as there
were too many Japanese there.

My best friend had gone to ^hicago

before the evacuation and she wrote that the job prospects were
good for Nisei girls there.

I decided to go there because it

was the biggest sity I could go to.

I had another good friend

in New York, but the area was still closed to

me.

"Finally in January my clearance came through, and the WRA
office in Chicago wrote and said that I could get a domestic
position with Mrs. H. Bowes in W e nnetka.

I wrote to her for the

details, and I also wrote to M rs .Borzage telling her that I was
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going to take the job.
Chicago

Mrs.B&rzage wired to Mrs. Bennett in

right away and asked her to investigate the job.

then phoned and talked to Mrs. Bowes.

She

The next day>rs. Bennett

phoned to Los Angeles and told her that Mr.Bowes was a reputable
fruymr lawyer and the working conditions were good.

Mrs. ^orzage

phoned me at Manzanar and said that the job was alright to take,
"he following day M r . B owes phoned me from G hicago and he said
that he would like me to come out and he offered me the money
for transportation.

Mrs. "orzage wired again and she said that

she had put a $100.00 War Bond in my safety deposit* box as a
birthday present.

All that money that went for phone calls and

wires across the country would hatfe been enough to pay for my
salary for a year!

I took the Bowes job and prepared to leave.

"I tried to arrange it so that I could go by way of L os
Angeles so that I could go see Mrs. Borzage, but this could not
be done.

She wrote and said that if I ever needed money to let

her know right away and to call her in case of trouble, "he said
that her home would be open to me after the war.

¿>he has been

a good friend to me all the way through and I owe her a lot.
If I wver go back to L o s Angeles to do domestic work, I will only
work for her.
"I left k anzanar on January 29, 1943.
day I left.

I felt awful the

It was much harder than when I left ^os *ngeles to

be evacuated. I was with my family then, but this time I would
be going without them.
my departure hard.
when

x

Mother looked very forlonn and she took

I felt sad at leaving her as I did not know

would see my parents again.

*ut I had to get out of the

camp atmosphere because it was almost unbearable by that time.
T h e army registeration had just been announced fend the people
were all getting excited once more.

When I left all of my piano

- ~ -61.- - came down to say goodbye to me.
at the last moment.

7 -

—

It was k hard struggle to leave

There were certain things about

that I regretted to leave when the time came.
offer me security and

1

-

iU

anzanar

In a way it did

would not have to worry about many of
I

the problems of living.

'here were also other things that I

had a fond memory of.

I was even willing to overlook all of the

faults of the people.

It was an expeBience that I could look

back on.
"As soon as the bus left Manzanar for Reno, I started to
look forward.

I did not have much of a feeling at all except

that I knew vaguely that I was now a free person.

I did not

worry at all that any harm would come to me although some of
the Issei women told my mother that it was tfery dangerous for
a girl to be traveling alone.
who were leaving camp with me.
k

anzanar,

1

There were several other N isei
w

hen I got out of sight of

think I was glad to leave it behind me and to shake

its dust f rom me.
"When we got on the train at Reno, I sat with Dr. Mitani.
I could not avoid that as it was the only empty seat.
not want to t s lk to him but I could not do that.
clashed several times in the music school.
too fresh and

1

n

did

We had

e thought I was

thought he was too self important.

talked out cf politness. %

1

At first we

the time we got to Ogden I discovered

that he was not such a bad guy and that he liked me.

He was

balS and I was fat so that we ribbed each other by the time
we were on the train a few hours.

We forgot all about our past

grudges.
"I had planned to go to Salt Lake from Ogden in order to see
my sister, but I was

not able to do this.

Another girl was

planning to go to Salt Lake also so we got off the train together.
\
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we could not get any hotel
in Ogden.

accomodations to stay over that night

There was one hotel open but it was very expensive. The

other girl was a stingy thing and she said that she was going on
to Chicago as it was not that important to go to Salt ^ake.

She

never spent a nickel unless she weighed it over carefully in her
mind and that irritated me.

I phoned my sister in Salt ^ake and

she said that she had no place to put me up and that the hotels
were crowded so I finally decided to go on.

The next train going

through to ^higago was due in two hours and I tried to get the
other girls to take a pullman, but she refused.

It Iras notthat

she could notafford it, but she did not think it was worth the
extra money. I didn't want to gravel alone so I stayed with her
and we got on the next coach train to Chicago.
"It was a stuffy old train and it was full of soldiers. I
was annoyed with the other girl because she not only stingy, but
she was untidy and she smelled. She was very pretty though.
In a short time, the soldiers began to speak to us and she flirted
with them,

x

'here was one drunk sailor on the car and he kept

asking Miya a lot of questions and she encouraged him. I think
that she was just dumb,

'¿'hat night about 1:00am Miya woke me up

with a nudge and I saw the sailor bending over her getting fresh.
Miya was so scared that she could not move and she didn't even
push his handsaway form her to legs.
or I would tell the conductor.
and he grabbed me by the breast.

I told him to get away

I got up to go after the conductor
I broke away and started to go

after the conductor and the drunk saitor chased me.

I ran through

three cars and he finally caught me between cars and put his hands
over my mouth and started to tear at my clothes.

I was so

scared that I pushed him away and started to scream. The conductor
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finally came and pulled the drunken fool away.

He was angry so

that he started to yell that I was a god damn Jap whore. I had
not even talked to him before.

The sailor had been very rough

with me so that an MP came and took him.

I did not realize fully

antII later that the sailor meant to attack me when he ripped my
blouse.

Another MP escorted me back to my seat and he said that

I could prosecute the sailor. feti I was furious at Miya because
it

was her fault that thesailor got gresh.

he was sitting in

the seat very scared when I got back. 'Three other sa lors came
up to me and asked me not to press changes as

they said their

friend was drunk and that he was just returning from theSouth
Pacific and that this was his first furlough.

I did not want to

be the cause of the sailor getting into trouble any more so I
told the MP that I had no charges. They put the sailor on another
train when we stopped at Omaha.
"I gave Miya a lecture and said that it was her fault because
she had encouraged the sailor.

She was just naive and she thought

that she had to be nice to the sailors and soldiers for the aake
of giving them a good impression of the Nisei.

One thing I did

notice was that not one soldier did anything to chase the drunk
sailor away.

They could not have slept that quietly.

x

he civilians

did not want to come to our rescue because they did not want to
interfere with the service either.

The rest of the trip was

very calm.
If

i got to w hie ago on January 31. Mr.Bowes had been waiting

five hours for me.

It was late afternoon so that he helped to

get Miya to her place of work. I told him that I wanted to

look

up my girlfrieddand that she had invited me over for the night. He
told me

to take the weekend off and to get rested up so that I
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could start work on the following morning.
"Miyako had come to Chicago the previous year

and she had

never been evacuated so that she knew the city and most of the
Nisei there at that time.

She came down to the station with some

friends and they took me to dinner.

We talked until late that

night telling each other everything.

The next day I met about

20 or 30 Nisei who came over to Miyako's place. It was on the
near north side and as they] did net have anything else to do they
would wander over. A lot of Nisei soldiers used to come over but
they stepped coming so much when the other Nisei from the
camps started t o come out. It: was at this place I met mcs t of
the Nisei I know now, but I don't particularly care fa? them.
Miyako has a piano in her apartment and I know that she uses fas
me to play it for her friends, but I don't mind.
"On the following monday I went up to »fcnnetka by train. J t
is about 20 or 30 miles from the loop.

As soon as I got there,

Mr. and Mrs. Bowes made me feel very much at home and they did
a lot to make me contented.

I was never happy out there.

It was

the environment and not my employers as they treated me well.
I just did not like it.

They wanted me to do too much work.

I had to do all the cooking, laundry, taking care of baby and
cleaning the housel

I was only getting $18.00 a week and doing

about three times the amount of work I did for Mrs.B&rzage. Out
here I have found out that they expect you Go do way more work
in a domestic job thah in "alifornia.
can hire negro help so cheaply.

I guess it is because they

In a matter of a few weeks I

began to resent the job, but I had madea bargain to stay until
Fall and I v/anted to Ito e up to it as the Bowes had been kind
to me.

It was the work that I resented.

I never did expect to do
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so much laundry.

None of it was sent out.

I had to wash seven

shirts a week, sheets, towels, personal clothes for two adults
and two children, and curtains every week.
allof these things.

I also had to iron

I was working over 10 hours a day and that

is too much for this kind of work.

I was not entirely settled

in mind either so that little things began to irritate me.
It was better than camp, but I was not satisfied with things.
I had inner disturbances and I had vagues feelings of unrest.
I just don't knowwhat it was.
"I planned to save about f300.00 by the x'all and then go to
school.

I was making about $82.00 a month clear.

But I was not

happy there so I spenfl a lot of my money for this and that.
Another thing was that they did not have a good practice so
that I could not practice and I felt that I lost out a lot.
I wanted to go on with my music so that I could make my mother
proud of re.
why.

But I just let things drift.

I can't under stand

I was still mixed up and the days went by rapidly.

Some days I was very hap y In the job and others I felti depressed.
I had nobody I could really talk these things over with. I came
downto Chicago to see Miyako about once a week, but some weeks I
did not go down.

I didn't go down because I was lonesome or to

see other Nisei there.

I just happened to be going down, that's all."

(In looking through Miyako's guest book, writer found that
Yasuko had been a visiter some 30 times* in six month, which is an
average of once weekly. Miyako stated that it was probably because
she was lonesome and she wanted to meet some Nisei boys.

Yasuko

is not entirely clear on why she came to see Miyako so many times
except that she was a friend and it was convenient.)

"When I left my position with Mrs. Boies, after six
m

°nthS

o f Viorkj

i h ad only saved *15.00.

happened to my money.

I don't know what

It just went I guess.

keep a close chieck on my money.

I did not

Yous know how it is, I was

le t loose after a long confinement in camp and there were
lot of t ings I wanted to make up for.
remember what I did with my money.

Gos^,

I can't

I have an expensive

taste and I did buy some clothes, biJ I think it is more
practical in the long run to get good clothes because they
last a lot longer, con't you.
• ; e i l j i did loan ,,50.00 to a friend. (At this point,
Yasuko was very hesitant about telling her financial condition.

After a little coaxing, she came out with the

true story of the 'loan.')
hoy.

I loaned the money to a Nisei

He was down on his luck and-he wrote me and said that

he was passing through.
I felt sorry for him.

I knew him from Los Angeles and
He was going around with Kiyoko for

a while and he was very serious about her. Kiyoko had just
used him. She borrowed a lot of money from him and took
some too.

He had a couple of IOU's, one tfor ¿50.00 and

another for more.

I felt sorry for him because he did not

get a very good deal from my sister.

He wrote and asked

if I could pay the #50.00 I0U as he did not want to send it
to my folks.

I did not want my folks to have this un-

.»feasant experience and since I was nmking pretty good
money If I dieted to settle this debt as my sister would
never do it.

Then I did think that I could repay him a

bit for some of the things my sister had made him go
through, so I gave him the $50.00.
thing, don't you?

You think I did the right

It was the least that I could do.

I also
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sent a 11«to money to Kiyoko In Salt Lake as she was having
a difficult time for a while when her baby was being born.
On top of that, I lost about .,20.00 through sheer carelessness.
I did not get the change for ¿10.00 once and anotter time
I lost some money on the L.

I have never been used to

taking care of my own money as Dad did that for me and I
just spent what I had on hand.

It is just a bad habit I

gue s s.
"Liiyako thinks that I squander my money; maybe I do, but
I don't think so.

..hen you do domestic work, you have to

have some pleasure, don't you.
about four times a month.

I only came down to Chicago

I bought a few books, and I

spent Quite a bit on t e concerts at Ravinia.
m usic
w ho

and this/one of my real pleasures.

I like good

I met another girl

was doing domestic work in Winnetka and she used to be

a music student 3t the University of Washington so that we
went together.

All of these things take money, you know.

I don't think that I squandered it although I oppose I
should have saved a little more.

When I went down to

l.'iyako's this month after quitting my Job, I had to borrow
$5.00 from her so I could have enough to go around and look
for the job, and I needed a little until my first payday."
(Tasuko is a little mixed up about why she spends her
money so readily.
waS

In one breath she admits that it

because she was bored and lonely and the next she

states that it was for things that she needed.

It

is true that she ha* purchased a lot of good clothes.
Her explaination is that her mother taught her to have
good taste.

In one of her unguarded'moments toe did

admit that she put a lot of stress on buying good
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because it made some of the other Nisei girls more
envious. She also implied that it covered up her
weight to get good clothes on and it gave her a certain amount of pleasure to be flattered for her good
taste in clothes.

Yasuko often serves as an unofficial

advisor to some of the girls in her social group on
cMthes matters ana this gives her a certain amount
of prestige and status.

Mention has already been

made of her willingness to give away clothes whsich±
she has just purchased. This is particularly true
for the girls who give her excess flattery on her
clothes taste.

Writer has the opinion that all of

this has a close relationship to her feelings of
inadequacy at times and she tries to cover up by the
obvious method of clothes.

Yasuko has also given

hints that this is some of the cause although she
will not fully admit it.

Her defense is that raeh do

not know much about the clothes problems of a girl.
fSometimes Yasuko pays a Nisei girl to put up
a hffim for her on one of her expensive new suits. This
serves two purposes.

She can show offthe good quality

of the suit; she indicates in this way that she is
not used to fixing her own clothes as she was well off
before; and finally it gives her some sort of gratification to be Tpaying* to get her suit fixed.
Another sxxmp explanation for the lack of any
savings is that she was lonely. She did not have any
particular reason for coming down to Chicago, but she
wanted to visit her Nisei friends, also knowing that there
would be other Nisei around visiting at the same time.

The 30 or more trips that she made to Chicago itself
is a considerable expenditure in fares.

When she was

is an extreme hurry she would Sake a taxi.
In example of her financial extravagance was on
august £6, the day it rained.

She was staying over

with Kiyako that night and when it was time to go to
work in the morning, she did not have an umbrella.
She had only a
to her.

check which her father had sent

She called a taxi and went down to Marshall

Field's where she bought a ^5.00 umbrella.

Then she

would have taken another taxi to go out to the Sough
side, but she did not have enough money.
Because of her inability to save any money,
Her tentative plans to continue on to college has
been disrupted.

Yasuko is not too concerned about

her financial problems.)
"I did not enjoy my work at Bowes, although my employers
were of the best.

In my work I got up at 7 in the morning

and worked until 8.

It was a full day of work.

was a great deal of hou sec leaning to do.

There

Another reason why

I did not like thework was that it was out too far.

I

did not have to much recreation. I did not go to Church
and I did not belong to any clubs.

Besides, reading aid

going to the concerts, I listened to sympathy programs on
the radio a lot.

Once in a while I listened to the Univ-

ersity of Chicago Round Table Discussions.

I went to a

few plays in 'town' but I did not go to very many movies.
When I gid go, it was usually to an Evanston movie house.
"There were about 30 Nisei girls working up in Winnetka, but I only got to know one of them.

They all looked
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me up but I was not interested in them.

I had enough

friends that I met at Miyako's and I did not care to know
too riany Nisei unless they had the same inter sts that I
did.
"I would have quit sooner as I was getting more and
more
Fall.

d i s a t i s f i e d

but

I

had made a bargain to stay until

ihen this months they wanted me to go to I,iinnese£a

with themx for their vacation.

I was getting to the point

that I could not stand the four year old child anymore
so I used this as an excuse to quit.
got on my nerves.

It screamed a lot and

Then they were not sure'of what they

were going to do when they came back from their vacation.
They thought that they would.move to a smaller house and
take in

sister in law and her children.

this woman was going into the Army.
bringing in thair parents.

The husband of

They also thought of

X figured that. it would be to

much work if all these people were added so I asked them
if I could be released from the bargain.

I was so unhappy

that I would have quit even if they did not agree.
"I went to Miyako's apartment with the intention of
staying a week to rest up before looking for a new job.
She said that X was down there so much that I might as.
well move in.

I thought that this was a good idea.

I

longed for some sense of security ,nd the apartment could
be home to he. ' It did not cost much to share the rent
and 'X would have had to pay t: at much anyway to store some
of my things. (v3.0Q per week.)

I was not sure that it

would work because I.liyako is tempermental.
I would have to make concessi

I knew that

s to keep the peace. I

knew th t we . ould clash if I did not give in.

I wculd h^ve
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?
to be the one to get up early ana do the work.' Yasuko htbjb is
a queen. She always has an alibi to stay up late and then
not want to ge t up in the moaning. °he saitys that it is
insomina, but it is from going out on dates too much.
didn't want to be too much under her dominence.

I

She is

sophisticated and worldly and sometimes she makes me feel
as if I am her maid.
is the on£y

But I want to stay with her as she

one that I know well and I like her. She is

interesting* and also Americanized.
interewting people there.

I can also meet

I don't particularly c, re for

them, but it is interesting» for the time. Some of the fellows that go there are interesting to talk to. There is
usually somebody over there,as rrmny as 10 or 20 on weekends.

They all think that they are sophisticated, but I

donTt think that many of them really are intellectually
inclined although they like to give that impression.

,:e

rarely talk about real serious things in our conversations.
"The chief reason I like to go over there is that I
don't feel secure ana the apartment is a pl-ce I can go
to on my days off.
please.

I can call it home and do what I

You value a place like this when you are doing

domestic work.
"'..hen I first went to stay with i-iyako, I was thinking,
of getting an office job, but I wasn't trained so I started
to look for a light domestic job or else to take care of
babies.

I felt th< t if I did this, it would give me more

time to catch up on my reading. I never have been particularly interested in current events, but I would like
to delve more into this now.

It will make me under-

stand a lot of tilings better and maybe I won't be so mixed up.
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I really want to learn new things.

I know that if I live

with liyako, I will have little time for that ss she is
more socially minded. Sometimes she can he cruel in her
teasing and I want to be able to match her on some things
also.

I would like peoQle to know me personally and not

let others speak for me.
as Miyako says I am.

I am not half as tempermental

She gives people the impression

that I am giddy b cause artistic people are expected to
be that way, but that is not true.
myself over there.

I am never completely

I have met a number of intelligent

people through Miyako before so I do owe her a great deal.
(In many ways Yasuko is very individualistic, but at
the same time she is not sure of herself. She tends to
cling to a dependency role with Miyako so that she will
not have to make her own decisions completly. At the same
time, she is struggling to keep her spirit of independence
but she is bewildered by new crisisss that develop and she
can not face them alone.

She would rather h--ve l iyakof s

moral support and tolerate her other relationships with her
than to make a clean break and striko out on her own. At
the same time, she covers up very cleverly so that

iyako

is unaware of the main problems which bother Yasuko. The
writer has been to Miyako* s apartment and seem the attempts
of Yasuko from becoming completely submerged under Miyako's
more dominent character.

Yasuko is not willing to make a

complete break from all Nisei iiss ties as she is still in
the process of seeking her way out of the com lex problems
which she f.ces, many of

them purely psychological.)

"After I v;as wich Miyako a few days, I startediio

look
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for a

j o b.

I did not go to the « U and the Kriends Service

Committee as there were plenty of domestic Jobs listed in
the classified sections of 'the newspapers.

X scanned the

papers and did most of my interviewing by phone.

1

too,

v i ew

'Do you mind hiring a Japanese .merican?' but I

don.t

tell them until the end of the phone interview. I

t.ink that as far as domestic ,obs are concerned, there a ,

position now.

T lust tell them what I want and if they
I Just texx

can not meet it, I try some other place.
"Vihen 1 culled .Irs.Bazalan, she sounded very desperate.
It sounded like a fairly good offer so that 1 came out to
see her.

At f l » t

only offered fcB.OO a week ana

wanted J8E.00 a week for

fieing

a governess for her two

children. We compromised on # 2 0.00 a week, plus boe, d and
r00m.

X asked her if there was a piano that 1 could

t" e next apartment as she knew the woman
to take the 30b as Hrs.Bazalan was young, friendly and
straightforward.

X stared the ,0b a week ago. ( - g u s t

£0, 1943.) "
(The Bazalans are apparently an upper middle class
family,
a

t'.r. Bazalan is a federal

^

e Jewish. ®,ey live in a fairly high cX,.ss apart-

„ n t house called the 'Jackson ^ e r s . '

It »

18

• 1 an- hv Jewish families with
stories high and occupied 80,, b} ,e*i
The Bazalan pays about ¿250.00 a month
good incomes. ine tfc.zai.dii
j
4- it i, on tte 16th floor of the
for his apartment, it is on ir.e
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bui iing.

The apartment occupys half of the floor.

It is furnished in expensive taste.

-here is a

egro

cook also employed.by these people, but she assumes
more <8£ the servant role.
The Bazalans are apparently very liberal minded.
During the first week that Yasuko was tforking there,
the writer went to interview her.

They were most

interewted in the problems of the Nisei from the
questions that were asked. Mr. Bqzalan said that he
did not know much about the Japanese before the war.
Mrs. Bazalan was equally sympathetic. She is a wellesley graduate, and she has also done some graduate
work at the University or Chicago.

Both has charming

personalities, and Yasuko is treated much more as
a member of the family feat the Negro cook.

They arai

interested in her personal problems and attempt to
help out whenever they are able to.

is after only

one week of work withthem.
During the initial visit there was some tifficulty about the interviewer using the main elevator
instead of the service elevator, (see CK diary)

Yas-

uko get extremely irritated Sver the incident and
she took the matter to her en^loyers. They graciously
decided thet Yasuko's friends could use the main
elevator and informed the building manager of this.
Mrs. Bazalan also talked to the elevator girl who
had made the insulting remarks and obtained her
* i t g apologies.

Mr. and Mrs. Bazalan both remarked

that in many ways the Japanese problem was similar to
the Jewish problem.)
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Ya suko c ont i nue s:
"My work here is' fairly easy.

X. have exclusive charge

of two children, six months and four years old.
do any of the

houswork.

I do not

At present the baby is : y main

charge and I take it out to the park a lot. I am just like
a personal nurse to them.

At first I thought the baby has

some so_*t of a freak as it haet very funny sexual organs,
but I am getting used to that now.

The only thing that X

have not liked about the job is that I have not been able
to practice the piano once since I have been here. The baby
takes up all my time and I am with it from 6:30 in the
morning until 7:30 at night.

I get Thursdays and occasional

sundays off.
"At times I think the job will work out ar<3 at other
tl as I feel like quitting.

X have to sleep in the same

room v. ith the baby so that I do not have too much privacy,
fhey let me use the livin

room a lot , but that is not like

having your own private room. I think I will stay on until
I decide definately on what I am going to do «ith myself.
One thing I like about the job is m a t they treat me like
an e ual and I have more freedom in spite of the fact that
I am on call most of the day.
"X really do not kn.w their true feelings towards me
yet.

They are kind and considerate, but X am still a bit

wary.

I don't know if it is because they are so desperate

for help or because they really do have a personal interest
in me.

I am. very conscientious about :he children.

feel responsible for building

I

up the body and character of

the baby because it is entirely under my supervision.
"I want to take music lessons, but X don't know.

From no,
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on I have to make my own living and do something that
will be profitable and I donIfx ttink that music will
pay me enough to live on.

I

not that good at it.

At the same time I feel that 1 owe it to my parents to
follow through, but I am lacx being la zy about it and I
keep puttingit to the back of my mind.
plans of taking music lessons this fall.

I have some va gue
I also want to

take a business coarse to havi something to fall b ck on.
I thi .k that I could do well in business as I create
impression with people.

a good

I don't thin* that I will be a

secretary, but it will be something in business. I can
take music lessons at night and Saturday afternoons, but
I really don't know what to do.
to do all this and work to.

Maybe I won't have time

If I quit my job to go to

school, I won't have anything to live on unless ny parents
send ine the money and I don't think that I should be takin g
their money now as they need it for their future.
"I am at tie point where I don't know whit to to or
what a want to do. I need to seekaavise. *ut I thinfe
that I will try music for one more year ana see what happens.
But then there is the question that I have to make a living.
I just don't know. Gosh, do I have to answer that now?
I wish somebody would talk to me in two bit words and
clarify things for me.

I

am interested in politics

but I don't know how to go ab,ut st^djmng about it.
need somebody who will talk to me about it.

i

1 just

want to listen and absorb things. If I find out what it is
all about, I may be better able to decide what I want for
my mil future.

I don't like to give out my opinions when

I am not sure about these things. Right now I am a little
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twisted about everything and I have not tried to think too
much -bout these things although I know that I should.
(The interviewer suggested that Yasuko a tempt to list
all the possibilities for the future in her choice
of vocations.

Then if she really wanted it bad

enough, he suggested that she go ahead tiith it even
if she had to make sacrifices.

¿s for her political

training, writer suggested the University of Chicago
series of Forums, the Y racial relations discussions,
various magazines, radio forums, and conversations
with

eople .

Yasuko has an ambivalence of feeling

about her future job possibilities and it frightens
her. She

may take the easy way out and continue

in do. i- stic work unless encouraged otherwise.

She

has to know her own mind before anything can be done,
and ti e most th*t th e interviewer could do was to
offer certain guides and then leave it up to her to
make her own decisions.

Yasuko has adopted a sofct

of

wishful optimism about her economic future, but she
is still in the state of muddled confusion as she is
intelligent enough to realize that she has to be
practical and not rely upon wishful thinking to work
cut her problems. )
"It is hard to know what I will be doing in th

future .

Five years from now, I would like to still be taking music
lessons and doing an of ice job.
married by then.

I don't think I will be

I don't crave boy friends to do necking

with, but I just want plain friendships without all that
Petting.

I always wanted a big bro her.

You can depend

upon them ana they help your with your troubles. It gives
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you a more secure feeling.

I think that the girls with big

brothers have a much easier time in resettlement because they
can get the benefit of their brother's experience and he
helps them over the tough spots.1'
(Another manifestation of Yasuko's desire to have
somebody else make the decisions for her.)
"I would never think of the idea of going to Japan
after the u r .

iy future is here.

I could never be the

nice Bweek Japanese woman t at they have in Japan.

They

could not send me to Japan anyway because I am a citizen.
I have never thought much about the war and Japan,
donlt think it means much t o m e .
to Japan.

I don't care what happen

The only thing is that I would not want Japan

to win the war.

Once in

a while I feel sorry for my

gradmother in Japan and I wonder what happened to her
and how does she feel about things.

I can't hate the

Japanese like the Americans want us to because I jute
don't think that it affects me that much.

I have not

any feeling, for Japan and that it that. The War will be
over one of-these days and people will continue living.
The war is not going to bring anything drastically different,
iiven if they get democracy, they will continue to live
along the same old way.
"As for the Tisei

f u t u e , I donlt know. It looks

black for them. It will be okay for me and others like me
because I do have confidence when 1 meet the Caucasians.
Most of the Nisei don't feel sure of themselves and they
are not assured that things will work out for them agreeably.
The:/ thend to feel inferior when they meet a caucasian, but
I can meet them on any grounds,

-s for the Issei, I don't
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know what will happen to them.

They are so old that they

will have to depend on the Nisei now.

There is not much

for them in the future because they are on their last legs
and dying off.

Some parents realize that the Nisei will

have to command in the future so that they lean on their
children more for decisions, "but many of the parents still
want to rule ana they talk about going back to Japan and
taking their Nisei children with them. The Nisei should not
stand this.
"If the Japanese start coming cut of the camps a lot,
small Japanese towns will develops

The Issei can't talk

English so well and the Nisei have been to clannish before.
They have been all together in camp now for over a year
and lost many of their former contacts wifiih the Caucasians.
It Is ha d to start all over again, "hen they come out
they will .;o where other nisei are. They don't have the guts
to go o f to another place and start on their own. They
have to Jx ve

other Japanese around. Then the Issei won't

try to rededicate t'.emselves. They think

that they are

better than the whites so that they won't try to assimilate.

-lso most of the Issei who aame to this country aie

mediocre and they do not h ve the education to make a new
start. They plod along and now it is to la e as they are
set in their ways and it would be too hard for them to
start living a different way. It would be mean for the
government to try to change them overnight because tlk.y
wculd be very unhappy. Tney would rather be in camp among .
their friends that to go out where they do not see any of
them and have to

start from where they

were

when they firfet

came to America.
"I can't understand whey the Nisei .re they way they
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are.

If I can realize certain things, they surely should

be able t o do tte same.

X do not see how they are going

to: ssimilate. They are not cooperative enough.

Only a

small percentage mil're,lly assimilate, don't you think?
Most of the : sei talk about it and they want to do it,
but they do not know how to gp about it. 1'hey are too
backward.
out.

I really don't know tow they a_ e going to turn

I hate to think ofthem as hopeless, but that is the

way it is beginning to look.
"It mixes me all up when I try to think about it.
Some of

the Nisei will never be able to assimilate

because they do not have anything to offer and the Caucasians

on't even give them a notice.

They won't mix any-

way even if they are giver, the chance.

'.YE will just h ve

to see what happens and hope that they will be able to
make the best of their chance now.
"As for my own family, X will have tsxsas something
to say about how they resettle.
and mom will follow him.

Dad will lean on me more

She believ s that fcer life is

almost over anyway and so she should help me an
think about herself.

not

I really do not irnow if I will go

beck to California, but I will have to go baack to settle
some of my Dad's business and take care of his paintings.
I have a feeling that Dad may striko out on his own one of
these days and then he will ask me to Join them. I will

^ e

to go because they will need me as both of my parents will
be a little bewildered when they come out.

I don't think

that they want to go where they willlte lots of other
Japanese .round.

My mother has already written anc said

she would not go to either Denver or Salt Lake.

** She

*a
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•wants to stay as far away from the other Japan se as she
can as she is tired of hearing all of their dirty gossip.
Ly parents don't seem to need the other Japanese as they
have not lived much among them anyway. Dad has his painting
and mother h s Dad ana that is enough for them.

1 don't

know when they will want to actually resettle as it is
only a vague thing yet. Dad is over 63 and it will be a
little hard for him. 1 don't think that he has quite
enough money to go out and retmre. Ee is working on his
painting in camp n&w ana he is not tired of that yet.
"I am just living in the meantime, but it is not a
aull existence.

I may be on' my own completely and my

parents may not cane out.

That is hard to say.

I have

certain problems, but l don't think that I will have them
all the tine.

Some people think that I have a sex problem,

but I don't think a&out it. There are too many other
things to think about than getting married.
about sex and 1 can talk about it freely.

I am honest
It is a natural

thing, bu'; most of ths Nisei girls think it is nasty a nd
something that is not to be talked about it public. ~ut
in spite of this attitude, they are plenty curious.
am not shocked by the subject.

Right now I do not have

any actual desire for a sex experience.
enough about it.

I

I thiik I know

I do not crave it because I didn't

actually have the esx inter course yet.
blooded as some Nisei think.

I am not so hot

I want marriage, but i want

the real thing when the time comes and not rush into it.
I don't think that I ever had any real frustrations because
someday I will meet somebody who will make me the ideal mate.
If I don't get married, 1 will have my past life. As long as
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I mm "being frank I might say th t masturbation is not a problem with me nov .
younger.

It was for a while when I was a little

I first learned about it one night when I was

going to the convent school.

I noticed that the bed next

to mine was shaking so I askec the girl what she was doing
and she showed HE.

...ve y girl goes through that stage.

Lost of the fellows I knew were very open about sex so
that t ey told me all about it and
nasty.

never felt that it was

I've often wondered what held me back from the

actual intercourse.

It may be that I thought of the pa in.

hiyoko's experience proved to HB that it was the wrong
step to take.

I heard once vhen I was in high school

that once some girls had a sex gxperience, ^ou may get
sex mad all the time. I didn't want to take the chance and
ruin my parents completely.

I was even afraid of

irasterbation because it gave pleasure and the nuns in the
convent told me to watch out for pleasureable things OE
else it may overcome you. Hi is always studk with me.
"The sex element is still with me as I think I am a
normal girl, bu

I don't masturbate anymore.

I think .bout

sex occasionally and sometis es I dream.about it. ^ut I
don't read all of those mush love stories.
working in Los Angeles

1

When I was

got to read some of those secret

sex books and I was not shocked by some of the things
tta t aee donel
"I think that the Nisei boys are very much sexually
alive.

The girls are the same way, but they are careful

to hold back because they know what gossip can do.

*hey

just tantalise the fellows and some of them tease the boys
slong without knowing what they are doing.

I can
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understand ho* the beys feel when the temptation is put up
to them* and they are awakened.

They had more time to think

about these things in camp as th re was not very many
releases.

In Los Angeles th

Nisei hoys used to go to

prostitutes a lot., hut they acted very secret about it.
I aon't condemn them for going to prostitutes. If there
w

no houses, I would not he a vi E gin now.

re

time>

At the same

I would fee wary of a Nisei too went to a house because

of the venereal disease danger.
"It was pretty well known in Manzanar that a lot of
relations were going on between the Nisei. The fellows
had to have it and they found plenty of girls who gave in.
In Manganar, th

girls gave in easier than before.

I

remember one a l * t I almost gave in and 1 had to keep a
strong hold on myself.
asked and begged.

You almost get tired of being

That was all the Nisei boys could think

about.
"I think that the Nisei girls on the whole did not give
ln

because most of themwere afraid of sex although* they

mere curious about it.

They hate to admit it, but I used

to hear seme of them talk in the showers and other places.
Out here the Nisei girls are worried about not getting
married and they have to *
They » t

more careful than before.

lonesome and when they fall for a boy they want

to hold him so they » y

slowly give in.

refuse if you l o w a person.

It is hard to

I feel that when I get

married there will be no more problems of this ,ort so
just do not worry about it. There will be somebody who
. H I care *«* me and then I will get narried.
a Nisei and it may be a eaucasian.

It may be
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another of my worries?,I suppose is my wsight, but I
donTt lit it get me down. I feel that I oan be conceited
enough divert any te sing to my other talents like music
and my personality which gets me by.
gained so much «sight.
get to be a habit.

I don't know why I

I know that I overeat and I does

I have tried to diet but I am we k.

I eat at odd hours and I don't know why. I-aybe it is from
too much worry. I know that I started to eat a lot when I
got annoyed with Kiyoko. I h ven't met anyone yet who
has made me really want to be slim and nice looking.
"I think that I will be slim eventually.
much work to go on a dirt.

It is too

I took some pills once and

it hel ped me to lose wwight , but as soon as I stopped I
started to gain once more.

How I don't believe too much

in reducing diets. I just think that I will lose weight one
of these days.
is exactly that.

It may be glandud^r, but I don't think it
I am thinking of goinL to see a doctor

soon to see if it is my weight.
"It annoys me when people who I don't exactly admire
or

respect makes comments about my figure.

When I respect

a -person, I realize that there is a tendency to kid
occasionally, but they accept me for «hat I am.

I think

I will keep on lea ring as I grow older and then a
figure will not be that important. It won't prevent my
marriage although it might.

The person I want will ha ve

be to big and not superficial in mind like most of the
Nisei who think that looks is the only desireable thing that
they want for their DW tes.

That is a little childish tad it

only shows that they have not grown up yet.
not be important to

the person I marry.

These things will
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"I still think afeout whether I am going to marry c. Caucasian or a Nisei.

X still am not over Marty, although I

not think that I will

d0

* c k to himl

We were cuite

intimate a lthough ve never went to bed toother.

I've

often wonderee vtot it w.uld really have been like if I
hBd

it.

g 0 ne

all the way with. him. liobody wbuld have known about

I know that I should be t a k i n g of the future and

not these past things.
"mother of my problems is what ¿am I going to do
withKiyoko and the baby.

I have thought of bringing them

out here but I do not k n « if that will -be the wisest
.thing for n*. X know th,t I will not get along if Kiyoko
lived

ith me, but I am thinking mo_re of the baby. *his

feeling conss an, goes.
worry about them.
problems.

I don't know what makes me even ,

I should be more worried about my own

Kiyofco knows how to get around and take oare

of herself, but I Just feel fcorry for her baby. Kkyoko
won't be able to run around all the tin* now that she has
a child to consider.

I don't want her to be bothering my

ua rents any more. She has done enough harm to them.
«There are a lot of m i n g s that X do not understand.
I don't know why it should be that Kiyofco should hurt me
so deeoly. It is possible to hate one's relatives as
much as you would hate a non-relative.

don't think that

it is blood that makes me think of her or any family tie.
llaybe I pity her. 1 c *

it is because I might have been

in her pl.oe, and I feel that I rose above it.

*ut it

wrenches me when - hear things about my sister. I have a
lot of things to live down and I don't want to unnecessarily
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antagonize people, if I do that they m i l spread more
gossip.
••a02BtiP.es I think that I should stop to analyze myself.
I have to be honest with myself and face the f,cts.
Bight now X am very mixed up in many things, hut it will
clear up eventually and I willibe able to see things in
the true light.

I want to be respedted aa an individual

and it is necessary that I take stock right now before
there is a danger that I go to pieces.

I have to dd it

myself with some advice from people who are in a position
to help me.

If I can get some helpful suggestions, I

know t: at I will not have any r ore

emblems.

"It will be hard work and 1 could not depend on
»anything like religion. Everybody has problems in his life
and they overcome them so I can do the same.

It will not

be by religion as X knou the Catholic religion and it is
a farce to BB .

It make the pec le sin all the more and

then lie about it in church.

-here is too much hoping

going on these days through religioh.

If you are going

to so4.se anything, you have to do it yourself.

I

to™

lost my faith in religion, i.,aybe there is something to it,
hut I don't believe it now. I have not reached

my highest

points of asp iration yet. It will be hard to reach, but
I will keep on working towards it. The most important thing
is that I work with this in mind.

I usic pl^ys a big part

in my life. Sometimes when I get in an emotional mood,
I go play the piano and this gives n® tealease. I It ve not
been able to do this out here.
"I am trying to expand myself now and try to understand
the bigger things of life, hut I am not making much progress
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Next year I will vote for the first time in the presidential
elections and I hope to know more ab ut -.clitics by then.
I have had a lot of people preaching to me

about the

communistic beliefs. They say communism is the true.
democracy, but I can't accept that. Usually the other
person knows more about it and there is a tendency to
sway. I don't believe we willever

find a time democracy.

It will take too many people with big hearts and minds
to (80 that, and the .orId is not ready yet.

person

should never be too sure about anything these days. I
think I like socialism but I do* not quite know what it
is

11 about.
I don't think that I worry too much a. bout these

problems because I don't know enough about them. I have
a lot

or worries and problems of my own that I have to

work out first ana then I can go on to the bigger things of
living.

I don't know how long it will take to become

all clear on everything, but I am not the type to

worry

myself to payees about things. I think that I am fairly
happy now."
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i rit-r's tentative i:•'-sessions.

There are several problems which are bothering Tasuko.
l ost of the things that prevent her complete aMustmant to
the environment here are personal in nature and it has
no relation to the
problem.

evacuation or the Japanese racial

Underlying many of her fears and insecurities

rs the gossi

at act d to

sister. -

is

martyr

to her sister's behavior and in this way she rationalized
some

of the adjustments she is not able to nake. She

has a fairly well balanced personality and she is aware of
many of her problems so that it is possible that She will
be j-ble to work out solutions in time.
: uch of her thinlig is confused.

She had not decided

exactly what are her views as this interview was probably
one of the few times that she has ever attempted to think
things outs.

: sufc> ^

confuse

B : t

the

thin, s she worries about mostly are pe sonal and not
connected to the general ilisei problems unless brought to
her attention.

Some of her self assurance and attitude

of independence is not all that it is made out to be.
-art of it is to -cover up

her feelings of inadequacies

in her physical development so that she does assume a
light giddy air at tines,

although* she is not satisfied

,1th her Nisei group, she is afraid to let them go as
she feels that she, can not get along without them.
ls

This

particularly true in the case of Eiyako, her roomate.

She will submit to all sorts of threats to her feeling of
independence to avoid losing this contact, which she herself lias accepted as a security.
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fSome of the reason for this feeling of insecurity
is the fact that her own family showed ^a tendency towards
instability in the past.

It was most evident in the case of

her younger saster, Kiyoko, who suffered a complete breakdwon upon reaching Los Angeles for the first ti e. These
tendencies had manifested themselves in the home life
prior to the move.

According to the account, Yasuko's

mother indicates that she never has made the complete
adjustment to life in this country.

A fair degree ofl ad-

justment was made during the ti e when the family was in
ood financial circumstances but there was . complete
breaMown after going to Los Angeles. It was aggravated
by the *diagrace" brought upon her by her daughter. She
became extremely introverted and clung to Yasuko as the
one who would justify her good background.
The father also shows a certain degree of maladjustment. Ee had been thwarted in his desires to have an
rtistic career for years and he never did consider
hi: self as a business man.

The evacuation was

ti e that he was able to plunge himself fully
work that he considered his real field.

the fisst
into the

^11 of these

things has resulted in the family clinging to each of
the members in spite of thex process of disorganization
that was go in

on.

Yasuko is now going through a difficult a±HSixxa*ux
adjustment process because, this is the first time that she
has ever been away from home and out on her own. She did
work in i domestic job in Los ^ngeles, but She visited
her home frequently. Cut here, she has had no one to whom
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she c uld go to for advice and to open herself up.

She has

relied upon her parents in the past in spite of her story
in which she attempts to create the impression that ,he is
independent in spirit., Yaauko never had to make many of
her own decisions beforehand suddenly she finds that she
has to make all of them. Shis throws her off balance so
that she is seekirv

"substitutes" for her parents.

"To a certain degree Yasuko tendstto blame the environment for soob of her problems.
being

She views it as u hostile

hich she has to personally ov roorr.e.

She points

out what it did to her sister and she is determined
the same things are not going to happen to her.

that

She does

not fully realize that

SORB

personal problems are

really problems created by her

of *hat she considers as her

sister ,nd not related to her.

Yasuko in a way enjoys

playing the martyr role as it is something that she can
fall back upon in the event that she c oes not
to her expedtations in her piano ambitions.
an obstacle and an incentive to her.

reach up

It is both

Yasuko has pro-

jected all of her sisters problems on to herself and
this cor licates her adjustments.
It is true that gossip abong the Japanese can be
extremely vicious because of the close k n i t Japanese
c o m m u n i t i e s which e x i s t e d

prior to e v a c u a t i o n

lumping of all the Japaese in the centers.

and

the

This go: sip

has caused Yasuko much unhappiness and omde her hesitant in
a ITisei group.

Among the C a u c a s i a n s , she is much freer

in expression and she does not ho id herself tense.
yasuko reali - ed that her excess ^ifeht la a cause of
some of her personal problem and her reluctance to go into
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a Nisei society springs from this. At the same time, she
is not h ving the opportunity to go into a Caucasian
group due to the nature of her work.

The friends which

she does have fall into two extremes-r-social minded and
intellectually inclined. Yasuko hangs on the fringes of
;.oth and hopes that she will be accepted because of her
ability to play the piano. She is slowly becoming aware
that she will never be completely accepted into the
•social group and therefore she is making att mpts to
cultivate her mind so that she will be able to talk to
the intellectual group of Nisei on an equal footing and
thereby elevate her conceotof her own

ersonal status.

Yasuko has a fairly Pleasant personality so that she is
able to approach frisndsxx new acquaintances rather
easily but if they do not measure up to her high standards
of what a Nisei should be, she does not bother to
cultivate them.
Yasuko*s concept of what the Nisei should be is b a s M
upon caucasian standards—the people she knew in the
past.

It Is an impossible standard not only because the

- isei have weaknesses, lut because Yasuko has projected
some of her own failings ii.to the ideal that she has
creat d.

She is unhappy because ¿he can not find this

standard. She is not able to make adjustments

to the

ordinary run of Nisei because she is on the defense atx
the crucial moments and she has been severe in her
general dislike of the Nisei-

She feels that' she is

intellectually and socially emancipated from the entire
group and it is their place to seek her out first,

^t

the same time, she cannot overcome the feeling of loneliness

so that she condescends to raeet them upon their own
grounds at the same time attempting to keep aloof from
them. She wants them to recognize her for something th t
does not exist and is only a figment of her mind. This
is characteristic of ma ly of the Nisei who have resettled.
The writer has noticed the tendency to condemn all of the
Nisei for faults which the individual possesses himself.
Perhaps this is due to the personal frustrations of the
individual which gains expression by projecting it to
the group.
Since Yasuko has a fair personality, she gives the
appearance ££ being well adjusted at first glance.

She

manages to cover up most of her inner problems although
she invites teasing of her weight by herself calling
attention to it.

Yasuko is not corn let&ly maladjusted;

in fact, by the Nisei standards, she is fairly well
adjusted.

c"e of the p i n s which Yasuko has to cling

to is her music a ility.

long as she has that, she

does not have to admit to herself that her problems are
similar to the Nisei problems. She also has a higher
conception of her mental ability than what was indicated
in the interviews although this may be another example
of compensation.

In her periods of feeling inadequate,

she has her music to boost up her morale.
For this reason, Yasuko does not want to give up
her music career although she is becoming aware of the
fact that the ch nces of her making a living with it are
slim, i'hus, there is a certain mental conflict as to
whether she should not start to prepare herself for

a
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better means of getting her livelihood.

She does not

want to . ive up her music at the same time, becaaae
she does h ve an interest and in the back of her mind
she rationalizes that it is the only salvation for her
mother*s peace of mindie, to be a success in music to
compensate for her wayward sister.

This makes is a

noble ideal and Yasuko feèls that she is not doing it
fov herself, ^ut ^asuko is also practical in a way and
she knows that she will h ve to ma.ke her living some
other way as she does not have confidance that her
ability to play the piano is good, enough for her self
support.
The fact that Yi.suko has had a ssxtactnx greater
Americanized background that most of the Nisei has
helped her feel that she has hopes for more security
in the future.

Sometimes she attains some

prestige

by telling about her trips to Mexico to see the bullfights, etc.

She rebells against the thought that she

should be classed wifch the other Nisei. In t: is respect,
th

evacuation

s quite . severe shock to her.

It may be that sex problems may be her dominent
problem although it is not brought out into the open but
camouflaged

as other problems.

She tends to romantize

the past a 1th01 gh her accounts of attempted rapes is
very possible.

She is not held back by any moral

codes, but she feels that the community gossip (Nisei)
will hurt her ,s she lias seen what it has done to her
sitter.

In spite of-tl at, the interviews indicated that

sex problems was one of her big,.est worries.

~ certain

element of feminine vanity enters here as she wants to show
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that she can vin men if she really wanted them. This is
also a défense as she realizes that fat women are not
particularly thought to be ro nantie.

To do this, she

ofen plays a very unconventional role, hut she freezes
v,hen the thought of her sister enters the picture.
There is really nothing basically wrong with *asuko
that she cannot overoone.

Throughout the interviews, there

appeared to he an absense of the racial problem.
wider issues of th

The "

M i s e i are still vague to her or she

is not fully aware of them.

3he does not feel that

these issues affeàt her, although they may cause her
some uneasiness in her subconscious mind, however, she
interprets everything from a personal viewpoint. le, what
will beconB of my parents?, how will they make a living?.
V/hen will X get married?, How will 1 made a living in
the future? stcxShould I attempt to break away from the
- p.,ne se completely because they gossip too Much? etc.
Yasuko recognizes that she has to make some import ant decisions by Herself soon, but she is not sure

of

her ability to do this withouf'advise" from her friends
or somebody who will tell her "in two bit words."
The case is interesting from the point of view that
many of Yasuko's problems are typical of the

problems

that many of the Nisei girls axe now f a c i n g - c h i e f l y of
a personal nature and not of the wider si issues of
the évacuation end its aftermath.
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Jan. 19, 1945

Dear Y g S u k
I have sent all the references... both to Mrs. Harlowe and the
YWCA, I tried to call you but the Operator said that you would
not be allowed to talk so I had to skip the whole thing, I amso
sorry as I was looking forward, to talking to you.
I do hope you will get the job and if I (EVER) get away on a trip
I will head for New York and then I could stop off and see you,
Mr. B. is in N.Y. now on his picture he is doing "Stage Door
Canteen" and using all the top Stars, so he had to go to N.Y. for
the scenes with them.
,
Did I tell you I had moved... rented my house for four months,
after the man was in the house for two weeks he was called into
the Service... however I did get the first and,last months rent
¿1000.00 not so bad eh ! ... so I am back home again and really very
¿lad... I never lived in an apt before and I JUST DONT LIKE ^
THEM????? I'll take my little home anytime... what do you think.
By the way if you can tune in on K-M-T-R every night at 10:50 p.m.
you will hear the TT. he is now singing at Sugar Hill Cafe, not ^
bad but not good either, but what the — a job is a job, and he is
very grateful and happy to be working.
I received your wire and that was when I tried to call you... but
no dice. If you can call me do so and reverse the charges.
If you get the job in Chicago when do you think you will leave, how
chances for coming through here on your way East???? Now dont laugh
I have started a knitted dress... yes' I know it will give you quite
a turn... me too... now when the war is over and everything is all
peaceful and quiet I will be dashing around in a beautiful blue
knitteddress... yes when the war is over?????
How do your Mother and Dad feel about your going away, as long as
you are"on the marked list, I suppose it is better that you get
away, I am so surprised at henry, he seemed such a nice quiet fellow,
never a w a r d about anyone or anything... but as you know the old
saving "Still water runs deep"... yes I guess you are oetter off
away from there, however I do hope you will not run into any trouble
back bast be careful and do not do any talking, I would not be ouc
too much ad you never know how the feeling runs, and although I
know you are"a loyal citizen there will be many who do not and will
condemn you right" off due to the fact that you are Japanese^ so do
be careful and do not offer any comments... this Is Mother experience signing off"... but all joking afcide I am siire your larenus
will tell you the same.
Blue Boy is well and getting so big and the talk of the Rossmore
dist. every morning when I let him out the first thing he does is
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to take a flying leap into the pool, it makes me shiver to even
think of it these cold mornings.
Xmas and New Year did not seem like a thing to me this year... just
another day, I am so glad its all over... I spent a jolly ¿ight
days going' to Court from Dec. 8th and have just received the verdict.^. the Judge whom I think is a dear just cut the Plumbing^bill
in two isn't that grand, I wish you could have heard all the lies
they told but to no avail as the judgment was in my favor... thank
God.
Sgt. Alexander has gone to Florida to Officers Training Gamp,
Donald Livingston was married and is now getting a divorce, Mrs.
Wallace was in town and is now on her way back to Tuscon her husband who is in England has just been made Wing Commander and he has
his silver star which means so much to him and he will be a Brig.
General by the time this reaches you.
I have been doing so much USO work that I am about all in, but if I
do not get any more gas I will have to give it up, I cant see myself
lugging 25 dozen sandwiches by bus to San Pedro and other points,
dont know what the outcome will be but am holding my breath.
I hope if you- have not already left that you will have time to
write before you leave, if not write as soon as you can let me
know how you are enjoying your liberty.
Everyone sends their very best, Mrs.- Rogers ts well again and the TT
is knocking
himself out nightly but all is well.
«
Best of luck, happy landings etc and all that sort of thing and a
big, big Aloha,
Lovingsly,
/s/ Okasan
C
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146 N. Roosmore Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

War Relocation Authority
San Francisco, California
To Whom It May Concern:
^JkrFatricia
has worked for me for several
v e a r s K
i^e I have found her to be honest, trustworthy^ ob edient, dependable, exceptionally
Having lived in mv home I feel that I can truthfully state
t h e
a b o v e !
and in regards to her loyalty I really feel that
? Too/American. I have known" her father and mother
£ d h a v e discussed^he s ^ e c t . o f the Old and Hew Generation
and have found their views entirely American.
Yaeko Is a convent bred girl and has graduated with high
honors. She is a very fine pianist and was stuaying for
conr-ert work while with me. If it were possible to have
Yaeko back with me, I would be glad to have her, providing
it were absolutely right.
If I can help in any way I shall be glad to do so.
Very sincerely yours,
Rena B. Borzage _
146 N. Rossmore Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Verified as copy of original
/s/ Walter A. Heath
Vi.A. iieath
Assistant Senior Administrator
Manzanar WRA Center
Manzanar, California
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Feb, 18, 1943

Dear Ya-eko:
Thanks a lot for your note. I'm glad to know you are in
Winnetka now. Are you'working? How do you like being out on
your own?
I'm so-pry I've been remiss in writing but I have been very
busy at sch'ool. I am working in the library every day, besides
doing all the work for my scholarship. And I'm also working up
a concert repertoire, which means that I practice about three
yours every day. It seems that I spend all my evoking nours at
8:00 in the morning and get home just in time for dinner at 6.10.
My teacher is having an all-Bach concert at Kilbourn Hall
in a few weeks and I'm to play a French Suite then.
Last month we had those lovely things known as finals, and
the midnight oil was burned at a great rate around here. The
school is^a lot stiffer than S.C. and the exams were consequently harder. But I certainly like it here a lot.
Do you have a lot of snow where you are? I got a letter
from Dean Hunt of S.C. today and he says that fehe campus alreaay
looks like Spring. I wish I were back there. Here m Rochester
we are still in the middle of winter, with the thermometer hovering around zero all the time and the wind blowing and the snow
lying piled in high drifts. Well, anyway it is different from
sunny California!
Do you remember Carol Cooper? She is living in Scarsdale,
which is'" only a short train-ride from here, so I shall visit her
this Spring.
I heard from Mary Louise today.
Look, if you have time, drop me a line and tell me what
you're doing.
Love,
Ruth
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March 24, &943

Dear 3Caofoo
It was about time you wrote, chum. At that, to both Chico
and me — from that. May I infer that you only half-love me? At
any rate, I was glad to hear from you and know that you're working
hard for a change. Be sure that you get into school, however, or
I'll be disappointed in you.
Your mother appears very well, and is 1 believe, working on
your clothes. Why don't you do some sewing yoiirself, chum?
Needless to say, I've been very lonesome for the past couple
of months, since you and all the rest of my close friends have
left. Rest assured, however, that your memory lingers on.
About your glasses, Dr. Itatani tells me that he was still
writing for you to come back to tell him v/hat kind of rim you had
decided on, I thought that had been done but apparently not.
Please write back right away and tell me, so that he can order.
He still has your prescription, so that all he needs to know is
what style you v/ould like. You can either write directly to him
c/o Hospital, or write to me. Then, as soon as the glasses
come, I'll send them to you.
We finally got the Yamasaki's things finished, pa^cked; and
Unchy writes that she has received them. I v/ould like to have
seen Lorraine's face when she saw the sweater. You were also
given credit for the knitting of the sweater, so don't worry
almost that. Your mother finished up the ribbon part beautifully
and she also supplied some pretty red buttons. Our only worry
was that Lorraine may outgrow it before she has had time to wear
it out.
Well, chum, let's get on to Manzanar. Big things are and
will happen here. By the "thing", I mean the ixodus of all loyal
Americans and all loyal issei who are being cleaned quite rapidly.
The questionnaire proved to the WRA the question of the loyalty of
these-whe-ar the evacuees sufficiently so that those who are, will
be able to become again, a part of American life. No doubt you
are burning with interest over my future, so here I go on my dissertation of myself.
At the present time I have in an application to the Women's
Médical College of Pennsylvania. 'Ihe Committee on Admission is
probably deliberating the question of the eligibility. Jone Mary
Ishazuchi is candidate for the sophomore class, and the risk
attached thereon. So while my fate for that school is being deliberated, I am getting ready to go to the U. of Utah to the
graduate work preparatory for a Master's degree. Bosteringly,
much as I hate the damned subject. I'm also going to be some
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undergraduate courses in Mathematics, Advanced organic and
physical chemistry and languages, probably German and Spanish.
If I hear favorably from the Women's Medical College of iJenn., 1
shall enroll there in September, if not, I'll go ahead and work
for a Ph.D. as a frustrated medical student.
The atmosphere of Manzanar is becoming more and more unhealthy for me", physically not so much but mentally and spiritually/ I've gotten in the habit of going to church on Sunday
morning and enjoying it immensely. I'm almost ready to throw
over my Mammon Science for the Christian c~od. Have 110 fear,
however, I shall never enter a nunnery, unless they become
coeducational.
Chico may accept an offer to work as a nursery-school teaching assistant in the suburban of G hicago. The main attraction
is°spending the summer in theforests of Vermont. If and when she
earns enough lucre she may go to some university teaching college
At any rate, that is not settled yet.
I just came across Carole Tanaka, she is peeved because you
don't write to her. What's the matter with your literary ability
Certainly if you don't have quality you should have quantity,
chum.
Marnbo Nagai returned your music book — but I took the liberty of sending it on to Lily, since she asked to borrow one.
Hope you don't mind, but if you do, you know where to get it.
If you see Kiyoko, give her my regards and moral support.
Tell her"to remember that those that are in camp want to get out
and that she is lucky to be out. Why don't you
introduce her to Moriler so that Kiyoko will have some social life?
If you see Ken Horita, give him our regards.
school soon.

Hope he goes t

Well chum, if you take until 4th of July to answer this
letter, I'll never write to you again.
So long,
/s/ Middie
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Saturday nite
Mar. 15, 19^3

Well, here I am again. Since I wrote the febove letter, we've had
such a siege of sicken ss that our house that it's been the ninth
street branch of the community hospital for the past month. First
it was Mas--flu; then Luanne came down with the same tilling. She
had no sooner recovered, then baby got German measles. While I
was still taking care of her, I came down with a bad attack of flu
plus a strep throat and was in bed for © week. -And what a nightmare it was--by the time I got sick, baby was feeling pretty spry,
so while I was trying to sleep, she would sit on my head, pour
water over my face, pull the dry skin (from fever) off my lips and
sneak off the bed while I was dozing and got herself into all kinds
of mischief. I don't kncrw what I would have done if my girl friend
(the southerner) hadn't come over to take care of me. She worked
for seven months in a doctor's office, so she knows quite a bit
about vaiious ailments. Mas was no help at all-as might be expected. He only cooked two meals on my worst day. On the following cay, I waited and. waited for him to corne home and when he
hadn't showed up at 6:30 I finally got up and cooked. He had been
through teaching since 3 and didn't come home until 7--the stinker 1
So you see, that explains why I haven't mailed this letter yet, I
am enclosing the pictures I promised you, though, if that will make
up for the delay. The family portrait that we had taken by the
photograoher all came out so lousy that I'm not going to order any.
I had planned to send you one. There certainly is a dearth of
talent in a country town like this. My hair was getting so long
that I finally got a permanent last week—and you should, see my
hair. In the first place, they cut it off too short, in spite of
my request not to, and my hair is so kinky and dry that I look like
an Australian bushwoman. The operator took seven hours to give me
a permanent too--on top of that it cost me seven bucks. It certainly turned out to be an exoensive permanent because now I'll have
to buy me a hat before I can venture out in public. I wish more
than ever that I had gotten a permanent while we were still in camp.
Another example of how lousy everything is in Boulder. I sent my
new dpess—the only one I bought since coming here, and incidentally
the only in my possession which isn't at least six years old—to the
cleaners became I got a spot on it, and they ruined it. It was such
a becoming dress too and fitted me so perfectly--cost me all of
# : 3 . T h e cleaner allowed me five bucks for it, so I bought myself
a brown skirt and white blouse.
Since Mas is a university instructor, he's the only one in the family who's been buying all the new clothes. When we came here, he
had only one suit to his name, and that gave in the seat of the
before long, so he bought himself two new suits, two pairs of slacks
a hat, rainboat, two pairs of shoes and a few other things. The
kids needed civilized clothes too, so after all these items were
properly taken care of, it kinda left me out in the cold—as usual.
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It was a good thing you sent the box of Easter candy for the k i d s otherwise you still wouldn't be hearing from me. I generally don't
let a gift go for over a month before writing a thank you letter.
Honestly, Yoshiko, it was sweet of you to remember the kids, ana I
felt so ashamed because I hadn't written you one single letter. It
was swell candy and we all enjoyed it.
I don't think I'll be writing you another letter for a long time,
so I'm trying to think of all the news--I don't want to forget anything. Oh yes, I lost my boarder—he got fed up with the set-up
here and upped and left for New York. Johnny Sonoda isn't here any
more either. They didn't want him at the university and were making
it tough for him, so along about the beginning of March fee got
another job with more pay in Denver at a broadcasting station sending short-wave messages to Japan. This propaganda station is run by
the British government. He was there for a month, then got flred-so he left for Chicago to study to be a dental technician.
Wes popped in on us the oth^r Sunday with a young girl in tow. He's
in partnership with a hakujin in a brokerage house and is making
more money than ever before in his life. Clem and Lily are both in
Denver now too. Wes started Clem up in a moyashi-producing business
and at the time of his visit he said they had rented a place and
were all set to grow bean sprouts. That ought to be profitable,
because at present there's nobody raising moyashi in this part of
the country. More news about the Oyama family. Shizu, Clem's wife,
is expecting—in fact the baby should have been born by now, and
Joe has left his wife in camp (Jerome) and has gone to Chicago to
look for a job. His wife has just been operated on for a rupture,
I hear.
Is there much Japanese food available in Chicago? We certainly
miss jappy stuff—the first thing we wanted to eat when we got off
the train in Denver was osashimi. 3aye certainly fed us plenty of
it—and did we enjoy it! Here in Boulder there is a hakujin co-op
where we can buy oshoyu, rice, omiso, otofu, aburage and konnyaku.
We satisfy our craving for Japanese food with rice and oshoyu and
occasionally otofu. The oshoyu is lousy--made in Colorado add
costs $2.50 a gallon—while they charge 25^ apiece for otofu. It
would certainly make me happy if we could, have osashimi once in a
while--but you can't get it unless you go to Denver.
While I was sick in bed, we were surprised with a visit from Fred
A^am—remember him?--who had a week's furlough. He is now at the
Army Japanese language school at the University of Michigan—in
the most advanced class.
G-ot a card from Chico--she says that Lily is ready to be releasee
from the hospital, and she and Maddie are trying to get back to
Manzanar, where Lily can rest up before leaving for Philadelphia
with Maddie. I feel terribly guilty, because I haven't written to
her yet. In fact, I haven't even written to my mother to tell her
that we are in Boulder—so you needn't feel so badly. I finally
had to write to a friend in New York, who has sent me no less than
ten letters, because she sent Luanne something for her birthday--
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and she wrote right back and said that I wrote such wonderful
letters that it was worth waiting whole year for, and then it was
only a three-page note—so-well, you know what I'm driving at.
Besides, I put more time and heart--not to mention work--in one of
my letters than you do in ten of yours—so, hereafter I'll write
you once for every ten times your write--fair enough?--ckay—It's
a deal: Moreover, you must not forget that I'm a professional
writer, who's always been paid for writing—so you can't expect
me to squander my talents so freely for nothing—ahem: I'll give
you a helpful hint, though, if you really want me to write more
often—I never let a gift go by without writing a thank you letter
within a month.
M a s — t h e lazy louse—got go tired of walking back and forth from
the university (he comes home for lunch every day) that he upped
and bought himself a bicycle yesterday—thereby breaking me for the
month again. We have a nice backyard here, so he planted a victory
garden,"which keeps him occupied during his spare time and keeps him
out of mischief. He's planted spinach, lettuce, turnips, nappa,
mustard greens, tomatoes, cucumbers, summer squash, carrots, china
peas, corn, string beans, bell peppers and eggplants. He's so excited about his garden that he's just like a kid—goes out to take
a Look at it the very first thing in every morning and as soon as
he comes home. If anything new has come up, I have to drop whatever I'm-doing and take a look at it too. I'm thoroughly in favor
of the victory g 9 rden idea, but damn it--he never wipes his feet
when he comes in the house and tracks mud all over the floor, especially right after I've cleaned house. I try to scare him by
telling him that the next time he bfings mud in, I'll rub his nose
in it, bjit my threats are all to no avail.
Have you been senffling any sugar to your mother? I still have my
ex-boarder's ration books, so if you haven't been able to send her
any sugar, itll have some lift over. If I remember correctly, you
had quite a bit of coffee in Manaanar, didn't you, which I presume
you left with your folks.
You really should appreciate this letter—this is the fourth night
I'm spending on it. I'm even staying away from a box-lunch special
social tonight, feiven by the faculty wives, to finish this thing.
Besides, I'm using my bestest typing paper, reserved for royalty
and other such trash.
Do you have any news from Manzanar? I wonder what the block 11
blabbermouths are doing—bet they don't know what to do with themselves now that with your departure, they've lost their biggest
topic of gossip—and boy howdy! I mean biggest!
Well, it's three o'clock in the morning now, and I'm getting hungry.
Besides this letter is getting to be of documentary proportion, so
I'll just put finis to the damned thing. I don't write very often,
(as if I h*ve to tell you) but when I do, I do so with a vengeance—
so, if you don't hear from me, just hold your horses, and I'll send
along another masterpiece, if you wait long enough, thanks again
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for everything—-and I'll be looking forward to a visit from you
this summer.
Love,
/s/ Unchy
P.S. Say hello to Tets, Mariko, Kiyoko and anyone else whom we
know. Do you see anything of Joe Blarney? Has Chiye married my
cousin yet, and what is she doing? I heard that she was working
as a domestic—is it true? Dammit--the very thought of Chiye
changing her name to Kurata—my maiden name—makes my blood boil
She was certainly one unpopular bifchh in Death Valley—everybody
hated her and said so in no uncertain terms.
Well, will quit^f for sure
/a/ Unchy
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1537 Ninth St.,
Boulder, Colorado
April 2, 1943

Hi-ya shweetie-pie—
I wanted to write to you sooner, but seeing as how you know me
pretty well, I knew that you wouldn't be expecting to hear from
me for six months at least and was afraid that if I wrote any
sooner, the shock might be too much for you. However, after a
great deal of deliberation on the matter, I finally decided that
that carcass of yours is big enough to absorb any shock, no
matter how great, so here g o e s —
First of all, I must thank you for the beautiful sweater you kids
knit for Luanne. Judging from its good looks, it was hard to
believe that you had had any hand in its creation. I don't know
whether or not $ou could see the finished product, but it was really
a beauty. I only wish you could have seen Luanne'3 face when she
opened the package. She had been longing for a red sweater for
over a year. Whenever I took her to a store she would want me to
buy her a red sweater, but since I knew you kids were knitting her
one, I managed to stall her off every time. It sure was swell of
you kids to go to all that trouble and work--not to mention expenseand I want you to know that your efforts were thoroughly appreciated
I certainly was surprised to hear that you were in Illinois. I had
received a letter from Chico a couple od days before yours arrived,
and in her characteristic unconscious way she failed to mention a
a word about your departure from Manzanar—so when you wrote, I was
flabbergasted. You must have left just about the same time we departed from Death Valley--we left on January 14. Did you leave with
your mother's consent, or did you just up and go in your usual,
headstrong, independent way? Annyhoo, f f m glad you have a nice job
in such pleasant surroundings. The wgges sreen't bad either. Around
Denver and Boulder, domestics are paid only about 140 or $50 a month
Besides, you might also lose some weight on your own cooking—oh
happy day'. The fmily must be pretty tired of eating mashed potatoes
though—even if it is as good as you claim.
I have so much to tell you that I hardly know where to begin. I
suppose you have heard from Tets and Kiyoko Masaoka all about our
life as refugees in Death Valley. This information is not for the
general public, but from one "dog" to another, when we left for
Boulder, the WRA gave us (the Yamasakis) an outright grant of
$100.03 (why the three cents I don't know) for traveling expenses
and our clothing allowance for the six months from July to December,
which amounted to ^72..
We arrived here in high spirits, but we certainly had a big letdown when Mas reported to the university for work. The WRA had
assured and- reassured him that he had definitely been accepted as
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instructor, but when he went there, they had no record of his
aopointraent. We were all set to go to Granada—when Mas took a
test, passed it and got the job. He was on probation for a month,
but the other day he received formal notice from the president of
the university that he is now a full-fledged member of the Naval
Langauge School faculty. Oh, happy hallelujah1.
They certainly do a lot of firing around here. Just before we
came, I understand they let 12 or 13 of the instructors go. Nobody's lob seems to be secure—whether you are a full-iieagec
member of the faculty or not. Mas hates the set-up here-says
real Japanese bureaucracy in the nude. There s a committee ot i i v e —
comoosed of the instructors who were the first to come h e r e — w h o do
the firing. Mas says it's really disgusting how most of the teachers
Ko around'kissing the fannies of the members of this committee^just
so they can keep their jobs. Most of the instructors are married,
but since they don't know how long their jobs will last, they are
pfra id to send for their families, which are still in camps. Tney
don't fire you only because you fail in your qualifications as a
teacher—they dismiss you for the way you dress (it s a wonder that
a sloppy guy like Mas is still hanging on), for conduct unbecoming
an instructor, etc. Isn't that a helluva set-up? We don|t care
especially if Mas keeps this job or n o t — i t ' s not worth kissing
anybody's fanny for.
Although conditions at school are so disgusting, the American People
here are so nice that it ftakes a great deal of the bad taste out o,
vour mouth. There is hardly any prejudice h e r e — n o residential
restrictions or anything. The people know what the Japanese are
here for, and they certainly try to make us feel welcome.
The housing situation is pretty bad here, with all the instructors
coming in and the married students bringing their wives ano kias
along, but we got a definite break in this respect. We had to speno
only one night at the hotel, then the university offered t o l e t u s
stay at an emoty fraternity house which is being used as a dormitory, until we could find our own place. After a great deal oi
house-hunting, quite by accident, I finally found a furnished threeroom apartment which is only about a ten-minute walk from the campus,
five minutes from downtown and one block and a half from grammar
school. It's really hard to find a hou se—especially a furnished
one--when you have a couple of kids. Those that are half-way decent
refuse to take children, and those that will are isuch shacks that
you wouldn't want to live in them. Cur place isn't anything to brag
about—but it's comfortable. We have two double beds m the Decr o o m — M a s sleeps with Luanne and I sleep with the baby. After six
years, I guess our honeymoon days are over.
I found out that our eight months at Manzanar weren't completely
wasted when Mas got right down to work and made several Pieces ot
furniture. His accomplishments consist of one good-sized book case,
one end table and a beautiful knee-hole desk with drawers that
actually open and close-and no more benches with oversize pontoons,
either—oh happy hallelujah!
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The best thing .boat our ho .se is the rent—it's ridiculously
clean. We pay only $21, with the avner paying for tne electricity,
v dter and hot'water. We have to pay only for our cooking gas.
Here Mas is earning the highest salary in his life ana we're
paying the cheapest rent we've ever paid.
The high cost of other things—especially food—however, makes up
for tl'e ohean rent. When \ e were living in Ellay, I used to
so end only from , 5 to ,30 a month to feed the family. Of course,
the kids are bigger, but now it costs me from ,,60 to
I m
,-lad meat rationing went into effect, because now I don't uove uo
so end a whole afternoon running all over t o ® looking for meau.
I live near a Safeway store and do most of my shopping there, out
until a couple of days ago, they never had any meat. I nad to go
to two or three stores, especially on Saturdays ana Mondays,
before I could find any fresh meat to serve my c ear xamily. I V
isn't all c:ood though, because even if the stores have plenty oi
meat now, it doesn't do you any good, because ; ou don't m v e the
necessary joints to buy them. Do you have to plan the meals *nd
i ^ e out ^ points for the week, or does Mrs. B o w e s take care
of all that a n d leave jou to your m a s h e d potatoes? It s all sue.
a headache figuring out how to feed the family on sucn a limited
number of points that I often wish I were bad: m camp, so x
could just' sit on my fanny and wait for the gong to ring.
Sneaking of gongs—for a long time'after we 1 ft camp, every time
the baby heard a bell or gong
kan-kaa-kan manma" and would want to gc ana eat. as lor Luan^e
everv time she got thro^.h eating-whetl. r it was on the train or
at a restaurant--she would stack all her dishes, get up ana start
to c'arr"' them off. It took a lot of reminding on my part before
she got'over her old camp habit.
On our'nay from Death Va ley to Boulder, v.-e looker up 7/es and Saye
in Denver and found them living in a lousy, run-down two-room
apartment (two by four kite' en and a b e d r o o m - c o p u m t y bathroom
in the hall). Ho sing conditions are so bad m Denver that it
took them a month and a half before the; fount, even a dump like
that. The night ire soent with them', as a historic occasion for
the Oyamas-it was the last ni ht they spent under the same ro + f.
Save had finally filed suit for divorce and WeS was to move out
the follOfling day. About a month
during,a one-week vacation
at the language school, we went TO Denver again to meet Mas folKS,
who were being transferred from Topaz to Hohwer. ,e spent t o
ni hts Y;itb .Saye again—Wes is now living at his sister Lolly s
but he came around both nights. Saye is s e n a i n g Deedee to a »PA
n u r s . r v sci ool, where they take care of kias until 6 p.m. ana has
found a gcod jib as private secretary to the boss of a aowntewn
dress ship. She says that there are ttree other JepaneV-Slrl«
working there--In the- office and alteration /department. Saye likes
her job-says everybody is so nice at the store. On the S a t u ^ a 5
that v e were there her divorce suit came up in court
™
her decrees, which becomes final in six months. She is going to
marry George Yamanak as soon as si, e is free to do so.
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There certainly are a lot of Japanese people working in Denver. I
stopped at a hakujin drag store and was surprised when a Japanese
girl came' to wait on me. There is such a shortage of efficient
WD nien workers that many employers are glad to hire capable girlL ,
even if they are Japanese. I hear that in Denver you can't walk
into a classy restaurant or hotel without seeing someone you know
working there as dishwasher, janitor or busboy. It seems that
there are plenty of jobs, if you're not very particular about the
type of ork. wages are certainly ei eat: out in this part of the
country though--most women re still getting onlj about v 16 a
week. Saye got two «¿10 raises and is now getting about ¿100 a
month, so' I guess she.must have started for about y80--a private
secretary at that I
Boulder isn't S - U C J a bad place, although it's pretty dead—•:
t; pical college town, I suppose. Because of the university, t er..
are no bars or lienor stores in the city--only 3.:. beer is sold
here. This atmosphere plus the fact that the language sc.'ool
expects its instructors to conduct themselves as such has had a
miraculous effect on Mas. So far, he's stayed out all night only
once--pia; ing liana. He's cuite the home-loving soul. Hight now,
he's studying Russian in his spare time.
In s ite of the food problem, it certainly is swell to be out in
civilization again, isn't it? Isn't it rand to have running
water in your own house, not to mention your own private toilet,
and bath?' I'm especially happy because Luanne can have a nominal
education again. She's a half year behind in school, but that
doesnTt seem to bother her any.
This is ancient history by now, but I wrote of these incidents to
the Sakaguchis and knowing what an overdev loped ."I got gypped"
corn-lex $ou have (and that ain't Jfahe only overdeveloped thing
you've got, either) I'm repeating these stories for your benefit „
so you won't feel left out. Luanne is so impressed w ith everytl: ing she learns in the classroom. Along about Lincoln's birthday
(I told you it was ancient history) she came home and wit' out a y
warning Whatsoever, said, "Mumm; , I don't want to go to school
any more." I was a ..armec --the first thought that entered my head
was that someone had been nasty to her because she is Japanese.
hen I asked her why, she said, T'\.el 1, Abraham Lincoln didn't go
to sci ool and he was a great m~-n, so I don't want to go to school
either ana be a great woman.1
It's nice for children to read
about great men and be inspired by them, but in this case, it. was
earn iu£ inspiration a bit too far--don't you think?
And here's the other story I must tell you about Luanne. While we
?ere still in Death Valley, she came running home one .vening after
dark to tell me about the ranger's little girl who had conkec her
head on the mess hall gong ana got a big bump, ^he tola me that
she and Marianne Tayanu had taken her to her mother, who was
visit in: at the Caucasian barracks, which was quite a distance
from camp. I noticed th t Luanne had no sweater on, so I said,
r
why, Luanne, did you go all the way up there without a sweater-weren't you cold?
Luanne said, "ITa\ , I T asn't cold. Don't
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forget, mummy, you and I are mountain girls." l said, .hat ao _
•• ou mean-—we're mountain girls?' Luanne: "V.e in-S*ft were torn m
San Bernardino. " Mummy: "No, Luanne, i was born in San Bernaramo,
but v6U weren't—you were .born in Pasadena." Luanne: "Oh." J i l f !
"¿o you wish vou were born in San Bernardino too?" Luanne: Naw. •
I'urupv: ''T.hy not? Don't you want to grow up to be like mummy?
Luanne: "Oh, yes, mummy, I v.ant to grow up to be just like you —
tough and hairv!" I was floored—here I had been so pleased when
she said she anted to grow up to be just like.me—and then—wnat
a blow to my ego! I guess it does mothers good to fine, out just
what their offsprings think of them—sometimes.
Luanne finally got over her asthma—thanks to the high altitude
h-re
Boulder is a lovelv little town nestleci in the hills at _ the
foot of the Hookies. Elevation is over a mile high. The_air is
dr and very invigorating--an ideal place for asthma ane T. .
Luanne hasn't had^a single ttao1 since coring here, although she £
caught several colds. Before, the lightest cold used to turn
into asthma right away. Oh, happy hallelujah!
I've' been planning to send your mother something for all the favors
she's done us — she mended my old glory blouse (the r d ana waite
striped one) so nicelj and Chico sent it to me with Luanne s
s-eater—but I've been so brok since w came here that i have.i u
got around to it as yet. The four of us eating all our meals out
until we got settled, an. buying cooking utensils ana other oaas
and ends ior the house certainl; flattened the family's already
flat purse. -hen, when I finally got to the point where i in &
s-ved^ fifty bucks, Mas' mother and fath r c.rae into the picture.
They anelied for repatriation months ago, and finally received
notice tea • they would be among the next batch of exenange prisoners and were transferred to Arkansas. It seams that ahey were
gathering all those who are going on the next boat from ail the
relocation centers and putting them together in itohwer. "f 11 »
the transfer took place during Mas' vacation, so we too* the r-.ias
and went to meet the train in Denver, where it stopped for iber
bovrs. ^y the way, Boulder is only 35 miles from Denver—a one
hour and a half trip by bus. -e felt that ti is would probably be
tee last time we would fever see the folks—if they repatriate,
thev orobably won't be allowed to return, ana it s a cinch .hat
they'll never go to Jauan. -e wanted to get ¿hern something xor
'osembetsu" and I noticed that the old man needed a suit pretty
badly, so I took his measurement:, and peomised to buy him a suit.
The old lady wanted a comfortable pair of shoes, so I told eer^i
would send her a pir.- i'hey had no sooner arrived in Arkansas than
my mother-in-law wrote to tell us that she also wants a wristwatch
to "take to Japan, a-new hat and topcoat for the old man and a nice
umbrella for ey sister-in-law who is in Japan. She a l s o wanted us
to have a family picture taken, so she could take it with ner ana
s1'-- ow it uO all our relatives. Good God J That was more than a
hundred-dollar order,
e were forced to draw part of Mas' saisry
in advance—and" I've been in the red ever since. La.t weet l
finally got aroune to sending a gift to my little ne*phew (on
Us.s' side aga in) who was born last November. Better late than
never, I always sa; .
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I certainly miss you ids. lier. I have nobody to be big sister to.
Can't vou just imagine my frustrât! oa-the voice of experience,
With no one to whom I can pass on the fruits of my experience. I
understand, that the instructors' wives ha*é a club, where everybody
tries to outdress the otter and they get together every wee to
drink tea and p l a y bridge. Most of the wives—in spite of the iact
that their husbands may be educated to « certain degree-have been
loív in- but a not, in' until now-and now, When they find themselves
in the enviable (?) position of a university instructor's vafe--it
kinda goes to their heads—and do they try hard to make an impression! A couple of them called on me the other afternoon and mvitea
me to join their organization. What both amused and disgústenme
vías the sales tall: they gave me on hy I should join their club.
Their biggest point of emahasis was this—no-.: that „her- are so
manv Japanese in Boulder who are not instructors (they work m
me
dormitor is s, cafeteria, and faculty dining room as waitresses bus
lo f , cooks' assistants, etc.) I should go to the meeting^® that
I will know -.-ho the instructors' wives are, ana cc aeyuently ./.•ill
know *Uo I can speak to. Isn't tfiat just like a^Jap»-«tarting
social castes right avay? When I asked them just what tueiractivities consistée of, they said, "Well, when any of our members are
sick, we send them flowers, aid if anyone is expecting , we give
them a strok show«-,« As if. f ese things uera so important and
justified their existence as an organization. ouf, ice it _ to sa^
that I haven't attended a single meeting, and don't intend ',0
although I felt that I really should out of plain courtesy after
two* women had gone to all the trouble of paying me a persona 11 call.
rv social ] ife'consists of entertaining has' more liberal students
if and when they show up at the house—and lately they've oeen
UP
too often to suit me. You see, most of the students are
flfcKried and since they are new in Houlder, they have no fnenas
here. They bring their wives along when they come over, ana before
I know it, the wives are regular visitors at the house. They have
not5 ing t¿ do, since they don't have children and their husbands
are
at school all day—so they all come over to see me.
household schedule is always ha; wire because of these unexpected
visitors, "uring has' vacation, we gave a suKiyaxi party
a th
three couples and another instructor as guests. I hopes W
j
bringing the students' wive, together, they would become acquainted
and start visitang each other, instead of calling on me all tue
t i « O - - W . use, really, I'm all ays up to my ne OK in housework ana
can't afford to waste'three or four afternoons a week entertaining
bored wives. It didn't work-they all still come to see me. I
eertainlv wish Mrs. - t e a m s would visit Mrs. «urei aro , Mrs.
mutter would go to see Mrs. Loveless, and leave 1rs. Yamazaki out

showing

away

.My

of the merr; - icture.
We have, however, made the acquaintance of a couple that we're
Seallv crazy about. I was rather amused when you tola me in your
letter ^ h i y o k o Uaeaoka had called you up when she fooafl out
that m e r e was nother Japanese girl in .,'innetk .. «hen in c a w ,
the kids swear up and down that if they ever get out « the place,
tee- '11 stay as far away as they can from a n o t h e r Jape-ant Jet
V. en thev do l e a v e thev all make a bee-line for Denver, Salt Lake
City
C h i c a g o
and st Irt • hob-nobbing with their fellow yapon-toi
o

r
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again. At least we're different that way—we're not thrilled
"because we come across a fellow Japanese, but we are tickled to
death when we find someone who shares our political views. That's
why we are so glad to have met this students and his wife—with
whom e've "become very chummy. I guess we Would be just as delighted if they were Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos or Negroes—it
certainly does feel good to be able to sit down and really talk!
She is a" beautiful girl, with a patrician face if I ever saw one,
a southerner with a most delightful drawl. She is very fonc of
both Luanne and the baby and showers th ¡m with affection. She is
always bringing little presents for them. There are two Japanese
families—both young couples—living in the house right behind
ours, but as yet, I don't evan know their names.
I'm sorry we had to leave you just when. I was making an intelligent
(ahem) woman out of you. I hope that you will not degenerate into
the characteristic nisei ty >e—with thoughts only for clothes,
personal abearance and fellows, -nd don't be too hasty about
judging persons from their exterior appearance only.
Do ou still go over to see Mariko often? You must came over when
you' get hour vacation and tell me all about her affair . ith my
hus and. Save s ears up and down that Mariko had a terrific cru. h
on has, ev n" though she'll never admit it. Whenever the conversation turns to Mariko, Mas always says that she talks as though she
were real sophisticated and tries to give the impression that she
is unconventional and everything, but that at heart she's just an
old-fashioned prude—and <«es always backs him on on that st temont —
so I guess neither one of them got very far with her. Seriously
though, I'll be e: pecting you to visit us this summer—it's really
too far to go to see your folks in Manzanar when you get only a
week off.
-;e have room for you to sleep—and I'll even give you
your choice of slee ping par tners—I' 11 even let you sleep with
has. I 01 , happy day!
I'm especially busy now-a-days because I have a boa ?der--a bachelor
instructor who eats dinner 1th us every night.• He's an old
friend, whom we usee to know very well back in L.A. Before the
canned food rationing went into effect he used to eat out half the
time: and cook for himself the other half (opening cans) but now__
tha , he can't o;>en cans any more he wanted to eat with us. to l
took him on.
We bought a camera and took some snaps, so I was going to send you
some, but found hat Mas had beaten me to them and had sent the
best ones to his brothers. I'm going downtown within a few days
so I'll take the negatives down and get some more printed, then
I'll enclose t em and mail this letter, because if I let it go
until the neit time I rite—God only knows when you'll get them,
rite soon, and tell -me all the news bout Chicago.
Love,
/s/ Unchy

CjCf
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Owens Valley Rece tion Center (ll-o-^)
Ma nzanar, Galil'ornia.

Hello Dear
How is the model? You have all the luck. I only wish that I had taken the job
in Chicago that was offered me, just a few weeks before evacuating here to ¿¿anzanar.
But it isn't too bad—if only tlie wind would stop blowing. The dust is really terrific
up ere , but from rejorts from other reception centers, M. is about the best. The
place is really aha ping up. There are about 20 blocks completed all ready, and almost
e very one has a 30b. Yours truly is working in the iospital as a Nurse's Attendant
(fa ncy name only) It is some job making formulas for over fiFty babies everyday, and
besides that I have to get up at the u n g o d l y ^ ? six thirty in order to get to work"
at seven. Cf course dear, As ysu .ell know I never a m on time ha If the time. Eut it
is gay-it is ga yi
" e a r e i i v i n g -it:, two o er families. One I am sure you know. Mas and Ruth Yamaz^ki,
It is really funny—-Just before I left Saye called me up and Of course I told her we
were going to Manzanar, and she said that a friend was going up too and to look her uo,
I aidn t tiiink much about it, ana it was lust a coincidence that we were on the samecar coming up here. I like them both. And the baby is a ba by doll. By the way this
typewriter skips a space ever so often (Mas's doing) so forgive it.
Zveryone is scattered. Miki is m ^omona( just got a letter today, telling me that
she had arrived safely. God I miss her I) Toshi and Albert (Mrs . and Mr. as you all
ready know or don't you?) and 3a chi( who by the way is engaged to Henry Mittwer as
yuu also know) are up at Tanferan(Misp, per usua 1) and I hear that Cherry is at
Santa Anita. I don't ¿mow where Martna is, do you? The Hayasais are uo here. Per usual
naving Open House. It seems that «very time I go up tn«re there is a crowd or people
listemg to records or fetsypla ying cards. There are very few peoule up here that I
know. —Henry Mittwer, Joe Blemy, Tosni1 s cousins (Uri and Fumi),
d * i-w otn rs.
It doesn't get terribly lonely up here, but still it would be nice if ,e could all
be together. P e r m ps later on we will. Let's hope a nyway.
Ch, by the way, did you know that Bob Oya nana wa s killed m an automobile accidett
about a week ago in Io.m I believe. It was a shock to me; it will probably*more of one ,0
you. If it could at axl be possible to send a condolence wire to Joe at Santa Anita from
Miki and myse 1 f e t ^ e c i a ^ e
(d
tnis typewriter*) I would
grea tly appreciate it. I wish you would let me know immediately whether you will.
I would send one from here, but it is immpossible. Tha nks, dear
Send me a bill
for it, please.
T ie address would probably be: Mr. Jo,. Oyama (I kno^ naturally)
¿n'i
3a nta Anita Rece ption Center
Area dia, Ca iifornia.
i really got muc 1 to say, right now, but write me soon. Soon now, because I've
known you t o put off letter-writing for weeks. Tell me ev .ryt.-iinr.
Thare a dozen mistakes in this epistle, but you know dea~r that I love you,
a nd amazing y so I miss you. When you write to Alice tell^ello for me, n.d you mirht
e nclose le • .¿re ss in your letter. Thanks and write soon.
Love
Baby Dumpling

/7
P. S. How's Kayo (rnisp probably)?
ifiifti My address is : Miss Yo-jiico iibino (well, or course) 1
Q>. -ns V H e y deception Center (11-6-2)
Manza nar, California

AIR*
M A I L

May 29, 1942
Friday Afternoon

Dear Mar lieo
Just got back from lunch, and I8m so sleepy, but I shall write you
anyway, since you told miki that I owed you two letters, I think that
is right nice of me. Don't you?
A letter from Toshi came along with yours; she says she's very, very
happy, and that marriage is wonderful. I'm very happy for her. She and
Sachi live right next door to each other. By the way Sachi has a birthday--June 4

if you care to send her a card or something. Henry W . was

over this morning to borrow a driller and plane to make Sachi a pair of
w

geta* for her natal day. He said that that was the only thing he could

think of to give her since he was financially embarrased. I thought that
was seet of him; he's a good carpenter and craftsman at that.If.and when
Sachi does come up fee?« to Manzanar she will have the best furnished
house in camp; he's made a desk, and is soon beginning a closet.

His wor

k is good that I have made him promise to make me a table.
If this letter goes haywire, you can blame it on Aveline, she's
such a rascal and adorable too. Mother and Dad both spoil her to death.
Why she has the run of our penthouse. Ruth says'1 Tell Mariko that Mas and
I are glad she is getting along fine, and that we were worried about her
when she upped and left, but are glad she did it now" If it weren't for
Ruth I would go nuts. Everyone I know is elsewhere and it would have "got
ten" pretty lonely. I miss Miki like h

, but it isn't as bad as I tfcoug

ht it would be. She's, well there isn't anyone like her. All right, all
right 1811 stop droolingt

I8m jjust in that mood

today.

I have mispelled I , m--I8m--this way for ages. I just can't seem
to do it any other way, so excuse it from here on. Please
Davy, Eric and Mrs Hayashi and the rest of them send their regards.
Taka-san, harry Takahashi, Henry 0. aliastay in the same barrack . There
is always something going on over there. Oh yes you asked for Martha's
address

Ave I--Barrack 40

Unit 6 — S a n t a Anita Assembly Center, Area

dia, California. And also Manzanar is now Manzanar Relocation Center.
I8m s t u c k — l e t ' s see

oh yes

1 have a new job. You shall now

address me as Miss Hibino for I am now a music teacher.jit*s a lot of
patience

I mean it's a lot of fun, but takes a lot of patience.

Luanne is a pupil, and boy does she have a good ear. There are over 60
beginners in camp and there are o^ly two of us who teach them. We haven't
anytl ing to work with

no music paper, no books nor black-boards, but

ti r s gay--it's gayS Davy comes in the evenings to practice on the clarinet and do I have a time. He plays so beautifully

ahem-

I just happened to glance at your letter to Miki and I shall tell
you who've I met

Let's see Togo Tanaka and Karl or is it Cafcl Kondo

Chiye Mori and a bunch of others who aren't anything special. Betty
The Slocums are here too
Kamimura is up here and fo course Sho and Chico Sakaguchi.are here, and
n
that is about all. I don't go out much--just stay at home and read, write
letters and once in a while play cards. The dances aren't much to brag
about here, and there aren't many good dancers either, so I hear. Sometim
es I get so bored and home sick. What I wouldn't give for a hamburger and
at
a coke

a drive in . If it weren't for letters I would go mad. So remem

ber that and write me "personally". Tell me of all your doings, and send
a snapshot or two. Did you send Joe Oyama the condolence wire. Let me
know if you did,immediately, please.

Well I shall sign off for the prese

nt, but do write soon. Give Wes and Saye my regards if you should see
them, and take care of yourself, and May Ood bless you.
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As ever

Do you love me

Augast 17, 1942
Tuesday Morning

Hello Dear
Just got your letter enclosed in Miki's letter-—God I feel as if
the end of the world had c o m e — M i k i

is off to Wyoming and God only

knows when 111 see her next. Perhaps we will able to leave our respective camps and go out into the world. We're both quite bored with whole
thing. Well, it's no use crying about it now

I've done all that week

ago.
Your life seems like heaven
I know

Manzanar is quite the boringest place

right at present Im on a vacation-- the emminent Dr. Mitani

(our boss) is having some trouble in locating us in a permanent music
hall. It seems that the people in camp don't want the " Conservatory
of Music" in their block because of the noise, but yet they send their
children to take lessons
I ask. you

and where csn you get if you don't practice-

Anyway it's gay- — I enjoy teaching though---it's an experience

tve learned an awful lot

and even if I do say s o — I have quite a

few talented pupils including Luanne; she has such a marvelous ear
and her fingers are so nimble. If I stay here long enough I told Unchy
(Huth) that lid have Aveline too. If you saw her just before evacuation —
you wouldn't know her now

she is much cuter than she was two months

ago. Why she even has B.Ps all ready. There is a little boy who comes
over everyday to see her. Everyone idolizes her.
Yes, I did hear about Sam heing in the hospital

I did see him

before he entered—Chic.o says that he's feeling all right, it's just
that he needs all the rest he can get. But first chance I get I will
drop in on him. As for Joe B.

he analare'nt on speaking terms

about three weeks ago the Manzanar Jfree Press gave a dinner-dance (which
turned out ot oe a flop) and he asked me to go with me- -all right — the
dinner was to start at

2-2-2-2-2-2and'he didn't show u.p—I thought I was stood up for sure, so since
Bob Kagata was over and they both live in the same apartment I asked
Bob to invite Joe over for a coffee and do-nut party the following
Saturday night at "7:30"—Well the invitation was all ready issued
eame
when Joe by for me at 9:30, but still I thought

Id get even with him-

to make the story short—I did.
Haven't done much of anything--! pal around with Ohico's sisters.
I think you'd like Lily and Mattie

Lily is more like me and Mattie

is a brain-storm, and , of course, Chico is as unconscious as ever, but
I like her.Let's see who else do I see often—oh yes Myrtle Takaoka—do
you '-now her, she was in New York for ouile awhile,
Kondo and off and on I
I see ¿ho, and the Karl Yonedas, James oda, &arl is in one is in one of
my classes and Henry, I don't see him as often as I used to^but I do see
him^-says that Sachi will dffinitely be able to come up here and join
him and if she does she will be my "house guest until the fatal day.
Toshi hasn't written either for a long time

her father-in-law says

that she and Albert won't be able to come up here but the rest of the
family will.

seems that both she and Carol's wife are preganant.

I rather feel sorry for her—because it seems that they will be going
to Arizona and that is a h
of a place to have a baby in
it's even
hotter than m anzanar f and believe m e — i t s plenty hot here,
s e em
I just to

jump from one subject to another, but "since

1

know yoa

love me" it doesn't matter. It s just too darn hot to be consistent.
I was just reading over your epistle—and am I jealous

Id give

anything to be up there with you. I have seriously been considering
going out of camp to go to school, but it's rather hard to get accepted
by a school
I know that ^hico's sis has written to over 20 med schools
for addmittance, but she's' been refused by everyone of them. Lil has
5
been accepted by Utah, but it tyeems that Utah is evacuating in the near
fat are.

SQ

u
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can't go to school I'll see if I can't get a job outside somewhere.
Heard from ^artha-- the last letter
quite ill

A

got from her said that she had been

she hates San Anita so and from her letter I gathered she

was miserable, i b e t she wishes that she had gone back Bast
Met Eddie's (Cherry's) bud up here about a week

seems nice but dull.

First catty remark; I've made in years.—well-weeks
There goes the dinner gong

Been a good girl

give my regards to Mark when you

see him and to Alice too, Really miss you especially after reading your
letters—they are a God-send. *"uth and Mas say hello and I send my love.
If you've taken any sanp-shots of yourself

wish you'd send me some.

A favor on my bended knee.
Bye darling
P . " D a r l i n g " because just haven't met anyone extra importa
are some nice fellows up here though.
Here are the Adresses

¿achi
'A'osh i

L-83—Tulare Assembly Center
L-l-1—

»1

Write when you have time—and don't work too hard or play too
hard

darn you!J J

-
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From O.K. Diary
Nov. 30, 1943
Diary Notes on CH-9 and CH-24

Yesterday afternoon I went down to interview Mary (CH-24) but
she had a big stack of diapers to wash.
of Wyne's shirts.

¿>he also lad to wash some

Mary said that she had been putting it off so

long that she just had to get them done.

¿>he said that she was

planning t o look for a job next week, but she did not know how
would feel about that,

ayne

«--he said that '7ayne had a very heavy alimony

burden and he owed about vlOO in back paym nts to his ex-wife.
Wayne also supports Mary and the baby.
go to work and help out.
to buy for the baby.

Mary feels that she should

There are so many things that she wants

She said that she had a lady on relief who

was willing to watch her baby for a small fee.

Mary doesn't want to

get the woman thrown off relief if she gets caught so that she is
planning to make arrangements with the landlady to watch the baby.
Mary doesn't know what kind of work she will be able to do.
thinks that she may be a waitress on a day shift.
was so hard for a nisei to get a "front" job.

She

Mary said that it

^he said that most of

the nisei were stuck in back rooms where they would not meet the
public very much.

She wanted to get a job as an elevator girl or a

cashier but she did not think that nisei girls would be given this
sort of work.

However, Mary said that she had nothing to lose by

being aggressive and she is going to make a try for this kind of
work first.
./hen I first knocked on the door, I was again embarrassed, so
help me J

Mary evidently was expecting

on a real think silk nightgown,

ayne because she only had

^he wasn't very concerned and she

made coffee and heated some rolls for me before she went in to
change into a dress.

I tried to keep my eyes on the coffee cup but

once in a while my eye. fctrayedj -after We had coffee, Mary said
that she would do her laundry right away and I could come back about
5:30 and have dinner with her, however, I told her that it would be
too much trouble for her to feed me and I could pick up something
at Marikofs.

Mary said that Yoshi was in bed with a cold over there

so I decided to go over there and talk to her for a while.

Yoshi

was in her pajamas too when she opened the door, but they were heavy
pajamas I
all.

She was so sick that she just didn't have any pride at

She made me laugh because she looked like a polar bear.

She

hopped in an out of bed while I was there and she wanted me to talk
about attitudes on love.

I didn't want to get into any discus si onv

like that so I sort of shifted the talking to Yoshi»s problems.

It

was a sort of hidden interview and I was able to take a lot of notes
as Yoshi was in bed and she didn't see me writing.
Yoshi was in a very depressed mood, and feeling sorry for herself.

It was her fault that she is sick now.

2 he took time off

from her work Friday because she was ill and she went out that
evening.
again.

m:J Saturday she was sick.

That night Bhe went out

Sunday she was sicker and on Sunday night she went out

again so when I saw her yesterday she was feeling very, very low
and depressed,

i he poured out a lot of her troubles and the

following is a verbatim report on what she had to say on various
subjects, starting with her attitude toward her sister(CH-24)*
"It'
s such a damned awkward position I am in in regards to my
sister.

No matter what I do for Mary she expects more.

sorry for her because she is forlorn.

I feel

I know she doesn't like me.

he holds on to me because she knows that she can get things out of
me.

If she had a job, she wouldn't have me around.

I wish that

she would hurry up and get married,
embarrassing for me sometimes.

She is so damn stubborn.

It's

I feel sorry for her because she is

lonesome and she has no real friends so I take her around to my
friends.

But her baby is a burden to her and she can't go every

place.
tr

hen Mary first came out here a couple of months ago, I got

along fairly well with her at first.
things and it got worse and worse.
fault.

It must have been my pride.

be so tough as she was.

Then we started to argue over
Some of it mi ht have been my
I wanted her to change and not

She is different as night and day from me.

A lot of things she did annoyed me and it almost made me ill.
•Somebody told me once that Mary had the temper- ment of an artist
and she couldn't fulfill it so she took it out on other things, but
Mary does have a vil^, ugly temper which she doesn't show to everybody.

When she gets mad, she slaps the baby around when it cries

and takes it out on her.
"I finally came to the conclusion that Mary would never change.
Little by little I realized that she wanted only money out of me.
She is shrewd that way.

She pours out a nice story about how much

she misses our family life and how much my mother misunderstood her.
I can't blame my mother for the way Mary is.
love for Mary has disappeared.

/ill of mother's real

M a ry has resented this and she now

says that mother used to strike her but it was Mary's fault when
this happened.
"The only reason I helped my sister now is for the sake of the
baby.

I want the baby to hav

ways Mary is kind and generous.

something that Mary lacks.

I think she is like a little girl

and she gives in to her feelings all the time,
changeable person.

In many

^he Is such a

It makes me mad when she thinks she is much

CjCf

more experienced than I am.
"Since Majjr has been in Chicago, I've helped her financially
quite a bit.

I do this by getting things for the baby.

fun helping her because she is never satisfied.
would hurry up and marry Wayne.

It's no

I wish that she

If she waits around much longer,

"ayne n n ' t want her because Mary shows her most awful sight to
him now Shat they are living together.

He mi&ht lover her but

there are a lot of little things that will get his goat.

Another

thing is that I'm not going over to her apartment any more.

It's

too much of a comparison for "'ayne to see how different Mary and I
are.

I've had several arguments with my sister while he was around

and she shewed herself then.

Mary had a boy friend in Los Angeles

and she did the same thing then and that is why she lost him.

The

story got around that I got her boy friend away but that's not time.
I don't want a situation like that to happen again.

I am not im-

plying that '"ayne is falling for me or that I'm trying to take him
away,

-and I don't put on airs either.

too well yet.

But -ayne doesn't know Mary

I'm just wondering whether she will run out on him

when the going gets hard.

Mary thinks I believe everything she

tells me just because she lived with a couple of men and had a lot
of hard knocks.

Lhe thinks I'm a babe in the woods.

her fault if she had hard knocks.

But it is all

I can talk to you this way, bug

Goddamit, I get soft when I go over and see the baby.
"If I didn't help my sister, I know that she would find a way
to get along.
to me.
it.

If I were ever in a real jam, Mary would never come

But if she is in a jam, then I go.

I wish I knew what made me do it.

I don't know why I do

I think it must be the baby.

I'm wondering what the feeling will be if -ayne and Mary get

CjCf

married and have a baby of their own.
feels towards the baby,

I don't know how Mary really

¿he'll sacrifice a little for it, but I

know she won't give up everything for her.

he is too selfish that

way.
"Mary says the oddest things at tines.

¡he*s told Mariko that

she doesn't really love me, but it's the help that I give her.
must think I'm an awfully dumb sap.

She

If I Jurt ignored her entirely,

iahe would get even in some way and try to hurt me.

V.hen she was

staying with Mariko here, she tried to break up our friendship by
saying t ings about me.

^ight now, Mariko believes more of my side

of the story, but Mary tried to break it up by telling lies.

I

would be the one to lose out because Mary is clever at creating
doubts in people's minds about me.
any doubts about me.

I don't want ray friends to have

It would put me in the wrong if I went around

and contradicted Mary and made an issue of it.
"I'm thinking of going to New York with Miki.
mostly.
is like.

She »vants to go

If I ever go, it will be for a visit first to see what it
If Mary stays in Chicago all the tine, I'd rather leave.

Mary is so confident that she can go back to Los Angeles with 7ayne
next spring but I don't know whether slate'11 be able to.
"I think that if somebody offered her a job in a chorus line
in a night club, she would leave -ayne flat and the baby too.
wants to be in the show business,
ficial glamor of it.

¿he

¿he has always liked the super-

Some day she will regret the real things that

she threw away.
"If I went to New York, I would go to school and work in a
home part time.
a while.

I've given up the idea of taking an office- job for

I feel that music is more important to me.

Right now I

go to the Chicago Music Conservatory two times a week.
pay $4.00 per lesson each week.
semester,

I have to

On top of that, I pay $32.00 per

"hat's a lot of money and I'm having a rather difficult

time in my financial affair.
share of this apartment.

I also p«y .¿15.00 a week rent for my

The rest of my money just melt away.

I

gofr downtown and I spend a lot on little things for myself and on
Mary's baby.

If Miki decides to stay in Chicago, then I will stay,

bhe wants to get a factory job.
too.

Maybe I will get a factory job

But I don't think so.
"Somehow, all of a sudden, I am at peace with myself.

I am "

not quite as nervous and alv/ays looking for something all the time
as I was before.

I think it is because Miki is here.

She doesn't

give me anything and we have no real common interest, but 1
more fun with her because I can really be myself.
friend.

have

She is my best

I think if we broke up, it would htfrt me more than

Miki is a deep person in i way.

bhe never says much and only once

in a while can you get a spark out of her.
attractsme so much.

aer.

I don't know why she

I think in a way I have changed her.

first met her, she was just like any other boochie girl.
born in Los Angeles and she was very quiet.

hen I
Lhe ./as

She changed after that

and I guess I did too,
"'Yhen I first met Miki, I needed her because I couldn't get
along with any other nisei.
steam off.

She would just sit and let me blow the

We palled around a lot in Los Angeles.

£ he has a mind

of her own, but she seemed to think alii-ce on a lot of things.
know what I am happier now that she is here.
to feel that way about her?

I

Is it abnormal of me

I don't think that I am a Lesbian or

anytling queer like that because I don't have any physical feelings

CjCf

toward her.

Maybe I

m attracted to Miki because my sister dis-

appointed me so much and I would have wanted Mary to be like Miki.
I know that I can depend on Miki.

(Maybe Yos ii is attracted to

Miki b"cause she would like to be like her.
she carries a slightly sophisticated air.

Miki is very thin and

Yoshi has copied Miki's

clothes, etc.)
"Miki1s mother doesn't like me at all,

the thinks I am not

Japanesy enough to associate with her daughter,
approve of me.

^he just does not

However, Miki has always stood up for me.

Our

friendship has gone through a lot of tests and it is as strong as
ever.

ven if Miki got married we'd still be friends but it

wouldn't be the iame as before because her life would be shared
with somebody else then.

But, I've never felt jealous of her and-

she is one person I really want to do something for.

I could give

her things easily and I would not regret parting with them like I
would if I gave it to anybody else.

I think I'm lucky to have a
1

friend like her.
"I'm very dissatisfied with my job now.
of it.

I'm getting so tired

The more you live with people, the more you get to know

their worst traits,
you dislike it.

«nd if these traits are used on you, naturally

They begin to use yqu and exploit you.

Mrs.

Bafcalon, my employer s&id that she was so fond of ¿mi, the Negro
cook.

But Ann's mother dies so that she went back to Alabama for a

month.

Now Mrs. B. hates Ann because her leaving for a month de-

prived her of going out to all her parties.

It is annoying her no

end because I have a cold and have to stay away for a week.
going to be mean and stay away even longer.

I'm

Mrs. B. is mad because

she can't have her social life interf red with.

Now I can under-

/ o ^

stand why people won* t take a few as an individual.
tight.

Mrs. B. is so

She calls up here all the time and wants to know when I can

go back.

I'm not reporting for work for one mor

week yet. j

"When I felt there on Friday, I took my music along and Mrs. B.
said very sarcastically she hoped I would get a lot of piano practicing done at my apartment.

She is so suspicious.

Then she got

so angry about a week ago just because I gave *nn a better birthday
present than she did.

It annoyed her because my present cost more

and she tried to prevent me from giving it to Ann.

I did it for a

purpose because I wanted to show Mrs. ft. up as a cheapskate.

Mrs.

B. takes advantage of me all the time and she is so tight in many
ways.

I'm not that way so I am embarrassed for her.
"Now she wants me to cook so that she doesn't have to hire

another temporary person while ¿mn is away, but I very conveniently
got a cold,
"Mrs. B. is very moody,

^he gets mean and narty sometimes.

I've lost ray temper a couple of times and told her off.
day was one of those times.

The other

I cam to the apartment here on Thanks-

giving after she worked me over time about four hours, and the next
day I caught cold.

I phoned her up and told her that I would stay

away a few days so that her children would not get a cold too.

Mrs.

B. then said that I should have stayed there and gone to bed early.
As if I could have done that with her having her all night party
and people coming in and out to look at the baby.

She wanted me to

isolate myself in Ann's room then she mude some comments about my
music practice so I told her that if she were not satisfied, I
would quit.

Then she said that she was disappointed in me.

I told

her that Thanksgiving was a family day and I didn't consider myself

a part of her family.

Then as a finishing touch I left the place

and slammed the door when I left there on Friday.
"She called me by phone today and she wanted me to go back
tonight for work.

I'm not even going to call her back.

care if I go back there or not.

I don't

She will take me back all right be

cause there is a nurse shortage and I'm not a stupid nurse maid.

I

can do more with the kids than she can.
"When I go back, I either get a raise or quit.
ask for ¿22.00 a week.

I'm only getting „20.00 now.

I'm going to
She wanted to

give me #18.00 a week when I started but I would not work for that.
"My only pleasure now is getting away with things and getting
even with Mrs. B.

-he keeps coming to me to tell me

bout other

nurse maids or friends of hers and how efficient they are.
does this to make me jealous.

She

M r s . b, doesn't expect me to have

any outside interest at all but she would like me to dedicate my
whole life to her children,

^fter all, it is only a job and I have

to have some of my own private interests too.
many lies and Ann has told me a lot about her.
ren and I couldn't take it out on them.
annoy Mrs. B. deliberately.

Mrs. B. tells so
I do like the child

I just do little things to

One night I turned down her bed just

as a gesture and she wanted me to do it afcl the time.

I told her

that I was not a personal maid and I would only do it when I had
time and felt like it.

I wasn't impudent or anything like that,

but I just wanted to let her know that I stood up for my rights.

I

will quit there before she becomes antagonized to me.
'.Another thing that annoys me is that fehe promised me 5 hours
a day for piano practice and I don't get it very often.

On those

days I get moody and lode myself in the nursery room so that Mrs, B.

/ 0 V

lets me alone^ I'm supposed to get 12:30 to 3:50 off fro piano
practice.

I don't mind if something special comes up, but I do

mind when she goes off to ; tea all afternoon.

She comes home late

and then she has the nerve to tell me that her friend's governess
waxes the floor and does this and that.
"On Thanksgiving I was supposed to be through at 2 o'clock but
I had to stay there until 5:30.

On top of that she pays an extra

girl ¿6.00 to cook the turkey and I didn't even get any extra
thanks for all the -ork I did on it.

This all sounds trivial but

when you have to put up with these things day after day, it sort of
gets you down.
'I'm not really happy because I don't have enough free time for
myself and I can't get my practicing done.
baby a d a lot of other things.
me down.

Then I worry about Mary's

That's why these little things get

On top of that, I have a miserable cold now so my dispo-

sition is not so good.

I'm worried about money' a groat deal too.

I can make ends meet each month, but it is a struggle.

I would like

to get more things for Virginia (Mary's baby) but I can't.

I'd

like to get her a crib, high chair, toilet seat and a baby buggy.
She sleeps in a big double bed between Mary and -ayne and she has
no place to eat.

Then she has to use the adult toilet.

should have these things.

All babies

Maybe this bothers me a lot because I

see how the B's babies are spoiled, and Virginia is so deprived.
It's the contrast which makes it all the more noticeable.
"It's so nice to be in love.
another thing to worry about,

But it would be

¿tight now I have too much on my mind

and I can do without love nicely.
not solve any problem.

I wish I were.

I'm not frustrated, and love would

I haven't loved a man for almost two years

/»i
now.

After you have been emotionally involved once though, it does

get your goat once in a while,

^ut it is a physical frustration

and you get over it toy putting your interest in other things.

I've

got my music education and other things on ray raind chiefly right
now.

I would be most happy if I became an accomplished pianist.

I

think I would be disappointed with marriage because I would expect
too much of it.

There is too much uncertainties these days and it's

not worth the risk.

I would want ecbnomic security before marriage.

I don't think I will ever get married until I know for certain just
where I stand in my music career.
I got married,

I wouldn't have time for music if

but then, I wouldn't //ant to know for sure that my

piano playing was not possible to reach a great height because I
would be disillusioned then,

^hat a life; it is just worries.

"All nisei are so worried now.

I haven't reach much about the

Tule Lake riot but I don't think it will affect us much out here.
Of course, the Uies committee is entering into it and that would be
rather bad.

But it shouldn't affect us too much because it has been

stressed that Tule Lake was for the disloyal Japanese.

It might

make it harder for us to go back to C lifornia because

arren is the

governor there and he is a pretty powerful man.
issue out of it if he runs for Vice-president.

He may make an
But it really is a

California issue alone and it is not nation-wide.

I'm only mildly

interested in these political things because I don't have time to
go into it much right now.

The nisei combat team in Italy is doing

a good job and that helps our cause.

The nisei fellows out here

who are going to college are pretty worried about the draft.

I know

of two nisei who are almost panicky who are trying to get their
degrees before the draft comes.

I think a lot of the girls are
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worried almost as

uch because they are afraid of men shortage.

It

doesn't nean nuch to me because I don't have contacts with a large
group of nisei.

I think it will be best for all of us after the war

if more nisei enlisted.

Our loyalty will be proven that much more.

But, it's nofc use talking to nisei about these things because they
are not interested, just like me.
"Most of the nisei are more concerned about dances anyway.
haven't been tc any all nisei dance in my life anyway.

I

I don't

think that these dances will do any harm if the boys don't get too
rowdy.

You can't say, 'Okay, nisei, disband]', and expect them to

do that.

It is awfully hard.

group anyway.

The nisei are safest among their own

In fact, assimilation is almost impossible.

the nisei and they couldn't do it by themselves.

I know

I can't say much

about nisei dances though.

I only know that I personally would feel

very uncomfortable at one.

I did go to one affair at the YW several

months ago.

It was for nisei soldiers and 1 played the piano in the

program just before the dance.

My friends and I left early because

we did not feel at home at that nisei dance.

I don't /ant to talk

about it because the outcome is so uncertain for the nisei and it
involves t o much thinking.
"I just limit myself to my own problems and to my own little
circle of i'ricn s,

That is enou h to occupy all of my spare time.

When I get into a mood I play the piano.

I think I will play now.

To hell with my cold."
It was about 5 p.m. then so I made a couple of sandwiches.
Mariko came home from work a little later and she said that she was
(

inviting George to dinner.

~he said that Yoshi really invited him.

She wanted me to stay for dinner too but I said I had to go see

ni

*

Mary.

Yoshi nibbled at food here and there all the time I was

there,

I he couldn't be too sick.

I walked down the street with Mariko on my way to Mary's,
after eating a couple of sandwiches.
dinner.

Mariko was going shopping for

. he wanted to go downtown last night to start her anas

shopping, but she never got around to it because she had company.
Mariko talked to me for a couple of minutes on the corner and she
told me a little about Yoshi and Mary,
tell whopping lies about each other.

-he said that both of them
She said that when Mary came

out here, she told Mariko that she had worked very hard to buy an
«80 watch for Yoshi and Yoshi then lost it right away.

Yoshi«s

story was that Mary never gave her anything and that the watch had
been given to her by her father.

Mary also told Mariko that Yoshi

once stole two suit cases from her.

I did not want to be any cause

of family friction so I emphasized on both Yoshi and Mary that anything they told me was absolutely confidential und I refused to be
drown into any of their arguments.
Mariko was also a little irritated at Yoshi.

the said t at

Yoshi had written to Mlki and her sister in camp and told them to
come out t<b her apartment as her guest.

Yoshi didn't tell Miki

any hing at all about it being mostly Mariko*s apartment.

This

caused a little embarrassment when it ffame to the paying of bills.
Mariko said that

she lost money on the deal because she had to pay

for the largest share of the food bill,
and Yoshi would move out.
stay with her.

¿ihe wished that both Miki

However, she thinks that Yoshi will still

Miki doesn't like living in that district.

She

doesn't like the walking up four flights of stairs either and she
thinks that the latrine is very unsanitary.

Mariko

said

that

M

m

